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V0 B EWORD

f-ts project ups established to determine the training
gid requirements for Increasing the effectiveness and conbit

efficioney of officer and enlisted personnel in Chemical,
Biological and Eadiplogical Warfare (CBR). The training
areas selected for study are listed in order of priority:

Army Vide CBR Training

Chemical C*orps Units Training

Chemical Corps School -Trainn•g

Requirements for training alds and devices were uncoveroa)
during the course of this study and are specified in the rep'ort.
In order to achieve the goal of increased combat efficiency,
certain steps in addition to the procurement of training aids
and devices are reconmnded. The CBR Training Program is in
nood of:

More precise statements of training
objectives in each subject matter area.

Here effective methods of training which
stress actual bhhaviour and "must knov"
information.

More realistic techniqaes for assessing
the results of training.

Increased emphasis on student self-
evaluation.I ODSnTe

DUCTIS ..i. 141

Distribuction

"• III • Availablity Codes

Spo and/oro
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Instructional aids yieldithe gVeatess payoff when the
total training situation is properly structured. Thus, the
recommended 4mprol'uments in .Lhe training progrum should be
undertaken concurrently with traiLfag aid develkpment.

Educational Psychology Diviatoa

C. P. SEITZ, PhD .ALZQNDER GOLDUMI
Heal, Human 3inoering Head, Aviation Psychology Branch

Division
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BRIEF OF STUDY

Basic Individual CBR Training

0 Most of the objectives of basic individual training in CBR warfare

are stated in such general te.ms that developing a training program

to achieve them is difficult.

Objectives should be clearly stated in terms of pro-
ficiencies expected at the end of eight weeks.

"• A combined statement oe stated and implied objectives in basic

individual CBR training would be helpful to all training personnel,

especially the new or unskilled instructor.

Every CBR skill that is supposed tc be developed in
eight weeks should be defined in measurable terms of
speed, accuracy, sequence of steps, completeness of
action, and s=ilar observable response3.

"* Some of the training outlined in Training Memorandum No. 7 is re-

!ated only in a minor way to the objectives and is not necessary

for surviva2 and pursuit of mission.

Memo No. 7 should be redrafted to focus attention I
only upon basic training. Separate publications
should be issued for advanced individual and unit: training.

Screening smokes and incendiaries should be elimi-
nated from prescribed content since they are not
related to objectives of the 10-hour course.

"* Some objectives are established which cannot be achieved in the

specified time and with the prestnt limitations on the use of

live agents. There is no information or technique available to

I
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the trainee which make field identification of war gases practical$

or even possible at present.

Objectives should not be stated in such ideal terms
that there is no possibility of achieving them.

Field identification of war gases with either the
M9A2 kit or the "sniff4 test should be eliminated
from the CBR objectives of basic training.

Memo No. 7 is not uniform in clarity. The level of readability is

too high. The format and indentations are difficult to follow.

The revised manuscript for Memo No. 7 should be
checked by a specialist in readability before
publication. The outline and headings should
follow a consistent form of indentation. Subheads
should be expanded to give meaning to the informa-
tion by clarifying the content.

*Discrepancies between current doctrine and obsolete practices

emphasize the need for centrally-prepared lesson plans.

If the local preparation of lesson plans is con-
tinued, they should be prepared by the instructors
who use them.

Practical learning exercises having local applica-
tions should be added to the content of tLe outline
of Memo No. 7.

e The CDR information given to recruits is too technical and complex,

and is not understood by many. Self aid, first aid, and protective

actions are given too little emphasis and practice. An overwhelming

amount of unnecessarily difficult words and phrases is used in

instruction based on Memo No. 7.

The theoretical and technical portions of Memo
No. 7 should be simplified. The use of some of
the language, illustrations, and charts in FM 21-41 6
would be helpful.

- z
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Lnformation on nerve, blister, and choking gases
should be condensed.

a There is no systematic effort to find out what men have failed to

learn in time to re-train and practice before the end of basic

training.

Training centers should be given guidance in testing
the results of training.

Knowledge of progress should be used as a stimulus
to learning. A self-scoring technique should permit
each trainee to check his own proficiency.

s Interest of the trainee is at its lowest point during the second

2-hour period.

Special attention should be given to maintaining
interest in the protective action to take under spray
and gas attack.

Training aids should involve the trainees in par-
ticipation in the proper sequence of actions and
measures.

* The timing and spacing of discipline and physical toughening

activities from verbal learning are poorly scheduled.

Greater attention should be given to the physical
condition of trainees if they are to remember
verbal CDR instruction.

* Training policy is inzonsistent regarding the grouping of men for

instruction, and the attitude of instructors is negative. Iliter-

ates are grouped separately for CBR testing but not for CBR in-
struction.•

Experimental research should be conducted to
determine the effectiveness of grouping basic
trainees for CBR instruction on the bases of
intelligence, educational background, and train-
ing methods.

4P
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Too much nonessential information is crowded into the one-hour period

on BW. Much of the content of the RW lectures observed is not related -

to protective action. The demonstration of smokes and incendiaries

makes no observable contribution to CBR skill during basic training.

Safeguards should be established to limit formal
instruction in the 10-hour course to essentials of
action and performance.

NICE TO KNOW information should be made available
to recruits, but only upon their own time, initi-
ative, interest, and request. :

Complete lesson manuscripts of what shall be said in

lectures should be prepared for the 10-hour course.

* Instructors differ widely in the importance they attach to CBR pro-

ficiencies. They also indicate confusion about what trainees should

be able to do at the end of the 10-hour course.

There should be a clear controlling statement of
what should be taught, how to teach it simply,
what skills should be denonstrated, and what
level of skill should be shown by performance.

Action tests of CBR proficiency should be given
before the end of basic training. Remedial
training should be scheduled as extra dut).

* The objective of "familiarization" on page 40 of Homo No. 7 calls for

a demonstration of decontamination materiel, whereas skill requires

practice in the performance of decontamination. I -.

Memo No. 7 should give more attention to the inte-
gration of CBR training with other basic training.
Specific suggestions should encourage officers to
have men fire a weapon, march, take cover, and the
like while masked.

CBR basic training procedures should require active
participation in learning identification, self aid,
and decontamination-just as participation is
gained in mask drill and gas chamber exercise.

"-. *• * .1 1Q



A workable field idcntification technique shouid
be sought for the individual soldier. Memoriza-
tion of colors, tastes, smells, chemical and 3
physical properties, and persistencies should be
deleted from basic training.

* There is an amazing lack of central supervision of training

practices in basic CBR trainin&--a program that is carried on

Army-wide to serve as pro-training for all arms and services.

Continuous experimental study and evaluation ef
basic CBR instruction should be provided. In..
structors in the 10-hour course should receive to
direct benefit from the resources of a research,
analysis, and curriculum section much as that
operated at WIC Scho"l.

Advanced Individual UBR Tra=ing

* The s .cond 8-weeks training policy is based on the a35usnption

that men P.ttain a dafinite rainizma of skill during the first

eight weeks. Yet deficiencies are not determined at the end of

•the first eight weelks or !-t the start of advanced training-

A general el-ssitication CBR test should be
developed for use at the beginning of advanced
indivinual training. It should be upplied at
the next duty station following the 10-hour
course,

St?ýted objectives have not beer •otmd to identify the improvement

in CSR skills that is expected in advanced individual training.

Ev-rv ATV should define the mininum standards of

performance exp-ctL4 for each objective established.

. ATP's and P•I~s In the ".371 scries identify neither the objectives

S* -f the couiseR nor tks atandardi of perfnrmance required. Ccurses

-0AMx-ý
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for officers and men vary widdely in cantent and yat overlap

considerably. Appareatly CBll training objectives are the sane

for officers as for enlisted men.

Proficiency standards shculd be stated in detailed
specifications, clearly related to objectives,
program content, time allotment, and performance
tests.

* Except for masking in fifteen seconds, no guides are provided

for judging profiriency in terms of tine, aectracy, efficiency

of motion, sequency of steps, economical uae of supplies, and

sini-lar measuasa.

There must be positive means of ide~atifying I"fui,da-
masitals," "basic skills," and "initial p.roficiencics"
for each trainee before "training -.111 be progz~euý-
sive." Such means should be inposed A4-,2y-vide upon
all phases of advanced U.divlidual train-ing.

* Essential CBll profioiencies for all personnel fit into one or

more of six abil.ities, and six additional CK( proticelncies for

officer* and noncoms are idx~ntifiu'hle in the literature. Moros'ver,

a level oi competence hig~ier than the Army-uride reqatremaent., is

indicat.,ýd but is never defined.

* C~ll instructors in the Chemid-1 Corps believe tir-re are differences

in the larel of CBR slMi.l tbat -%hculd be requir-ed for different

H()S ratings, grader and ranks. Hoirever, triere is no agreement as

zo vhlch gronp sh*Gdd posl;.esa w~hich level of &kill or knowledge,

and tr,-ining palicy, identifies no differencce,.

It there a-re different lznvela ot CELl !cnowletdge
and vntxirstrmdin& needed by different grade3 and
ranks, %raicing pvograms should identify the levels
in their objectives, courses) and ATT~s.

~-u--.w~ *~- *0 * * t * 0 0 0 S



If HOSVs vary in the CBR field proficiencies
required, ATPts should defin. them.

If there are no differences in levels of skill
or understanding beyond a minimum standard,
variations now outlined in courses and programs
for various HDSts, officers, and men should be
restricted.

The published standards of individual CBR proficiency are

applicable only at the end of individual training, and are

stated only as minim-s. The assumption that advanced individual

CBR training is based upon basic individual CBR training and

progresses beyond the basic training level is unwarranted.

lMe period of advanced individual training
should be for the development of a high level
of skill obtained through actual field exercises
with CBR agents or simulants. Yost of the time
should be spent in integrated training. The
10-hour course should not be repeated.

"* Cadre per.-onnel show no consistent attempt to determine an indi-

viduAl's attaiment of CDR proficiency upon his assignment to the

unit. The qutlity o! training provided by a cadre is sometimes

lower than that provided in the 10-hour course. Quality varies

with traiking competence in the cadre and also with the unit

co==snder*, attitude toward CBR training.

The scope of the program should be carefully * 5-
outlized to prevent the present wide interpreta-
tions now made of the broad general statements
in A9'is.

" A scparaee publication resembling Memo No. 7 is needed for advanced

individual Ck'.. training. The vagaries of unit commanders and

cadres make u•i•orm .•tAinment of proficiency standards impossible.

%
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Directives should be in detail so as to leave no
doubts as to specific objectives, increases in
level of proficiency, measures of satisfactory
progress, and desirable integrated practice.

Lectures should be almost eliminated from the
program. The 10-hour course should not be
duplicated. Emphasis should be placed on direct
firsthand experience and practice.

Guidance is needed in designing and requiring CBR practice exer-

cises.

Short films should be doveloped to expose the L.S
individual to various CBR situations. Then,
decontamination should be learned by decontami-
nating, taking cover by taking cover, blotting
off a probable blister agent by blotting it off
in the field.

The responsibility for conducting CBR training and determining CBR

competence is vested in the same commander. Estimates of CBR

training success are based on "training inspections." Such self-

supervision is unsound training policy.

Central supervision should be established to
coordinate and upgrade the program and quality
of training during this second phase of CUR
training, which is the most crucial for individualp i
proficiency.

Chemical Corps Unit CBR Training

The aims of CBR training in Chemical Corps units are not related

to specific CBR proficiency.

More detailed statements of training objectives
should describe CBR actions which characterize
the efficient unit and criteria to guide the
judgment of tmit officers.

I S



• Most Cm1C ATPfs review and/or teach again the elementary information

on CBR warfare. Detection is omitted in the ATP's for maintenance

and processing companies. Self aid and first aid are omitted in

the smoke generating company ATP. Generaflly, ATPts make no

mention of alarms, standard marking signs, or methods of delivering

CBR agents.

ATPts 3-201, 3-203, and 3-205 should include organized
practice in identification, since CBR attack on
rear areas is possible.

ATP 3-201 should develop particularly effective
teams in- identification and skill in self aid/first
aid, since smoke companies especially will operate
in areas subject to CBR attack.

* Unit CBR training is the first phase in which the protective mask

is not specifically singled out for emphasis. It is evidently

assumed that every soldier has developed proficiency in masking.

Mask drill in the field and practice in maintaining
items of individual and unit protection should be
specified.

* Training in the exploitation of CBR situations is generally omitted

from CmlC ATP's.

Considerable attention should be given to exploita-
tion, including: avoiding contaminated areas,
crossing or operating in contaminated areas,
individual and unit SOP upon alarm, reporting
attacks to adjacent units and higher authority,
and making adjustments in operations as required
to accomplish the mission under CBR conditions.

* The great majority of time in unit training is allotted to field

training; but considerable training activity is devoted to the

maintenance of basic combat skills, supply and lcgistics information,

IF V W W . W *
# 4~f!
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and similar concerns. Too much of unit CBR training requires no

trainee activity.

As quickly as possible field training should be
removed from the simple but necessary practice
variety to actual field operations, sometimes
under adverse conditions.

Field exercises should not comprise only an
occasional sporadic part of unit training but
should be scheduled as a major part of it.

Critiques on individual and unit performance in
these exercises should provide most o the
instruction in all aspects of CBR training.

"" Training of the individual in unit operations is accomplished by

on-the-job training. A progress chart to show the stage of training

or rate of progress of a trainee was not found. Nor was there

found a job sheet giving a breakdown of the component steps in a

specific skill or job.

Unit training officers and noncoms should be
given guidance in the preparation and use of job
analyses, job sheets, check-off lists, and per-
formance standards for each skill. A progress
chart should be maintained for each individual.

" Training tests that accompany the ATP's are designed to get verbal

reactions to a field situation, also described verbally.

The skills expected in unit training should be
defined in measurable units: size of folds, waste
of solutions, breakage of eyepieces, estimates of
wear or deterioration of face pieces, manipulative
dexterity, and the like.

Special minimum standards of proficiency should be

defined for each type of unit.

"* Numerous interruptions of training schedules, personnel levies

against the unit, the policy of individual rather than unit

M * 0)~
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rotation of duty, and the shortness of time between specialized

training and discharge affect CBR training adversely.

At least in their earlier stages of training, men
in CmiC units should be as carefully protected
from interruptions in their training schedules as
are students in CaiC School. Large blocks of time
should be scheduled during which no interference
with training schedule or activity will be per-
mitted.

v Men in CmlC units report that the most difficult CBR topics to

learn are RW, identification and the M9A2 kit, and names and .

symbols. Instructors say that BW and RW constitute 44 per cent of

the most difficult topics to teach, and that identification consti-

tutes 15 per cent. Unit training contains nonessential information

and content that have no possible value in the field and are use-

less obstacles to the trainee.

There is little justification for the difficulty
"uneducated men are having in understanding only
those CW, BW and RW skills they need in the field.

As soon as detailed standards of proficiency can
be specified for each type of unit assignment,
CmlC ATP's should be revised to eliminate NICE TO _
KNOW information from scheduled training.

* Elisted trainees say that they need more practical experiencesI

(live agents) and more time on difficult topics. Instructors say

that more field work and more live agents are needed. These

responses indicate that both groups recognize the need for a more

realistic kind of training experience in CBR warfare.

The assistance of the Medical Corps should be
earnestly solicited in identifying anatomical
charts, models, pictures, and films that can be
"adapted to teaching the effects of those agents

-II
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units are not allowed to experience.

Urgently needed are CBR training agents which
should hurt men when they commit errors without
injuring them permanently. The severity of the
physical or psychological penalty should increase
with the level of CBR training.

" The problems of unit CBR training point up the need for unit in-

structors who can and will make CBR warfare understandable to

uneducated men. Current problems clearly refute the Arryts as-

sumption that any noncom or officer can successfully teach his

men anything they need to know.

An organized, scheduled, and mandatory program
for upgrading the training skill of cadre personnel
should be undertaken.

Courses in the Chemical Corps School

" The stated objectives of School courses do rot identify CBR goals.

A great deal of duplication exists between courses. There is no

common understanding of what is to be accomplished in the allotted

time.

Specific CBR objectives for each course should be
stated in terms of dutiesx actions, and levels of
competence which individuals must assume in CBR
warfare. Courses should then be revised to elimi-
nate unnecessary content and to add practice in
field requirements.

" Every course outline assumes that the learners are ignorant about

CBR warfare and starts all over with "introductions to," "definitions

of," and "classifications used."

Pre-testing to identify what students already
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know should be standard procedure. Course content
and training procedures should be varied according
to the backgrounds of individuals comprising the
groups.

9 CBR training outlaiied in POl's is mostly verbal, interspersea with

occasional films and demonstrations. Only a minor portion of School

course time is devoted to field training.

Many more opportunities for men to demonstrate
proficiencies in the field arc needed. Each man
should have practical experience in performing
his training drill in the field after the necessary
basic skills have been'learned.

a Courses preparing personnel for different duties should reflect these

differences in the experiences provided. The presence of troop units

near the School and of officers and men as School students provide

all the resources needed for superior exercises.

Officers in training should be given cemmand and
staff duties in field exercises involving CBR_
warfare.

Men in training should practice under adverse
cznditions of weather, terrain, supply inadequacies,
loss of leadership, loss of sleep, retrograde
movements, and the like.

* An ftcessive amount of basic science and nonessential content is

found in CzslC School courses. Much of the material in RW and BW is

more theoretical than needed for field proficiency. Exploitation is

slighted.

Much more careful development and coordination of
courses should be sought. The recoomended cur-
riculum department, staffed with qualified
specialists who have had field experience, should
be responsible for developing courses with unity
and sequence and which make sense to the learners.

- w u U U * . e . * * . * * * * 0A
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"* Little is included in any of the officerst courses on: hygiene and

sanitation, maintenance and caie of equipment, decontamination

(especially of equipment), and operating in contaminated areas. S

Course 3-0-7 considers recognition only in RW. Courses 3-0-14 and

3-0-8 are the only two which consider the tactical use of agents.

The training programs "n officerst courses should
include all essential OBR content. Even in the
specialized concerns of RW, attention should be
given to the possible use of BW and CW under RW
conditions.

"* There is excessive subject specialization among instrucor assign-

ments in the School. Course 3-0-8, lasting two weeks or 88 hours,

was taught by 35 instructors, 22 of whom met the class only once.

Experimentation should be conducted in using
large blocks of time with one instructor, who
in turn should have extensive field experience
upon which to draw.

"* A great discrepancy exists between the ranks of officers assigned to

the QnlC School staff. The selection of instructor personnel seems

to be a major problem--the turnover is high; the quality of teaching

is only fair; and field experience is limited.

Continuous efforts should be maintained to
improve the instructional skill of the school
staff. A uniformly high quality of teaching
competence should be expected on a permanent
service school faculty.

"* The variety of training aids available at the School is excellent,

and their administration is efficient.

School instructors should be given further
training in the proper selection and use of
,.raining aids, expecially in the use of training
fi''ms.

- - V V 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 P 0 0 0 0
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* Considerable time in the nine-months' advanced course for chemical

officers is unnecessarily repetitious for many and too skimpy for

others.

More time should be spent in training students in
how they should conduct training when they return
to their posts.

If considered desirable, a single course should
be designated to provide the nonessential but
broadening knowledge now included in every course
examined. Then, differentiated programs based
upon varied experience backgrounds should be
developed.

* While classes are visited and test results are evaluated, there is

little evidence of training research cr experimental studies

designed to improve CBR training.

A permanent Curriculum Department should be
established to absorb the Research and Analysis

I Division and the Publications Department.
Qualifications for the directing staff should
be rigidly drawn to require a high level of
professional training and experience combined
with a comparable level of military training
and field experience.

* The CmlC School provides no on-the-job service for chemical officers

conducting CBR training at basic training centers and maintains no

contact with them.

The recommended Curriculum Department shculd
be charged with three principal function3:

a. To conduct a continuous program of
evaluation in QmlC courses and instruction.

b. To engage in experimental studies designed
to improve instruction and training in
terms of field requirements.

c. To serve as a resource center, available
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to every CBR instructor in the Army, for the
dissemination of new CBR training informa-
tion and help in solving local CBR training
problems.

Preparation for Overseas Replacement Trainin

"* The scope and outline of POR training include all important CBR

topics, but stated objectives have the same general vagueness

that characterizes other CBR training. The implied goals cannot

be aechieved in the two hours. Content gives too little attention

to improvised expedients. Verbal review is not a satisfactory pro-

cedure for FOR training.

A sequence of practical drill exercises should
be specified. These should require the same degree
of trainee activity in identification, protection, AN
self aid and first aid, decontamination and ex-
ploitation as the gas chamber provides. A CBR _
obstacle course should be provided.

"* Emphasis cn CBR changes and developments is sound but the effective-

ness in FOR training is questionable.

Up-to-date information should be gathered and
forwarded to all CBR training activities more
promptly and efficiently than at present if this
POR objective is to be attained.

"* POR training appears to be conducted apathetically.

Research should be conducted to determine: (a) if
any increase in CBR proficiency results from FOR
training under present practices, and (b) time
required in POR training to really accomplish its
objectives.
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CB_ Trainin Aid Problems

* Many of the training aids listed in Memo No. 7 are not being used

in the 10-hour course.

A kit or case should be fitted with a standard
list of CBR training aids designed for the
10-hour course but available also to any T/06E
unit.

# No visual projection wan seen in outdoor training anywhere in the

Army; yet most CBR training is conducted outdoors.

Encouragement should be given to the develop-
ment of outdoor visual projection during basic
and advanced individual OBR training.

* No foxhole was observed at the scene of CBR training at any Army

establislment, although it is a fundamental means of protection.

A permanent foxhole, well designed for pro-
tection against RWl should be constructed in
the CBR training area at each basic training
center. At seme time during basic training
every trainee should be required to take cover
in it and to know the inportant features of
the design.

* The GTA's listed in Memo No. 7 are available in platoon-size

charts for basic training centers where company-size classes are

conducted outdoors. Company-size charts are used in CmlC School

which conducts platoon-size classes indoors.

This situation should be reversed. Basic
training centers should have weather-resistant
charts clearly visible and readable at 60 feet.

* CDR posters are conspicuously absent throughout the Army.

A series of colorful, forceful posters should
be prepared for Army-wide distribution. They
should portray CDR situations and emphasize
field proficiencies.

0 -
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"* Filmstrips designed for teach-test-reteach-retest sequence are

needed. Everywhere in C8R training there is almost complete

neglect of the use of filimstlips, whose strong points complement

the weaknesses of current CBR training films.

A series of CBR filmstrips should be prepared in
color, portraying CBR field situations, and provid-
ing for critiques and self-testing exercises.

"* At OCmC School training films frequently are too long, receive too

little advance briefing and get almost no follow-up or discussion.

A series of short 3-8 minute CBR training films
should be developed especially for unit and School
CBR training. The series should present a wide
variety of CBR field situations requiring individual
and unit action. Each film should include the
essential preview and follow-up narration.

"" The ga. mask and the gas chamber are the two most effective aids to

learning in the 10-hour course.

Means should be provided for trainees to time
themselves during gas mask drill. Masks should
be issued as items of personal equipment to be
maintained during basic and advanced individual
training.

"* In ATP's the greatest need for training aids appears to be in making

practice situations realistic. Trainees need less simulation and

make-believe, and more field experience with genuine penalties for

faulty performance.

Real items of training aids should oe in the
hands of trainees while the instructor uses large
models or charts. The integrated situati;ns for
CBR practice during unit training should i•-,lude
contact with live agents of a disagreeabl- but
nonlethal nature.

" At every center visited, Field Identificat±on and Self Aid in proper

0
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sequence .-ere the two MUST sidUs that appeared to be the least

known, the least understood, and the least mastered.

More practice with training aids in field s{tua-
tions should take the place of the ecesaive verbali-
zation, the nnr.ecessarily difficult voctbul'ry, and
thz theoretical aspects oZ MM•T knowledge that now
burden trainees.

* Cha-.nls for the cxchange of ideas and successful innova.i3ns in

C3R training do not flow betwee-a CBR instrictors a- the different

training centers.

A CBR training aid ,clearinghousen to help in-
structors should be operated ca a positive,
aggressive basis. A periodical newsletter with
participatiou from all arms and services would be
worthwhile.

* The developtnnt of "graphic arts" aids appears to monopoli.e most of

the CmIC Snhool training aids program. An excessive amount of NICE

TO .VOW rterial ia incorporated. P.i -pite of itz good trai;ing aid

doctrine, 'he Armys CBR training film progri% is poorly developed as

a substitute foi real experience.

A defensible and adequate proc Aure, based on
otvdy and researcht shculd be establihed for
deterw•ining the ,leed and ji-,tific3ti~n for CBR
aids and publ-cationi.

a The lig betwe,.i principle and practice is as wide "in the usc 6f CDR

tra•i•ng axýd, hs it is in .iirainia procedures gencrally. A wide

voT&ty of good 3nd pocr practies was found at Ce\C Schccl, Wherc

practices m-iy infLuence thv way students will larer instruct.

Instructor skill in the use -f tr&lI.-,g aids

should be inprovet. Specific training wid
practice ,hould be emphas3ize in every progran
tbat qualiftes Ar-y instructors for any phase

KK !f % ~ 3
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Of CBR training-basic, advanced individual, unit,
and school training.

* The training aids listed for FOR training indicate that .rmy-wide

individual CKR training is not aimed above the level of skill

developed in bastc training.

For maintaining familiarization with CBR SOP, a
series of combat pictures showing CR situations
should be developed for automatic self-raters, if
these devices are available to Army establishments.

* It is the firm judgnent of all members of the project staff that L S

lack of good training aidk Al ntt the real cause of any significant

lack of tr.aining success in CBR warfare.

C~h Problim4 of Generaa Interest

* Tw major refinements in CBR training directiven are urgently needed:

(a) specific objectives for each phase of CBR training stated

clearly as measurable evidence of field proficiency; and (b) measures

of the minimun standards for each phase .'f CDP training developed a2

an intpgral part of every training program.

Hersures of profictwsy should meet the technical
criteria of validity, reliabi] ity., nbjectivity,
and p-'atice.ity.

Trainees should te provide4 with self-testing
measures.

Instructors chould be prov--;ed with measures
specificall• de-ignsS for, pre-training analysis,
diagnosis of learni-ig difficulties, attairsent of -
daily lesson objectives, and attainmezt of course
or AlT' obectivces.

r, A CER proflci-.ncy test has validity to the extent that the skiilln

a 19 t& a 9 0' V qV V 9 V limp V0
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ma-asured by the teot. are similar to the skills to be exercised in

combat.

Tests should require action rather than verbal
responsee. Such tests should be used at every
e•-eel of CBR training for every skill involved

in a stanlard of proficiency.

* The quality of a test response is of utmost significance: the

prap=,ess as well as correctness of decision, the proper sequence

of cor-ect actions, the efficiency of effort, and the proper

exploitation of the SOP.

"l-Kinimum standards of proficiency should be
Wefined in these detailed terms.

a rielisoility is gained by controlling the conditions under which test-

ing -.s conducted, by proper sampling of individuals, and by

standardizing instructicns and procedures.

CBR instructors should be given on-th--job
training in the preparation and use of per-
formance tests as training procedures.

# Objectivity or free-dom frcm bias requires that judgment or scoring

follow uniform standards.

Instructors and umpires should receive extensive
training and practice in applying standards if
they are to be objective in their testing.

* The 1954 Army-wide individual CBR proficiency test was one of the

most effective training exercises observed during this study.

Performance exercises reccomended for regular
CBR training operations should conform to test
criteria to the same high degree as the 1954
OCAFF test.

9 The validity of the 1954 individual CBR test is assuned to be

ENE ,
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acceptable. Reliability is good in some respects, poor in others.

Excessive bias in scoring is evident. Practicality is excellent.

OCAFF should continue the administration of
Army-wide testing of CBR proficiency. Tais
task should not be delegated to ccmmanders
responsible for the conduct of training. Im-
proved means of judging CBR competence in
maneuvers and joint operations (Flashburn)
should be sought.

"* The validity and reliability of a sample ATT (3-2) appear to be

reasonably adequate; practicality is good' but objectivity and _ *

freedom from bias is poo'-.

The CBR portions of ClC ATT's should be
revised as soon as specifications for the
proficiency standards are defined.

"" Good testing of CBR training success is virtually nonexistent at

stages when retraining would be possible.

The Army should be using the invaluable
techniques of performance testing as training
procedure, for assignment of trainees to
sections, for program planning and curriculun
development, and the like.

"" Grouping for instruction at all levels of training is needed.

Much more opportunity should be provided for men
of superior and inferior abilities to have
training geared to their capacities.

"" There is no more important, or in the long rang&- crucial, task in

the Army than training; yet training duty appears to be shunned by

some experienced soldiers whost combat backgrounds are necessary

for good training.

Army instructors should be rigorously screened
for the training task, and rewarded with recog-
nition comparable to that accorded the soldier who

% %
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performs brilliantly in a military skill.

The first contact that basic trainees have with CBR instruction

secures their interest and focuses their attention upon personal

survival.

At each successive level of training, activities
to develop comparable readiness and interest
should be conceived and developed.

* CBR training publications are soundly based on what is known about

how learning takes place. * *

Training operations should give more attention to:
relaxing the pace of the training program; im-
proving the training environment; limiting the
presentation of new material to a maximum of four
hours daily; scheduling of units or class sections
for needed post duties to avoid individual absences
from instruction, minimizing the interruptions
of training schedules; and stimulating the interest
of unit commanders in upgrading the training

w techniques of cadre personnel.

* Training frequently violates promulgated training doctrine and

reduces training efficiency. Of twelve basic principles endorsed

by FM 21-5, FM 21-6, and TH 21-250, violations of every principle

are readily observable in each phase of CBR training.

The Army should inaugurate a program of supervising
CBR training operations with the aim of improving
the qualitr of C.BR instruction. The task should
be assigned at a level high enough to work simul-
taneously in the folloAing ways:

a. To coordinate CBR training activities between
different Army areas.

b. To work directly with CBR instructors on an
Army-wide basis and also at specific training
centers.

c. To muster the resources of CBR science, combat

U V V 9 9 9 9 0 0 g*..%.r N
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experience, and training competence.

d. To work directly with the sources of supply
of CBR instructors and training personnel.

* OCAFF has effectively made CBR training success a responsibility

of commanders. It has not developed an adequate policy of evaluat-

ing the performance of this delegated duty. Commanders are left

almost free to judge for themselves how well they are doing the

job.

Persons should always be held accountable for
their stewardship of any delegated responsibility.
Supervision should be exercised by the delegating
authority. Excessive bias now characterizing
sporadic judgnents should be corrected by
continuous supervision of CBR training. Proof
of training success should be required short of
the ultimate test in CBR combat.

VN'N
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MMLTARY CHARACTERISTICS

General Considerations in 10-Hour Course

Trainin Situation

The training program constitutes the first eight weeks of Army

"life for the new recruit. Basic training is conducted at various posts

throughout the continental United States. The CBR course consists of

ten hours of instruction grouped in from five to seven periods. Posts

vary in the scheduling of these periods during the eight weeks.

Instruction is usually given to company size groups of 200 men.

Classes generally meet on bleachers outdoors, but may on occasion meet

in a aports arena, an auditorium, or a large classroom. The last row

of men may be sixty feet or more from the instructorts platform.

Electricity usually can be made available at the site.

Personnel Considerations

Trainees vary in education and intelligence from semiliterates to

college and university graduates. They vary in their CBR background

all the way from being unschooled to holding master~s and doctorts

degrees in physics, chemistry, or biology. The trainees with limited

education or with low intelligence fail to grasp most of the verbal

technical instruction. At one center the statistician reports that

ýR about 8 per cent of trainees are illiterate.

With a single excepticn, all CBR instructors at one center are

"25
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college graduates. Centers vary in this respect, however. Officers

usually speak fluently and are well prepared. Noncom instructors vary

widely in this respect. Instructors in company size classes usually

have one or more assistants to supervise trainees and to help with

class procedures. Instructors differ in their skill in using training

aids.

The Trainine Problem

CBR instruction during basic training is expected to develop

initial or embryonic skill in five field proficiencies: recognize a

CBR attack; identify agent(s); use available protection; administer

self aid and first aid; and decontaminate.

Difficulty in learning is affected by several factors other than

ability of trainee or instructor. Active participation by the trainee

is difficult to arrange. The use of live agents is prohibited and

substitutes are poor simulants. Much of the instruction is verbal and

technical; and trainees are tired, sleepy, and not always interested.

Groups are too large to permit individualized instruction. Time is not

provided for the assimilation of learning, for drill or practice or

review. Nonlearners are identified casually or by accident.

I 4-
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Proposed Training Aid No. 1

LARGE FACED TIMER CLOCK

Purpose. To provide an easily controlled aid so that each man

can time his own performance during gas mask drill. The device is

also to serve as learning motivation by creating interest, self-

testing, and yielding knowledge of results.

General descriptions. The clock should be mounted or hung on the

lecture platform in full view of all trainees. The face should be two

feet or more in diameter, constructed of plywood or similar durable

material, and hinged in two joints running vertically through I and V

and through VII and XI so that the drNce may be folded and stored.

The face should be painted in four colors: a green sector from XII to

III; a yellow sector from III to V; an orange sector from V to VII; and

a red sector from VII to XII.

The clock should have one large "sweep second hand" geared

accurately to register seconds. If designed as timer clocks used in

training typists, the mechanism could be activated by one complete

revolution of the hand turned counterclockwise manually. Because of

its regular use outdoors in all kinds of weather the device should be

waterproofed and shock resistant. The storage container should be a

box desiired also to contain all other training aids for the 10-hour

course.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 2

EMLARGEWT OF PROTECTIVE OINTMWT KIT, X5Al

Purpse. To make visible to trainees on the rear row the

contFents of the protective ointment kit, NSA1, during the oral

description by the instructor. Actual kits should be in the hands

of trainees during instruction so they could remove and replace the

contents, identifying each item on the proposed aid.

General description. The smallest item should be large enough

to be visible at a distance of at least 60 feet. The form or type

of the enlargement is of secondary importance. Preference is proba-

bly in this order: large working model; "breadboard" of oversize

components; large durable pictorial chart of blown-up contents;

transparency for outdoor projection; "breadboards" of actual con-

tents mounted in several places in the training area. The device

should be weather resistant, and should be demountable and folding

for storage in the training aids box.

W iW
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Proposed Training Aid No. 3

CBR OBSTACLE COURSE 1AYOUT

Purpose. To provide directions, drawings, and specifications for

a CBR obstacle course adaptable to local space and terrain. The layout

should afford situations calling for the exercise of all five essential

skills in order to encourage practice of CBR proficiency during basic

training.

General description. Directions should include a narrative

description of the purposes of the layout, explaining the desirable

sequence of obstacles, the space relationships between them, and the

actions they are to elicit. Detailed drawings should be blueprinted

to permit local construction of materiel. Instructions and specifica-

tions for the preparation of areas, contamination procedures, safety

precautions, and guides for the evaluation of performance should be

included. The material should be durable, such as blueprint paper or

tracing cloth.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 4

PICTURES FOR LOCALLY-PREPARED CHARTS OF CBR EQUIPMtNT

P o To provide training centers with accurate enlarge-

ments of photographs of CBR standard items for making company size

charts.

General description. One set should be prepared for each of

the following: the Protective Mask; the HSAM Protective Ointment

Kit; the M9A2 Identification Kit; and Contamination Markers with

correct lettering.

Photographs should be in natural colors. There should be a

picture of each component part of the equipment item, a view of the

whole assembly, and cut-away views. Enlargement should average

about 3x or 4x to provide good visibility at 60 feet; small components

sbould have larger scales.

The photographs should be prepared on cloth backing for cut-outs

oz on cardboard for punch-outs. When glued to plywood or Masonite

and varnished the pictures should be weatherproof and durable. The

charts should be exhibited during lectures on the use of the CBR

equipment; actual items should be in the hands of all trainees and the

instructor during the lecture.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 5

DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR PERHMANT FOXHOLE

Purpose. To provide a standardized training situation in order

to give every recruit a clear understanding of a properly-designed

shelter for protection against CW and RW.

General description. Each basic training center should be

required to provide properly-designed permanent foxholes, with over-

hangU, at the site of outdoor periods of CBR instruction. None has

been seen anywhere in CBR training. The materials used are not

important to the training task; they may be masonry or concrete for

durability. Of utmost importance is the design, size, and shape.

With the real foxhole the trainee can gain a clearer understanding

cf protective measures against radiation.

The drawings should include scaled plans, elevationsý and

sections for three dimensions. Specifications should incl-ide

directions for construction and suggestions for use. The aid should

be prepared on durable material such as blueprint paper or tracing

cloth.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 6

SET OF LARGE COLORED CHARTS ON CBR WARFARE

.Purse. To make available to training centers useful CBR charts

large enough for good viibility in company-size classes.

General description. The charts should be issued in company-unit

size, approximately Vt x 7t. They should be printed 3.n color with 0

cloth backing for gluing to plywood or Masonite and weatherproofing, or

for attaching to rods or rollers for hanging and storing.

Text of the charts should not be determined until the recommended

manuscripts for the 10-hour course have been prepared. The set should

include, howevers the following items in particular:

1. From GTA 3-1, Chart: No. 10 on Nerve Gas Syrptems (if revised).

No. 11 on Nerve Gas First Aid, No. 14 on Blister Gas Symptoms, No. 15

on Blister Gas First Aid, No. 19 on Detection, No. 29 and No. 30 on

Radiation (if revised), No. 34 on Protective Equipment (if revised),_.

and No. 35 on Markers.

2. Selected GTA 3-3 charts on decontaminants.

3. A pictorial chart on the ten commandments for defense against

BW (pages 98-99, FM 21-41).

4. Charts on protection against and decontamination of RW (pages

128-129 and 134, FM 21-$l). _

5. Three special charts portraying sequence of protective action

under CW, Bh, and RW attack.

I S
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-ro.posed OBR Training Aid No. 7

SERIES Of SHORT COLOR FIMS PUR CDR BS37UCTIU

Purp._s•. To introduce men to CBR warfare and to give th•m

demonstrations of correct action under CBR conditions,

General description. There is no training fA'm that prmperly

meets the needs of CDR training. The pioposed series should be short

color fl-ms from three to five mir.utea in length. They should

immediately place the man in CBR situations whila !as personal probli=

in CBR trarfare are discussed and he is introduced to CBR training.

S-parate short films should be prepared for CW, BW, and RW. They

shiould introduce men to general characteristics of attack, symptoms,

and seif aid and first aid for nerve gas, blister agent, and radiation.

Fz.m- should concentrate on: impossibility of identifying agent by sight,

"smell, or color; effects of contamination, showing actual results, if

p;.able, to emphasize rapidity of action; demonstrating that protection

is available to any soldier who knows how to use his standard equipment

effectively; and leading into a study of the elements and sequence of

pr.-iper actions.
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-oPro3ed Training Aid No. 8

SERIES OF SHORT COLOR FILMS FOR CBR DRILL

Purpose. To create CDR situations as realistic as possible, tc

involve trainees in visualizing themselves as participants in the action,

to make it necessary for the instructor to preview and follow up the

"film by discussion apd critique, and to standardize training by provid-

ing correct examples of behavior and action under CBR conditions. 0

General description. Sa-eral reels of CBR situations should be

developed in accordance with the proposed revision of the 10-hour course

content. The reels should present as realistically as possible CBR combat _

situations in which a man can identify himself with a person in the film.

Narration on the film should be used to describe CBR factors in the situa-

tion which would have a bearing on the proper action to take. The picture

ef the situation and the mission of the persons, presented in not more

than three minutes, should be followed by the coand, "ACTION.'.. The

situations should be separated from one another by blank film (short

leads) during which the operator will stop the machine, the men will demon-

strate CBR profici%.cy, and then the instructor will lead a critique.

Each reel shotuld contain about ten different situations selected for

the specific proficiencies to be tczght: nerve gas attacks, blister gas

attacks, 3W and RW situations. end general re-.'w. The Army film library -

should be tearched for act.al .=inbat scenes, on which neve sound tracks

must be du'. in, Now deve-lo2Tent way require staging.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 9

SERIES OF CBR FIIXSTRIPS

Purpose. To confront men -with an unlimited variety of CBR

situations in which proficiencies can be practiced and with which

discussions and self-testing can be guided.

General description. A series of filmstrips should be produced

in color. Pictures should show men in various kinds of possible CBR_

situations illustrating terrain, weather, Army units, methods of

attack, and the like. Each picture frame should be preceded by a

description of the pertinent factors involving perception or judgment,

oil and should be followed by a critique of correct SOP in the particular

situation.

The last part of each strip should show a series of similar

prologues and pictures, but following each picture the viewer sould

be directed to deMsnstrate proper action before the correct solution

is presented. Thus, each strip will end with proficiency test

exercises, with the testing to be used for training and self-testing

rather than for grading or proficiency rating purposes.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 10

CER POSTER SERIES

Pro. To remind men continuously of the importance of CBR

preparedness, to review the proper measures to take under CBR conditions,

and to maintain the interest of men in CBR proficiency.

Gener-. description. A series of colorful, forceful posters l ab

should be prepared for Army-wide distribution. They should portray

action lessons. Quantities are required for bulletin boards, post

theaters, recreation centera, mess halls, barracks, and other places

where the trainee is away from class or instructor. Code numbers

should make it easy for changes in CER equipment or in SOP to be

incorporated promptly in new posters and to delete obsolete itoms.

One series for basic training, one for unit training, and one for service

schools are indicated, paralleling the three levels of CBR proficiency.

Their justification is the need for continuous attention to CER SOP

and proficiencies, whereas, at present comparatively little is ever

heard of CBR after the trainee completes 10 hours of basic training.
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Proposed Training Aid No. 3-

SIMUIATED CBR AGENTIS

Purpose. To expose trainees to contaminants that will actively

and positively encourage the mastery of CER skills, especially pro-

tection, self aid, and decontamination.

General description. There is no greater need for CBR training
I 0

aids than the need for realistic substitutes for live CBR agents. A

trainee contaminated by the substitute agent should be hurt, or be

made very unhappy and uncomfortable, without permanent damage or injury.

Agents should react to standard reagents and identification

equipment (H9A2 kit, Geiger counter, etc.). Their chemical action

should be stopped by application of the proper decontaminant (MSAU

ointment, BAL, water, etc.). Odors of the agents should be controllable

to resemble "horseradish" or "bitter almonds" or "fruity smellsi? or

none at all. Proper decontamination procedure promptly followed should

neutralize the effects.

The severity of the punishing effects might be graduated according

to the level of proficiency expected. In basic training a telltale

permanent dye, soluble in M5Al ointment if applied promptly, might

substitute for the physiological effects induced in advanced levels

of training. Non-lethal vomiting agents might be the basic ingredient

for producing the desired "casualties."

. ......... U I - S S Ni
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Proposed raining Aid No. 12 7 7
CBR SET FOR AUTOMATIC RATERS (SDC DEVICE S-0-2)

(If devices are used by Army)

Purose. To provide opportunity for men in off-duty hours to

continue to learn proper CBR actions.

General description. A picture should be shown with one or more

men in a C, B, or R situation. The scene should be exposed for about

ten seconds. Then a card should show simultaneously from four to

eight different ways of acting in the situation which was presented.

This presentation also should be pictorial, not verbal, and should be

exposed for about thirty seconds. At the end of this time the man

should select his answer. Each answer should be given a score weighted

in terms of the relative effectiveness of the action selected. From

five to ten exercises should be included in the set. If eight different

sets should be developed, a new set of situations could be placed in the

aachines each week during basic and advanced individual training.

"a



ARMY MDbIRDM~TS FOR CHEMY1CAL, BIOMUGCAL,

AND RADICLOGICAL (CBR) WARFARE TRAINING AIDS

Section I

INTRODUCWTI

This study has been directed toward training aids needed in chemical,

biological, and radiological (hereafter called CBR) warfare in order to

increase the effectiveness and combat efficiency of officer and en-listed

personnel. Improvements in the CBR training aide program should result

in the attainment of a higher degree of proficiency of training in CUR

warfare with shorter time requirements.

Every item of pertinent Army literature ex-ained clearly shows that

the contribution of training aids to successful training cannot be isolated

from consideration of other factors influencing learning. The nature of

the trainee, the training skill of the instructor, the methods of training,

conditions in the training environment, the complexity of the proficiency

to be developed, opportumities for practice, and time for assimilation are

among the numerous forces that influence training success. The progress of

the learner is the resultant of these forces.

The main purpose of a training aid is to increase the efficiency of

the learning process; that is, to counteract influences that retard learning,

to supplement those that encourage learning, and to increase prcficiency

1
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with greater economy of tine, materiel, and effort. Consequently, it

has been nec&sary for the project staff to consider nuzerous aspects

of training problems in order to appraise the CBR training aids program

in proper perspective.

The staff has given its most intensive and thorough consideration

t• the phase of CBP training which has top priority-the Amy-wide 10-hour

course in basic training; and to the 2-hour preparation for overseas re-

placement (POR) course. Detailed attention has been given also to Chemical

Corps (CmlC) military o-:cupational specialty (NOS) training, and troop unit

training-the programs ranked next in priority. Finally, a general survey

has been made of Cbmical Corps School courses, which vere assigned third

priority by the study outline.

Procedures

The appraisal of training problems has been conducted by experienced

professional educators. Emphasis has been upon the practical, operational

aapects of training. Findings are the pooled judgents of specialists

rather than the analysis of quantitative data. No effort has been made to

use experimental techniques, nor to make a scientific study of discrete

training problems under controlled conditions.

Staff orientation. Four of the five senior staff members served as

military officers during World War II, and one also served in the Mexican

Campaign and World War I. However, none of the staff had any experience

with the Chemical Corps. In order to become fully oriented in the subject

mttter cf Army CBR training the group enrolled in and completed CoIC School

Ccurst 3-0-8. This experience also gave further insight into Army training

-v . w w vV V W V W W W W
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practices, and peruitted numerous discussions and conferences with Army

personnel.

Conferences. A conference was held 10-11 December 1953 at Navy

Special Devices Center (SDC), attended by the project staff, SDC project

supervisors, and representatives from the Office, Chief of Army Field

Forces (OCAFF); Office, Chief Chemical Officer (OCCmlO); and the Chemical

Corps Training command (CmIC Tng Cond).

The project staff was represented at the briefing conference held

11-15 January 1954 at Ft. McClellan prior to the annual OCAFF CBR test

program. The proficiency tests were studied, and a schedule was arranged

for staff members to meet testing teams at various military installations.

The staff was represented at the 12-14 January 1954 conference at

• Ft. McClellan on requirements for FY55 publications, training aids, and

films. At this meeting, informal discussions were held with various

participants from three Army areas, OCAFF, OCCmIO, CmIC Thg Cord, CmlC

School, CmlC Board, Office of CBR Doctrine, 100th Cml Group, Signal Corps

Photographic Center, and the Air Force CBR Section.

Several conferences to discuss the project plans, procedures, and

reports were held at Ft. McClellan, on the Contractor's campus, and at

SDC.

Field visits. Various members of the staff visited troop unit train-

ing activities in the 100th ol Group. The basic CBR 10-hour course and

a limited amount of POR training were observed at Ft. Dix, Camp Cordon,

and Ft. Jackson. The OCAFF CBR testing program was observed at Ft. Benning

and Ft. Campbell. A staff member was an observer of CBR play in Operation
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Flashburn 26-28 April 1954. Thus, the staff has observed directly

rarious phases of CBR training in the field, and has had many valuable

conferences with a wide variety of Army personnel involved in CBR training.

Interviews. At two centers conducting basic training a prepared

"-interview guide" was used as a basis for consulting with randomly

selected officers and enlisted men-instructors and trainees. At another

center, personnel were selected from the 10-hour course and a post-cycle

training program, and the interview blanks and check list published in

Human Engineering Report SDC 383-04-1 were used. Thereafter, the project

staff prepared and used one report form for instructors and another for

trainees. These forms were little more than an invitation to the respond-

ent to comment in detail on the easy-to-learn and hard-to-learn elements

in CBR training, and the role of training aids in these particular problems.

The forms also sought suggestions of training aids needed or considered

desirable. With slight modifications the forms were used with officers

and men in the 100th Cml Group and in OWlC School.

Another form was prepared for a sampling of noncommissioned and

commissioned officers, including all MOS classifications in the Chemical

Corps and personnel on the staffs of the training coiand, the School,

and the troop units. This form listed a summary of the CBR proficiencies

or skills that could be identified as training goals. The respondent

was asked to indicate which level of proficiency (highest, average, or

minimum) he considered necessary in each skill for the various grades,

ranks, and MOS groups of Army personnel. These replies were an indirect

estimate of the emphasis that each skill should be given in different

phases of CBR training.

10 V V V -
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Literature. Working on the campus and in the Curriculum Laboratory

maintained by the Cortractor, the project staff evaluated Army literature

Sauthorizing, outlining, and supporting CBR training. These documents

included: Change No. 3, SR 600-175-20; SR 220-180-5; ATP 21-114; OCAFF

Training Memorandum No. 7; CalC ATPts; CmlC School POIts and sample

lesson plans; SR 615-25-15; TM 12-406; OCAFF CBR Proficiency Tests; CmIC

ATT's; and numerous field manuals and technical manuals.

The practical aspects of CBR training as actually being conducted in

the field have been related to the policies and principles appearing in

the Army literature. These findings have been brought to bear upon the

study of CBR training aids and devices. The training aids considered were

identified from catalogues, lesson plans and POIs, training directives,

and those made locally and observed in actual use.

Ccnclusions

Early in the progress of the study the staff was asked, "What if

this study reveals that CBR training problems are not due to lack of aids,

and the report tells the Army only those facts it already knows?" At

that stage, the staff could only wonder, "Then why doesntt the Army do

something about the recognized problems?" it is now evident that an

improved training aids program will improve the level of CBR proficiency,

but it is equally clear that the Army must narrow the gap between its

training policies and practices-what it says and what it does-before

CBR training objectives and proficiency standards can be reached. This

report shows why.
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Section II

INDIVIDUAL CBR TRAINING: 10-HOUR COURSE

This section is an analysi5 of the 10-hour course in Individual

CBR Training, the part of the total project which had highest priority.

It deals with the objectives, conduct of training, and the problems

arising therefrom. The section concludes with the project staff ts

rec-aendations.

Sources of Information

Policies governing CBR warfare training were examined in OCAFF ATMG-

31 352/69 (17 March 1953), Comon Subjects Letter; OCAFF Training Memo-

randum No. 7 (31 March 1953), Chemical, Biological and Radiological War-

fare; OCAFF Training Circular No. 16 (22 June 1954), CBR Training for FOR

Qualifications; FM 21-40, Defense Aainst Chemical Attack (March 1954),

Tentative Revision; FM 21-41, Soldierts Manual for Defense Against CBR

Attack , (April 1953); ATP No. 21-114. Basic Combat Training: and lesson

plans produced at training centers. Not only are these docum-ents state-

ments of training policy, but also they outline suggested programs of

training in CBR warfare for individuals and units. In addition to docu-

ments and other printed matter, the sources of information included observa-

tion •sf instruction; interviews with instructors, staff personnel, and

enlisted men in training.

6
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Objectives of Individual CDR Training

Training in CDR warfare is started early in the Army recruitts

military career. Memo No. 7 states that the basic 10-hour CBR course

",will be completed not later than the seventh week of the training

cycle." The recruit's training in CDR warfare is continued in advanced

individual training, and it may be concluded with POR training just

prior to overseas shipment. Since these three stages are conducted in

sequence, it should be assumed that each has the same general objective

and, following the preceding phase, each has a particular purpose or

emphasis that differs to some degree from the others.

Stated Objective of Individual Trainina

Memo No. 7, page 3, states that the objective of individual train-

ing in CBR warfare is "proficiency in those protective measures employed

by the individual in order to survive CBR attack with minimum reduction

in combat effectiveness." Official Army publications recognize the crucial

importance of establishing training cbjectives which are practical in

terms of "the exact procedures and information required for field use."-

The objective stated in Memo No. 7 can serve only as a general aim and not

as a training objective, since it does not define the information and skills

required in the field.

Impli Objectives of Individual Training

There are other objectives that are not expressed or stated. From

an examination of the scope of training, it is clear that some training is

1. TH 21-250, p. 13. 4
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included which is not closely related to the general objective but which

may imply other goals. These goals are considered to be objectives iLed

from scope. There are still other objectives, recognizable as such, that

have been incorporated in standards of proficiency.

Exhibit A lists the aims and objectives that are stated or implied

for individual training in Memo No. 7. They are listed in the order in

which they appear with no attempt to combine them or to recognize their

similarity. Overlapping is inevitable, of course, since both general

objectives and the specific aims of segnents of training are included.

EXHIBIT A

Tabulation of Objectives of Individual CBR Training

as Stated or Implied in Training Memorandun No. 7

Stated Objective

a. Proficiency in those protective measures employed by the individual
in order to survive CBR attack with minimum reduction in combat
effectiveness. p. 3.

Supporting Objectives from Lesson Outlines

To teach basic techniques in adjusting, wearing, and maintaining the protec-
tive mask. p. 11.

To teach recognition, general characteristics, and use of chemical agents.

p. ii.

To teach self aid and first aid procedures for chemical casualties. p. L1

To orient trainee generally to screening smokes and incendiaries. Impli
from Scope. p. 12.

To teach the soldier the protective actions he can take against biological
warfare (BW). p. 25.

To explain the nature of BW so that the soldier has a comon sense under-
standing of this type of warfare. p. 25.
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To acquaint each individual with the capabilities, effects, and protective
actions in .atomic warfare in order that he, as a member of a unit, may
continue to operate efficiently in the performance of his mission during
atomic warfare. p. 33.

To develop individual proficiency in the use of the protective mask in
actual gas concentrations. p. 40.

To davelep individual proficiency in field identification of war gases.
p. 40.

To familiarize individuals with items of decontamination supplies and
equipment which are normally available to the soldier under combat
coa4itions. p. 40.

To give trainees opportunity to apply what they have learned concerning
CDR in simulated field conditions, with emphasis upon continuing the
combat mission. Implied from Scope. p. 46.

Critical Analysis of Objectives

From a careful study of Exhibit A several generalizations can be

made:
First, ace of the objectives cannot possI-bl be athieved in the

specified period of traininA with the equipment provided and with

the current restricetions upon actual experience with live _ents. It may

be that obJectives surh as "developmnent of individual proficiency in field

identification of war gases" should be listed fcr mzrale purposes or even

as a hope that e7entually many m.n may achieve them. It should be recognized,

however. that there is no information or technique available to the trainee

which will make field identification practical, or even possible under

current training policies.

S.-st trainees, having experienced the gas chamber exercise, realize

that they shbuld mask in the prtsence of an igent that irritates the eyes

exces-ively; but there ari numerous nontoxic substances which also irritate

W- V 4W 44 V 9 ,P 0 9 0 41 0
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the eyes (sweat, tobacco, exhaust fumes). Assuming that the trainee

suspects the irritation is from a chemical agent, his latest field manual

(FM 21-40, March 1954, Tentative Revision) will tell him these symptoms:

mustard blister, "smarting and watering of the eyes"; arsenical blister,

"irritation of the eyes"; nerve, "running nose, pain in eyes"; choking,

"inflammation of nose and throat"; blood, "irritation in nose and throat

and eyes"; vomiting, "irritation in nose and throat"; tear, "irritation

of eyes"; and even screening smoke, "possible nose and throat irritation."

The same informational source tells him that nausea and vomiting may

result from as many as five of these same agents. Seven of the eight are

described as possibly colorless. Three of the seven are either colorless

or range from light to dark brown (such as clear water, muddy water,

crankcase oil, et,.). One has a "fruity but biting" odor of geraniums:

Anotnex has a "bitter almond or peach kernel" odor , except that its "odor,

if any, is very faint." Another srells like new mown hay (perhaps a good

odor), or green silage (a soured odor not like new mon hay), or green corn

or flypaper. Another smells like"burning fireworks" (in combat?). One

gas is described as "canary yellow or white or colorless."

.Pblications stress the importance of identifying blister and nerve

agents as the principal war gases, neither of which in relatively pure fore

can be identified with proficiency by smell. taste, or sight. These leave

the sense of touch, but neither blister nor nerve agent can be identified

by initial contact. The "achievement of proficiency in field identification

of war gases" as an individual proficiency ij remotely probaole only if

the trainee has actually experienced the asont in a field ar realistic
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situation. If this experience is judged to be too hazardous in training,

then either the objective should be modified to permit at least a reasonable

degree of attainment or better means of identification for use by the

individual seldier should be developed.

Second some trainin_ which is outlined in Training Memorandum, Ng. 7

is related only in a minor way to the objectives. Although the analysis

of content in relation to objectives is another problem,it seems destirable

to point out at this time that much of the material outlined is not neces-

sary for survival and pursuit of mission. For instance, it matters not

which rays injure; but how to protect oneself from dangerous radial-ion

matters vitally. It is also apparent that trainees are being -treated" to

interesting and colorful displays of signal and screening smokes and incendi-

aries as part of a demonstration in individual training, when the probable

use for either is related to unit activities in which more time for such

training is available.

Third, most aims and ebJe.,tives of basic training in CBR warfare are

so gener stated that develeping a training program to achieve the

objectives is difficult. It appears that each special section of the Chemical

Corps (chemicals biologicalý radiological) has been responsible for outlin-

ing a segment of training to be included in the iC-hour course. A more

realistic approach would be to base objectives of training on the develop-

ment of the skills, attitudes, knowledges, and actions evidenced by the

trained soldier. Objectives would then result frcm analyses of practical P

duties in fielu situations rath-er than from judgments of highly skilled

specialists as to what constitutes good subject matter.
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Fourth, a combination of the stated and jmpli.4 objectives in basic

traiin would be valuable to the new or unekilled CBR instructor. An

illustration of this suggestion is presented in Exhibit B. It combines

the statements of objectives as gleaned from Memo No. 7. Statements

have been developed to encompass all objectives so as to indicate the

training tasks in several important areas. Such staterents, revised as

necessary by properly qualified personnel, not only would clarify the

training problem but would also make it possible to plan learning activi- 4

ties which would more nearly insure the mastery of skills needed in the

field.

EXHIBIT B

An Illustration of an Organized Statement of Objectives

for Individual Training as Listed in Training Memo No. 7

Objectives Which Indicate Training Tasks More Clearly

To insure proficiency in those protective measures employed b the
individual in order to survive CBR attack with minimun reduction in combat
effectiveness. p. 3.

I. RECOCNITICN-To train each irdividual, using individual equipment
or improvised means, to recognize CBR attacks, methods of delivery,
and alarms. p. 3

1. Recognition, general characteristics, and use of chemical
agents in the field. p. U ; p. 40; p. 67.

2. The nature of BW so that the soldier has a common sense
understanding of this type of warfare. p. 25.

3. The capabilities and effects of atomic warfare. p. 33.

4. SOP for alarms, and standard marking s'gns which indicate
CBR contaminated areas. p. 67.
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II. PROTECT14i-To train cach individual, using individual equip-
ment or improvised means, to take appropriate protective action.
p. 67.

1. Basic techniques in adjusting, wearing the protective mask.
p. U ; p. 40; p. 67.

2. Protective actions against BW. p. 25.

3. Protective actions in atomic warfare. p. 33.

"4. Maintenance and care of protective equipment. p. 67.

III. SELF AID AND FIRST AID-To teach self- and first-aid procedures inS~~chemicall and radiological warfare. p. 11, p. 38.

IV. DECONTAIr;ATION-To teach simple decontamination of person and
equipment. p. 40; p. 67.

V. EIPIOITATION-To teach crossing or avoiding CBR contaminated areas.
p. 67.

Analysis of Training Memorandum No. 7 and Lesson Plans

All CBR course outlines and lesson plans in use at the basic train-

ing centers visited were based cn Training Memorandux No. 7. with this

important guide constituting a syllabus for the 10-hour course. In order

to evaluate the impact of these documents upon the training programs

observed, the staff subjected them .o a curricultsa laboratory analysis,

using criteria and procedures ccinon. v applied tz similar materials in

educational institutions.

Appraisal of Training Memorandum No. 7

Criteria of a good co'arse outline may be grouped to correspond with

official training principlea. Training Hemorandumn So. 7 was evaluated on

the basis of the following questions:
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Objectives ci the Course

1. Does Memo No. 7 contain or identify general objectives?
2. If so, are they based on a job analysis? (TM 21-250, p. 12)
3. Does Memo No. 7 identify specific objectives?
4. Are the specific objectives based upon an MOS (enlisted) or

Officer Classification (SR 615-25-15) (TM 12-406)?
5. Do the specific objectives fall within the scope of the general

objectives? Should any be omitted? Should any be added?
6. Are specific objectives simply and clearly stated?

Organization of the Course

7. Does Memo No. 7 have unity and continuity?
Does it have a good teaching sequence?

8. Do the "subjects" consist of "broad blocks of skills"?
(TH 21-250, p. 20)

9. Is Memo No. 7 organized into a series of functional units?
10. Are the headings helpful to the reader?
11. Is the arrangement on the page helpful?

Learn in Procedure

12. Is the teaching procedure clear and complete?
13. Does it emphasize practical experiences?
14. Do the leatning activities reproduce or simulate combat

situations? (Are they genuine?)
":5. Are suggestions given for integration with other problems?
16. Does Memo No. 7 contain practical tests of the results of training?

Informational Content

17. Is the 1inuage simple, clear, and readable?
18. Is content more theoretical or technicl than required

by the Abjectives?
19. Does it include irrelevant material?
20. Would illustrations and examples help?

Teaching Aids

21. Are additional teaching aids needed?
22. Are references too few, too numerous, complete, etc.?

General Ccomenta

Trainin Memorandum No. 7 is not oniform in clarity. Some parts are

complete statements while others are in only outline form. A series of
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discrete words following a main heading gives no indication of the thought

or emphasis. For example, the appearance of an atomic explosion is de-

veloped in an outline containing eight single-word subheadings such as

Ai•, flash, fireball, and the like. Unless each of these words is

expressed in a sentence, the reader is left with a vague idea of its mean-

ing and direotion.

The memorandum should be rewritten on a lower level of readabiliti.

Such terms as lymphatic j , pulmonar edema, r-sidua radiation

sustained concentration, and explosion phenomen are difficult for persons

with limited verbal background to grasp. If possible, a simple synonym

should be substituted; if not, the term should be followed by an under-

standable explanation.

The format and indentations are difficult to fellow. Side headings

are net consistent-some run with the paragraph while others are on a

separate line.

Specific Suggestions

The general objectivss cn page 3 can be stated more simply, briefly,

and clearly; as, "b. To help the unit do its job with the least loss of

men, time, and equipment." In the subject schedule on page 8 the gas

chamber exercise might preced-, BW, because it is the next logical step

after Cd.

Period 1, 2R. 10-24. The outline on page 14 is too skeletal. Sentences

should be substituted for single words in the outline. The same is true

of pages 16-19.
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Background information on the gases is too technical. It can be

considerably condensed and simplified.

The suggested technique for detecting a radioactive substance

(2b, page 21) probably should be moved to a more appropriate places

such as where the topic is treated in the course. Other suggested

exercises should be detailed in connection with the topics to which they

pertain.

Period 2. pp. 25-32. The material in this section is too much to cover

in one hour. It should be greatly ccndensed or eliminated from the course.

Gas mask drill and contamination markers in color should be added. Instead

of delivery of attack, paragraph d, FM 21-41, page 91-which describes the

appearance of five clues-should be used. The charts on the "Ten Command-

ments" cn pages 98-99 of FM 21-41 should be introduced here.

Period 3, op. 33-39. The content material should be simplified to

omit the theoretical aspects of radiation and to avoid technical terms.

On page 33 the objective is too general. It should be broken down into

simple and specific goals, such as:

a. To act to protect himself properly against the blast, heat,
and radiation effects of atomic explosions. (This is SOP 11
on page 68.)

b. To give self aid and first aid for injuries from an atomic bomb.

If instruction is outdoors, the trainees should inspect a properly

prepared foxhole. Although they may dig them later, it would help trainees

to see one properly prepared for this learnirg exercise. The appendix on

page 65 of Memo No. 7 pertaining to a cross-section foxhole should be

incorporated in the lesson plan for use indoors. If a suitable film is not
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available, heavy paper, plywood, or a chalk drawing could be used.

Pictures should be used from FM 21-41, pages 128-129 and 134. A

practical exercise on protection against a simulated atomic artillery

shell or atomic bomb would be desirable.

Period 4, p. 40-55. The objective of "familiarization" on page 40

and the SOP do not agree. The SOP emphasizes performance decontamination.

Memo No. 7 calls for a demonstration of individual decontamination equip-

ment and supplies, but SOP 5 emphasizes performance. This may imply a

need to change the teaching procedure as well as the objective to one of

performance. Group 2 on Identification ad Group 3 on Detection and

Decontamination might be combined into one exercise. In admitted ignorance,

the project staff questions the doctrine underlying the Station 2 exercise.

Period 5, 2P. 46-58. Single-word items should be cenverted into

meaningful sentences. Stations 3 and 4 might be combined unless each

can be developed into a practical exercise. A possible substitute for

Stations 2 and 3 would be a proficiency test on the MUST skills (patterned

after those in the February, 1954, OCAFF tests) and prescribed as a train-

ing requirement.

Le son Plans

Attention was given to the list of lesson plan criteria suggested in

T- 2i-250, page 30. It was decided, however, to base the analysis upon

criteria develo-ed by the project staff including only five of the eighteen

~ suggested in TM 21-250.
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Each sample lesson plan was evaluated on the basis of the follow-

ing questions:

I1. Is the goal of this lesson clearly stated?
2. Does it follow the outline in Memo No. 7?
3. Is it easy to read?
4. Are there too many headings?
5. Do they overlap?
6. Are the parts arranged in good learning sequence?
7. Does the plan relate to the goals of this lesson?
8. Can it be covered within the available time?
9. Does it contain practical exercises?

10. Is the material too technical?
U. Is it too theoretical?
12. Is it adapted to the learning ability of the class?
13. Are the key points emphasized?
14. Does it contain illustrations and demonstrations?
15. Does it provide for class participation?
16. Does it add local examples or applications?

A complete set of lesson plans for the 10-hour course, supplied by

one basic training center, is reported here to illustrate general observa-

tions. The lesson plans at this training center follow Memo No. 7 very

closely. The objectives are usually restated verbatim. Most of the

plans are in outline form and are easy to follow. In some cases, the

paraphrasing in the lesson plan is simpler than in the original. In a

number of instances, however, the lesson plan elaborates on the limited

outline in Memo No. 7.

As previously mentioned, many topics are treated too theoretically

and technically. There is no evidence in the lesson plan of adjustment

in content or procedure for trainees with limited learning ability. While

there are no specific suggestions for class participation, there is a

general reference to the term conference in labeling the lesson. Partici-

SL pation in practical exercises, however, is fully discussed. In general,
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there is very little evidence of originality in content or method. The

more detailed comments on the lesson plans used at this center follow:

1. Introduction and Mask Drill: Simple, direct outline, but

complete and readable. The lesson plan treats the display of equipment

more clearly than does Memo No. 7.

2. Smokes and Incendiaries; Nerve Gases and Mask Drill: Satisfac-

tory. Closely follows Memo No. 7. Paraphrasing is sometimes simpler

than original.

3. Chokina and Miscellaneous Gases: Follows Memo No. 7 closely.

It fills out details of topics in the original outline such as initial

4. Gas Chamber Exercise and Fie) 4 Demonstrations: Follows Memo No.

, 7 almost completely.

5. Protection Against Biological Warfare: Too much factual detail

is crow. ded into this lesson plan. Parts of this plan reproduce paragraphs

verbatim from Memo No. 7. Other paragraphs in Memo No. 7 are converted

into sumnaries of essential facts. The instructor's adaptation of the lesson

plan should introduce local illustrations and make local applications, and

shculd add practical exercises. The lesson plan contributes nothing to

what is already available in the training memorandtm.

6. Protection Against Radiological Warfare: This lesson plan elabo-

rates on the skeletal outline in three places but otherwise is an outliUned

version of Memo No. 7. The film used is an addition not specified in

S Memo No. 7.
U
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7. Applicatory Exercisespd St Parts of this section are

converted into a simplified outline but most of it follows Memo No. 7.

The lesson plans for the 10-hour course furmished by the Chemical

Corps School do not actually apply to this course. They probably are

the plans used to prepare Chemical officers to teach the 10-hour course

and other CER courses. Nevertheless, a comparison with the lesson plans

in CBR in basic training was informative.

The lesson plans prepared at the Chemical Corps School are more

specific, more up-to-date, and more complete than Memo No. 7. The latest

informatJon and the most advanced techniques apparently are made avail-

able in the centers with Lhe most highly qualified personnel and the best

facilities. The lesson plans should emanate from these centers. They

should be periodically revised and cir:ulated Army-wide.

The discrepancies between current and obsolete practice emphasize

the need for centrally-prepared lesson plans. For example, a Chemical

Corps School lesson plan dated March, 1953, specifies that informative

commzands (gas, place, check, cover) rcplace nusber commands (gas, Two,

Three, Four) in protective mask drill. However, one basic training center

lesson plan dated nearly a year later still uses the obsolete number

coamnands.

Basic CBR training should be confined to the skills the soldier MUST

have (see Section III, p. 52). These skills are of critical importance

to the ordinary soldier. The lesscn plans should be expertly prepared

and closely followed by all instructors. Since most of the lesson plans

are not prepared by the individual instructors, there would be no great

---- -- 0 ---- -.... - • • 0
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loss to them if they followed the lesson plans prepared at one center

for Army-wide use.

There still remains, however, the need for encouraging individual

study and preparation by every instructor. He can reduce the lesson plan

to an outline for his own guidance. He can simplify the presentation,

make local applications, add familiar illustrations, introduce appropriate

practical exercises, use locally-prepared training aids, adjust to avail-

able equipment and supplies, and conform to new directives.

Conduct of Training

OCAFF Training Memorandum No. 7 forms the basis for the 10-hour course

in all three basic training centers where intensive study was made. This

is one of the few aspects of training operations that were common to all

three programs observed.

Subject Schedule of 10-Hour Course

Individual training in CBR warfare is one of forty-cne subjects in-

cluded in eight weeks of basic training. It consumes ten of the 352 hours

of formal training at Center A. At this center the course conforms to the

five periods specified in Momo No. 7, but the sequence is scheduled in

relation to all other subjects and to instructors who also engage in other

training activities. The gas chamber exercise is given in the fourth week

to precede the week of bivouac training which falls in the sixth week.

During bivouac, trainees are given integrated CBR trzining.

The training periods are scattered between Period 1 (3 hours) in the

first week and Periods 4 and 5 (4 hours) in the eighth week, but the

. S 0 S 0_ S -
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instructors consider this desirable if integrated training is given

between periods. They prefer that the Gas Chamber Exercise follow the

period on Chemical Agents because it is a logical next step. Introduc-

tion, Mask Drill, and Chemical Agents should be given in the first

three weeks, not in the fourth and fifth weeks as outlined in Memo No. 7,

because the period should precede the 36 hours of rifle training in the

fourth week. The instructors and officers contend that ten hours is an

adequate allotment of time for CBR warfare, but they also assumn that

this instruction will be reinforced by integrated and additional later

training.

At Trainin Center B, CBR warfare training is given in the first,

second, and third weeks of basic training instead of in the fourth,

fifth, and sixth weeks as suggested in Memo No. 7. During the first week,

one 2-hour block of time outdoors includes gas mask drill, screening

smokes and incendiaries, and protection against BW. On another day in

this week, the second 2-hour period includes introduction, nerve gases,

choking and miscellaneous gases, and blister gases.

During the second week, a 2-hour period is devoted to RW and a

review of Periods 1, 2, and 3. In the third week of training a 4-hour

block of time outdoors is spent on gas chamber exercises, identification

exercise, GBR defense and decontamination, first aid, and a 20-minute

sumiary of the 10-hour course.

The training officer at Center B explained that limited range facili-

ties and the tight schedule of the 390 hours of schedule training (almost

49 hours per week) require CBR training to be scheduled during the first three

V0IA
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weeks. Officers and enlisted pexsonnel agree that the instructioa schedele

suggestod in Memo No. 7 would be ideal but contend that G-3 could not

fellow it uuder local limitations of space and personnel.

Lt raini,,- g CSter P, the training SOP for the 10-hour course was

being revised during the week of observation. Both the old and the new

SOP's were in operation; hence periods ij both were observed but neither
was seen in its entirety. The new schedule at Center C provides for the

ten hours in sevai periods which,with a single exception, follow the

subject schedule suggested in Memo No. 7.

The schedule of subjects outlined in Memo No. 7 should be re-examined

in the light of changes that various training centers have made. Experi-

ence with some of these modifications may suggest the desirability of

amending the parts of the outline in the memoranda•m, such as:

1. The gas chamber exercise should follow the study of chemical

agents.

2. Tntroduction Mask Drill, and Chemical &Lents should be given

in the first three weeks to precede the 36 hours of rifle train-

_.:g in the fourth week.

Content of 10-Hour Courze

At Center A the demonstration and gas mask dri.ll are well conducted.

The time devoted to smokes and incendiaries is filled with b'=kground infQer-

mation too technical for the trainees. Information on nerve, blister,

and choking gases is too complex ann is not understood by many of the I
recruits. This material should be considerably condensed and simplified.
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Self aid, first aid, and protective actions are given too little emp1asis.

At the time of the visit, chlorine was not used in the gas chamber

exercise because a safety officer was not present. In Identification

of Gases by Odor there is no observable learning. Many trýinees smell

nothing. There is ccosiderable guessing, and reassurance by the

instructor that not all persons interpret odors in the same way. The

Detection and Decontamination Station displays r. unit CBA equipment or

demonstrates decontamination -if a small area using bleach.

The hour on biological warfare is filled largely with NICE TO LNOW

information, while instruction in radiological warfare (two hours) is

too theoretical and difficult to understand. The Applicatory Exercise,

"1masking under difficult conditions" and "gas treatment stations," pro-

vides good practical experiences; but the "BW and 1W stations" and "cross-

ing a contaminated area" are completely verbal and contribute little to

field proficiency.

The current subject schedule at Center B has obvious weakmesses

which could be remedied without major program cbanges. Starting with the

gas mask drill is sound practice. Men are alert and interested. Survival

is the motivating factor, and active participation is readily obtained.

Logically and psychologically the remainder of the first block of tins

should be spent in Introduction to CBR Warfare. This is now done by film

indoors, whereas mask drill is conducted in the gas chamber area. Tntro-

duction could be condicted outdoors with troops moving through smoke areas

without masks, wider simple sprays constructed by plunbers on the post, or

past a safe land mine of M,. A short 10-minute talk on W--personal hygiene-

--- = . . . • .
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should be adequate at this stage of training rather than the 50-minutes

allot..t in Memo No. 7.

In the second 2-hour block of time interest is at its lowest point

in the current sequence. There is little participation, all of it

verbal. Special attention must be given to Uai.taining the interest of

the trainee in the protective action he should take under spray and gas

attack. Filmstrips showing the proper sequence of actions while under

attack and the proper self aid and first aid measures would improve

current instruction.

Interest in RW in the third period is good but the content is too

technical. More films showing bursts and their effects, and less plot

which fools no one, would help. Good sequences could be reproduced frcu

the five or six films now in use to provide :.uch material. Films could

concentrate on what to do in an attack. Current films have obvious

inaccuracies, such as:

Sa. Rubbing in protective ointment with finger

b. Masking v-thout clearing mask

c. Leaning rifle against a tree

d. Showing wrong side of contamination markers

e. Referring to manuals the men dontt have and have almost

no chanze of seeing.

The third week's schedule is basically good. The gas chamber exercise

is the best single unit of training in the 10-hour ectuse at Center B.

Detonation and sniffing, still being conducted in Fibruary, 1954, is futile.

The idea of a gas obstacle course is good but the present, one is ineffec-

tive and should be improved.
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An overwhelming amouat of unnecessarily difficult words and phrases

is used by instructors. Because most training is by rote, enlisted

instructors generally use the same vocabulary they heard at OniC School,

in the 96-hour course, or as they were being "cadre trained" by officers

at Center B. In the RW lecture much of the content is not related to

protective measures. Soldiers are not concerned with the fact that "a

neutron splits the nucleus of a uranium atom" or that "hydrogen atoms

fuse." What they need to know is what a burst looks like, sounds _

like, and does* and then what they should do to protect themselves.

It may be that "canned" lectures: possibly on film, will be the only

solution to the problems now impeding the learning of proficiencies

required in the field.

Content of the CBR warfare course at Center C is similar to that

at other basic training centers visited. Bcing based on Memo No. 7, the

lecture periods include the same materials already mentioned as being

nonessential, too technical, and not necessary at this training stage.

Trainine Environment

The physical surroundings at Center A are in fair condition. The

acoustics, blackboards, ventilation, and sea.ing appear to bt adequate.

Lighting indoors is substandard. Outdoor bleachers are satisfactory on a

mild day but unsuited for learning in inclement weather. On extremely hot

days and uncomfortably cold and rainy days, the teaching center sho.zld be

moved indoors for lectures and other purely verbal activities.

% %
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Six of the ten hours of instruction at Center B are given outdoors

near the gas chamber. Training is conducted in this area whether the

temperature is 950 or 00 and regardless of precipitation. Planes from

a nearby Air Force base clear the area on take-off at heights of 300-500

feet. No amplification equipment is used by the instructors. For

periods as long as 10-15 minutes the instructor can say only a few

sentences at a tine if he is to be heard. Thus, the physical training

environment is extremely unsatisfactory. A covered area which is comfort-

able and free from distracting noises should be made available.

Indoor facilities at Center C--a post theater-are reasonably adequate

except for ventilation in summer weather. Inadequate insulation and

continuous daily use build up inside temperatures beyond the level con-

ducive to comfort. Outdoorss training is conducted in an area where

there is no seating except small logs lying on the ground. This situa-

tion could be remedied locally.

Probably the most signifizant features of the training program at

Center C are the clarity and completeness of the CBR Training SOP. and

the manner in which responsibilities for training have been outlied.

There is a sharp contrast with another training center, not reported herein,

where the Chemical Officer has no responsibility for CBR warfare training, a

where none of his section serves as instructor, and where the training

schedule is prepared at Headquarters and is handed down the line to unit

instructors who conduct all training. The Center C SOP document is a good

illustration of superior administrative competence by a tomand using a

"Division Chemical Coamittee" for planning, coordinating, and delegating
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responsibility to persons of specialized abilities. The command responsi-

bilities are preserved all the way to unit coemmanders, but the Chemical

section is utilized to excellent advantage. The following principles were

extracted from the training SOP:

1. The instruction in Individual Protection and Decontamination
in CBR warfare as outlined herein will be the responsibility
of the Division Chemical Officer.

2. Instruction will be given to groups of company size.

3. Scheduling of instruction periods by units will be
coordinated with the Division Chemical Training Branch
(Operations Section) at least one (1) week prior to date
of instruction.

4. Equipment listed (with the agencies responsible for having
it on hand and usable) is not intended to restrict the
ingenuity of instructors ....

5. All unit commanders will be responsible that a gas mask has
been issued (one (1) per individual) ....

6. All gas masks will be properly cleaned by using unit prior
to storage.

7. Assistant instructors will be trained and rehearsed in
their duties prior to participating in the training.
They . . . mst aggressively assist the instructor. (Italics
added.)

At Center C a CBR training officer holds a weekly in-service training

program for the upgrading of his CBR tarfare instructors. During this

one-hour session a visitor is brought in to discuss interesting background

or new developments in CBR warfare. The project staff attended one such

meeting at which the post veterinary lectured and led a discussion on E l
tactical aspects of BW.
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The Trainees

The recruits at Center A vary from college graduates almost to

the illiteracy level in education and intelligence. There is a

corresponding range in the understanding of terms, facts, and principles

presented in the lecture. The trainees are of the opinion that biological

warfare and characteristics of agents are the most difficult subjects

to learn.

During the observation period a proficiency test was being given

orally to a group of eight .lliterate soldiers, but the attitude of the

instructors toward grouping for instruction was negative. The officers

and enlisted men frown upon any policy of even tenporary ability grouping

of a company during training, yet they actually practice the principle

while testing. They contend that they must do so to accomplish the

testing, but in candor they should recognize the same necessity to

accomplish some learning that could be tested. The Post Training Officer

suggests that the Chemical Officer might experiment with grouping for

instruction. The project staff suggests that it be subjected to research

Army-wide.

The training schedule at Center B shows that the normal training day

for the recruit is from 0730 to 1700 hours. Night problems occasionally

last until 2200 hours. Al routine policing of equipment and barracks

it performed outside these hours. Lxtra practice periods are sometimes

scheduled for specific units. Thus, an exhausted rectuit working on X.P.

irk or standing guard duty may get to bed at 2400 hours after cleaning his

boots before turning in. He may be routed at 0430 hours the next morning. U .
- •.•.•.-:,.•.._,., • • • •-''K
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He may fall asleep during a CBR lecture; if he manages to keep his eyes

open, he may remember rothing of what he hears. The disciplinary,

toughening routine in basic training should be separated in time from

verbalized training.

Instructors of the 10-Hour Course

With the exception of the master sergeant, the instructors at

Center A are college-trained men. On the whole, the quality of instruc-

tion is good. The officers talk fluently and are well prepared. They

talk without notes and make themselves heard without the use of a micro-

phone. Nearly all the instructors are gentlemen and treat the soldiers

in a courteous manner, permitting the trainee to hold his self-respect

as an individual and his respect for the instructor. In general, instructor-

trainee rapport is good.

The assistant instructors handle subjects well until the questioning

gets them beyond their depth. The Army practice of encouraging questions

is admirable- but as long as inadequately qualified men are chosen to

teach, the practice will continue to multiply misinformation.

The supply and selection of qualified instructors for CBR warfare

training is a major problem. Several available qualified instructors-

college-trained men with Army teaching experience--are doing routine tasks.

The Chemical Officer and one of his able assistants were formerly on the

instructional staff of the post chemical school. Since the school has been

srent.-intinued; they do no teaching of CBR subjects although, presumably, they

are best qualified by training and experience to teach these subjects. (At
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another Army establishment the staff Chemical officer and the Chemical

section have no traJning responsibilities but perform their assigned

@ duties in the warehouse "supporting" CBR instruction.) At Center A

there is no program on the post in CBR warfare, content, lesson planning,

or methods of instruction for officers who are teaching the CBR subjects.

All these situations illustrate a waste of instructional resources.

In general, high quality men have been &:-igned CBR instructor duty

at Center B. Half of them are college graduates, but this qualification

may be a hindrance rather than a help unless instructor training has

instilled in them the need for simplified vocabulary and the spaced repeti-

tion of material for many men.

Trainina Procedures

At Center A approximately six of the ten hours in the course consist

of lectures. More practical application of essential information and skill

is needed. The technical parts of the course-if they are worth learning-

require simple explanation for the slow learners and wider use of training

aids.

Usually the smallest group of men present for instruction at any one

time at Center B is 200, and in some lecture periods the approximate number

is 600. When lecturing it is impossible to show the mask, the identifica-

tion kit if presented, the MeAl protective ointmwt kit, and the like with-

out large scale models or drawings. Cut-away or cross-sectional drawings

S, might help. They should be large enough for visibility at the rear of a

group of 600 men and arranged so that the angle of vision from the side

does not distort the view.

.4S
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Transparencies, prepared by the local visual aids section, are used

to good advantage. Obvious inaccuracies resulting from the artists' I

misconception of CBR warfare procedures, such as a soldier supposedly

taking cover from an atomic attack but looking up from his prone

position to see what is coming, are present in the aids at Center B, as

they are at the CelC School. Color is used to better advantage in the

locally-prepared aids, and the ideas presented are usually kept to a

mininmu. Good transparencies could be use-d to greater advantage in

reviews.

Good use is made of contamination markers. They are availaole and

shown in outdoor exercises, but in the indoor session on RW a transparency

is used when actual markers, passed about among the group, would be

better. Basic trainees should not be burdened with dimensions of markers.

If training procedures require the presentation of chemical munitions

to the men, the trainees should be able to see the pin and release on a

chemical grenade, and the striker device for lighting the smoke pot.

Large models and mock-ups are necessary for large-mass instruction.

Proficiencies Attained in 10-Hour Course

No tests are used exclusively for the CBR portion of the course at

Center A. On the proficiency test given at the end of basic training the

six items relating to CBR warfare are not significant and, therefores are

not adequate for evaluating instruction. The test items are only indirectly

related to the standards of proficiency. The test results and the analysis

of the testing officer show that:

U S 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
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l. The men are still confused about the function of BW.

2. One-third of the men show no familiarity with vomiting gases.

3. About U per cent of the men show uncertainties about the
function of the gas mask.

4. One-third of the trainees have no comprehension of the
radioactive effects of an atom bomb.

5. The best score was made on the item based upon the
gas chamber exercise.

Instructors and trainees differ in the importance they attach to

the desired proficiencies. Of the twelve listed in Memo No. 7 (making

them MUST LNOW), three are considered to be of primary importance; four

are considered as SHOULD KNOW proficiencies; and five are considered to

be NICE TO KNOW. Instructors assign top priority to masking, self aid,

and first aid, and attach least importance to decontamination of person

and equipment and the means of support against CDP. agents. Conversely,

the trainees consider decontamination and the care of individual protec-

tive equipment to be of prime importance. Assistants give more emphasis

than the instructors to recognition of agents and less to the importance

of unit action against CBR attack.

With these differpnt degrees of importance attached to proficiency

standards, with the final test being only a verbal gesture toward measuring

proficiency attainment, and with no re-training and no follow-up in later

training prcgrams, the Army may well be concerned about the effectiveness

of basic training in CUR warfare.

Many pzrsons in leadership positions at Center B feel that too

much is being attempted in the time allotted. These persons, both
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Chemical and nonchemical, appear anxious to develop the basic proficiencies

needed for survival and continuance of mission. The proficiency sought

most universally is the "basic technique in adjusting, wearing. and maintain-

ing the protective mask." Considerable agreement exists on other proficiencies

sought, but only three of the objectives outlined in Memo No. 7 are considered

to be MUST LNOW items at this stage of training. There appears to be

considerable doubt outside the Chemical Corps that CBR instruction in basic

training really stresses the skills that are needed.

The staff observed a special test unit administering a proficiency test

to a group cf trainees in their last week of basic training. Three of the

five CBR items on the test required verbal responses. No evident difference

was made in scoring regardless of whether:

1. The mar. dropped personal equipment, such as gloves,
on the ground while masking

2. The mask was cleared

3. The mask was checked for leakage

4. The man remained with rifle between legs, or whether
he returned quickly to a "readiness" position

If answers to verbal questions were such that the man seemed to know

what he was talkine about, a high score was given. Out of five points

possible, no one scored less than four during an hour of observation, yet

many men would have been casualties of nerve gas.

CBR training operations at Center B, with some excellent features,

clearly show the need for a clear, controlling statement of what should_

be taught; how to teach it sim__y;what skills must be demonstrated; and

what level of skill must be shown by performance.

I 4
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A copy of the CBR proficiency test in use at Center g reveals that

importance is attached at this center to the evaluation of proficiencies. -•

S Instead of including five items of CBR warfare among other proficiencies

to be tested at the end of basic training, this test is specifically

designed for CBR skills. The items, the testing situation, the testing

procedures, and the scoring are carefully developed-similar in nature

to the OCAFF 1954 tests. There are twenty test items, each describing a

specific situation that might occur under CBR warfare ccnditions.

Testing situations, however, are artificial. Men are assigned to

stations and they select cards from an assortment to indicate that they

"%kanwl' the correct "action" to take. Thus, whatever score is made can

indicate only indirectly the proficiency attained. the testing program

at Center C was not observed in operation and test scores were not examined

by the prcject staff.

The varied opinions and practices as well as the deficiencies observed

at three training centers indicate a need for the preparation of guides

to testing the results of individual CBR training.

Recommendations

1. Objectives of basic individual CBR training should be more clearly

stated in terms of proficiencies expected at the end of eight weeks.

2. Every CBR skill that is supposed to be developed as a minimum

standard of proficiency should be spelled out in terms of speed, accuracy,

sequence of steps or actions, permissible variations in responses, c~mplete-

ness of action, and the like, so that the attainment of aims can be judged.
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3. Objectives should not be stated in such ideal terms that there

is no possibility of achieving them. "'Field identification of war gases"

with either the M9A2 kit or the "sniff test" is impractical as a goal of

basic CBR training as now conducted. It should be eliminated from the

objectives of the 10-hour CBR course as being unattainable at present.

4. Screening smokes and incendiaries should be eliminated from the

prescribed content since they are not related to objectives of the 10-hour

CBR course.

5. Training Memorandum No. 7 should be redrafted so that it fccuses

attention only on basic training. Separate publications should be pre-

pared for CBR training at advanced individual and unit levels.

6. The suggested lesson content should be carefully checked for

readability. The manuscript should be evaluated by a specialist in

readability before publication.

7. The headings as well as the outline should follow a consistent

forz of indentation which makes it easy to follow the logical sequence

of facts. The subheadings should be expanded to give more meaning to

the information by clarifying the statements.

S. The theoretical and technical portions of Memorandum No. 7

specified in the body of Section II should be simplified. The use of

some of the language, illustrations, and charts in FM 21-41 would help

to make the memorandun more understandable.

9. If the local preparation of lesson plans is continued, they

should be prepared by the instructors who use them. The content of

Memorandum No. 7 should be outlined, not copied verbatim, with practical

exercises and local applications being added. I
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10. Hcre attention should be given in Memorandum No. 7 to the

integration of basic CBR training with other basic training. The sug-

gestions which are contair.ed in Arnex C are good, but teo complex. Y're

specific suggestions are needed which encourage training officers to have

imen learn to perform duties such as f2ring a rifle, marching, taking

cover, and the like while masked.

12. CBR training prceedures in .he 10-hour course should require

active participation and practice in learning self aid and decontamina-

tion just as they are required in mask drill a'.d gas chamber exercise.

Specific instructions should identify the way- in which CBR Practice is

to be provided in basic CBR training.

12. A self-scoring or e~aluation technique should ne devcloped

-o that eah trainee can check his own proficiency during CBR training.

Knowledge of progress should be used as an incentive or stimulus to

lea.ning. Positive checks which the individual trainee can make should

be used to supplement the observation of an instructor in watching 200

men s.rulteneously perform a complex artion.

13. Greeter attention must be given to the physical condition of

traar.ee it they are to learn and remember esse-tial vea-bal CBR instru,-

tion. The iifluence upcn learning of drowsiness and sleepiness, fatigue

and exhaustion, climate and distractions, and other factors for which

motivation and interest naaý' not compensate should receive special considera-

.' 14. A wrkable field identification technique should be devised fir

the individual soldier. The Chemical Corps shouoa carefully identify
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those characteristics (properties, effects) of agents that tell a man

what the agent is. These characteristics must discriminate between tywc

agents. All other characteristics should be deleted from basic tra.•n3ng:

colors, tastes, smells, and the like. A memorization of chemical and

physical properties, physiological effects, persistencies, and the like

should not be required.

15. The period on BW in the 10-hour course should be revised.

Appreciable course tine can be zaved by limiting BD instr.ction during

basic training to thcoe matters that contribute to field proficiency:

personal and field sanitation and h, '•ne; and these are treated in

courses other than CBR warfare.

16. Performance or action tests of CBR proficiency should be given

before the end of basic training and should be followed by renedial train-

ing scheduled as extra duty for those wo are below minimu= tandard5 for 0

their siage of training.

17. Safeguard3 should be established to limit rigidly the foraI

instruction in the l0-houx cour.e to essentials of beb oviOr, action, and

performance. NICE A) KNOW infor-mation certainly should be made available

to men, but cnS upon their own time, initiative, interest, and request.

COmplete lesson manuscripts of what shall be said in lectures may be the

* beat safeguard.

18. The instructors in the iO-hour course should receive direct
-• ~ ~benefit from tie resources of a r.-•search, analysis, and curriculum section

such as that operated at CmIC School. Continuous experimental study and

evaluation of COR instruction in basic trailing is lacking and seriously needed.
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19. Experimental research should be conducted to determine the effec-

tivertss of grouping trainees for CBR instruction on the basis of intelli- --

S gence and educational bac~kground. Comparative proficiency acquired by

crn-tro±L and exrerimeaital groups, with indicated adjustments in procedures,

shonaAd be measured. Ability grouping should reduce the loss in humxaa

resources that results from bewildering the slow learner and boring the

superior cnn*.
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Section III

ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL COR TRAINING

The purpose of this section is: to identify the objectives of

Advanced Individual CBR Training; to identify the CBR skills that are

to be developed or practiced during advanced training; to evaluate the

clearness with which goals are specified and their attainment is esti-

mated; and tv develop recomoendations regarding Advanced Individual

CBR Training based on observations of training in the Chemical Corps.

The section is organized into five parts. First, the sources of

information are listed. Second, the distinct variations that exist in

the organization of advanced CBR training for individuals are reported.

Next, the section enum-erates the objectives of this phase of training

as gleaned and summarized from stated objectives-those worded as

standards, those suggested by the scope of training, and those that

might be inferred from job analyses. Finally, an estimate is made of

the possibility of attaining success in Advanced Individual CBR Training

without clear specifications of performance skills. Conclusions and i 4

recommendations are summarized at the end of the section.

Sources of Information

The following documents were studied as a basis for the appraisal

of Advanced Individual CBR Training: OCAFF Training Memorandum No. 7

40
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(31 March 1953); OCAFF ATING-31 352/69 (17 March 1953), Common Subjects

Letter; FM 21-40, Defense Against Chemical Attack, pp. 127-128;

FY. 21-45, Defense Against Biological Warfare, pp. 77-78; FM 21-41,

Soldiers Manual for Defense Arainst CBR Attack (April 1953), p. 17;

ATP 3-201, Smoke Generator Company; '.TP 3-202, Depot Com__._ ATP 3-203,

Maintenance Company; ATP 3-204, Decontamination Company; ATP 3-205,

Processing Company; ATP 3-206, CTSI Detachment; ATP 21-114, Basic Combat

__ainin_; Department of -Defense, The Aimed Forces Officer, pp. 170-171;

SR 615-25-15, Milit Occupational Specialties; and TH 12-406, Officer

Classification. training operations were observed only in the Chemical

Porps--in courses at the School and in troop units at Ft. McClellan.

Variations in the Administration of

Ur Advanced Individual CBR Training

Th:--e procedures are followed in assigning men to tdvanced Individual

Training after they have completed Basic Training. A soldier may be

assigned to a branch training center for eight weeks of additional organized

fcrmal training in the particular mission of the branch. Second, he may

Sbe assigned to a branch technical school for specialized training. Third,

he may be assigned directly to a company unit of the bianch, frcm vhhch

assil.ment he may later be sent to the school to be returned to the unit

upon completion of training. Li case he is no, sent to school from tbe unit,

a cadreman may be detailed to "break in" the newcomer with personal instruc-

tion and supervision, and to bring him up tc the unit level in post-cycle

training.
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Tbe general plan of Advanced Individual Training is established in

Army Training Program (ATP) 21-114 (OCAFF), which may be followed in

detail at the center conducting the second eight weeks of the 24-week

training cycle. Training conducted by the branch school is based upon

ATP 21-114 but is detailed in a special program of instimction (P01).

Advanced Individual Training carried on within the unit is outlined in

the unitts ATP, which details "Common Advanced Individual Training"

subjects and "Special Advanaed individual Training" subjects. CDR topics

are scheduled among the -technical subjects" in the co~on advanced

training outline.

One purpose of advanced training is to train and qualify the indi-

vidual in a military specialty. The vait cormander may award a military

occupational specialty (1OS) rating to a unit-trained man when he

considers the man to have attained the necessary proficiency. M1S ratings

may also be conferred by the school upon sAti:sfactory completion of the

appropriate course. Thus, the program of training in the advanced indi-

vidual phase ay be outl3ned in a unit's ATP or a school POI. The success

of training (the at-ainment of proficiency) may be determined by either

the personal, subjective judgment of the unit cocdaneer, or the tsrab-

lished policies of the school.

Governing these var--ations in the way in which Advanced Irnividual

Training may be carried on, OCAFF policies prescribe CDR tralning for

soldiers in both basic and advanced training, and for units throughout the

Army. OCAFF policies also govern the CDR training cf individuals in

Officer Candidate Sche-ol, in officer 40S qualifications, and in advanced courses.
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The alternative routes aizn., uhich the soldier ay move from 'basic

training to satisfactory proficiency in CBR warfare involve considera-

tion of tne following aspects of advanced training in tenes ef obj'2ctives

and skills:

1. CBR training of all personnel

2. Officer CBR training

3. MOS training (enlisted)

4. M0S training (officer)

Objectives of Advanced Individual CBR Training

Section II reported the stated and implied objectives for basic CBR

training. Meaw No. 7 mskes no statement regarding similar objectives for

advanced training. Since the memorandum enunciates policy for both irdi-

W, vidual and unit CBR training, it would appear that the goals of basic CBR

training are also the objectives of advanced training in CRR warfare. How-

ever, several significant statements in the mnmorandum imply that Advanced

Individual CBR Training is just as important as basic training, and that

either different ski•ls or more highly developed skflls are expected to

result frcm advanced training. Pertinent statenents are 4uoted:

.Advanced training offers less opportunitieq for use of integrated

or concurrent CER training situations." p. 6.

"Integration of CPR situations in field exercises . . . increases

pr.^icen=y ... ." p. 3.

"Every appropriate npporttuity will be utilized to ii;. ease proficiency

in CBR protective measures during all training phases .... " p. 4.
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"Annex 11 contains minimum standards of profic•ency . . . for indi-

viduals and units." p. 4.

"Proficiency tests will emphasize individual and unit ability to <

solve practical situations." p. 4.

"-CBR situations will be introduced into a subject area * . . only

efter the fundamentals of that subject area have been assioil;.ted and

an initial p-oficiency ha2 been attained." p. 5.

"Integrated situations wi.l be desipied to provide the individual.,

throtgh acperionce, with a capability . . . . " p. 5.

,rTraining will be progressive. Basic instruction -4il be repeated

only when individuals . . . are proved to be lacking in ftmdamental

skills." p.

-Tctical subjects which are co-atinued through the adv:ýncti indivi-

dual training phase will include (MR situations on an integrated and prc-

gressive basis.' p. 6.

"Refresher training (in Post-cycle Trairdns is not limited to subje-zt

meatter previously covered but -hould intraduce new CBR situations . .. .

p. 6.

"-Certan .MOS specialist activities are susceptible to hostile CER

actiou.... logical MiR situations (must be) imposed in that training."

p. 6.

"rC•R instruction ir. the schools of the arms and services will be con--

ducted = accordance with the provisions c_ appropriate tC.rezaon Subjects'

letters ..... " p. 7. M-
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There can be no doubt that the results of CBR training in the advanced

individual phase are expected to be different from those in the ba!3ic phase.

The absence of stated objectives and training outlines in Memo No. 7,

however, requires the identification of aiws by indirect methods. Objec-

tives ara implied in standards of proficiency, in course or train-•ng

content (for men ana officers), and in job specifications for HOS ratings.

If a particular ability or act is judged to be peculiarly and urique~y CBR

in nature, it is an objective of CBR training. Any needed CBR skills not

identified for basic training, and any skills for which a higher level of

proficiency is expected than that developed in basic training are goals

of Advanced Individual CBR Training.

Stat Objectives

While some ATP of a branch unit or some course POI in a branch 3hool

may contain a statement of CBR training objectives, none was discovered

in a search through the Cale ATPts (the only ones analyzed in the study).

The stated training objectives in ClC ATP's are in such general terms that

they would serve another branch equally well. They art worded identically

throughout the WnlC series of ATPis, suggesting that they conform to a

pattern establiqhed by higher authtority. They do not include CBR traininc

aims. These deficiencies in CalC literature are assumned to exist in the

cther services. The most serious problem is the lack of stated objectives

in Army-wide directives and outlines. The need is greater in Advanced
0~ Individual Training than in Basic Training, due to the variations in the

administration and patterns of training. Proficiencies that are sought

uniformly throughout the Army but are developed by different training

i
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orgumizations certainly require coordination and supervision between

the services if attainment of comon objectives is to be universal. UT

Implied ObJectives

Skills and the ability to perform duties are goals of training.

They may be identified in promulgated standards of proficiency and in

MOS qualifications. They are hinted or suggested in training content,

assuming that elements in the content of training programs contribute

to a definite aim. Standards of proficiency are the only organized

pattern of CBR skills and duties that might serve as training goals.

The difficulty here, however, is that standards of proficiency identify

skills and competence but do not relate them to phases of training.

Thus, when Memo No. 7 says that each man must be able to decontaminate

"the crew-served weapon of which he is a crew member," it is obvious

that basic, advanced individual, and unit training are afl involved; but

the definition of the training goals of each is not clear, especially

in regard to the level of competence expected at the end of basic and

advanced individual training phases.

Lanlied objectives stated as standards of proficiency. The CBR

proficiencies of the individual soldier must be distinguished from those

skills and duties sought in other miitary training. The simplest and

clearest statement of essential CBR skills was found in FM 21-41, Soldier's

Manual for mefense Against CBR Attack, p. 17. Here are stated six items

which "Every soldier MUST LNOW." Five of the six involve knowing "how to

do" skills. An elaboration of these requirements is found in eight skills

identified in FM 21-40, Defense A Chemical Attack, pp. 127-1278.

Nl
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FM 21-45, Defense Against Biological Warfare pp. 77-78, adds two mere

items to the list. Memo No. 7, pp. 67-68, lists twelve standards of -

CBR proficiency that are to be acquired and maintained by each soldier.

All of the individual CBR skills, duties, and practical proficiencies

listed in these sources can be classified logically into one or a

ccmbination of the six objectives reported in Section II on Basic

Individual Training. The conclusion is that emphasis must be upon

differences in the degree of skill to be developed in each phase of

training. The Army has not specified precisely the level of CBR pro-

ficienc,- that Basic Training must attain and upon which "progressive

training" in Advanced Individual Training can be based.

Objectives implied from scoPe of trainin . Advanced Individual

CBR Training consists primarily of a review of the instruction provided

in the 10-hour course with enrichment of the content and with more

practice of the skills (Memo No. 7. p. 5). The scope of this training

is outlined in ATPft for training within -he unit and in POI's for

school training programs. Since the Chemical Corps School in the

technical service school in CBR matters, an analysis was made of the

CmlC School PO1ts and of the corresponding CmIC ATP's governing training

in the units. To the extent that programs in the Chemical Corps (the

"n3" series) represent a general pattern, it is assumed that the program

outline for Advanced Individual CBR Training in units of other branches

differj only slightly.

The tabulation of the objectives implied in the content of Advanced

Individual CBR Traiting programs-supposedly for a2l Army personnel-is
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presented in Lchibit C. Those items that appeared in the basic lO-hour

course are marked with an asterisk (*). Items not so marked probably

represent new CBR material to be learned. It appears that each soldier

is expected to learn or improve his skills in the following duties during

his advanced training:

EXHIBIT C

Aims Implied from Scope of Advanced Individual CBR Training 0

I. RECOCNITIGM

1. The classification of chemical agents-toxic, nontoxic,
persistent, nonpersistent, Chemical Corps symbols for
(touched upon earlier)

2. The capabilities and limitations of chemical agents in
warfare (touched upon earlier)

* 3. The effects of chemical agents which aid in identification
* 4. The nature of 8W and its effects
* S. The capabilities and limitations of atomic warfare

6. The effect of radiation on man (touched upon earlier)
* 7. Standard markers for contaminated areas and alarm systems

8. Identification of agents
*Chemical
Biological
Radiological

* 9. Duties of Mcnitors-CBR personnel

11. OTICro.

*10. 1tasking properly-adjusting, wearing
U. Inspection and repair of masks
12. Protective clothing (only mentioned in earlier training) * a

"*13. Fi-Ad sanitation
14. Collective protection devices and gas-proofing
15. Effectiveness of protective equipment

"*16. Individual and unit protective means and measures

III.- SEU AID, FIRST AID

*1" Self aid and first aid available to individual and unit-methods
and techniqucs

V V V V V V V W 1W W W - - -
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IV. DECRN4TAHINATION

C18. Of person
19. Of unit equipmant-training to team level

V. EXPLOITATICN

*20. Proper action on alarm--defense organization within units

21. Reporting CBR attacks to adjacent units and higher authority
22. For officers and noncoms, tactics and command aspects of

CBR operation

VI. OTHER

23. Organization and mission of Chemical Corps units

Specialist Trainin Courses (Officers). Also outlined in the Common

Subjects Letter, OCAFF ATING-31 352/69 (17 March 1953) are officer courses.

This document details the list of conmon subjects and their scope for courses

in Officer Candidate School, Branch Company Officers' courses and associate

courses; and courses conducted at the Army War College, Coamand and General

Staff College, and special courses.

No statement of CBR skills or proficiencies to be developed in these

courses was found. In addition to the skills required of the individual

soldier, these are implied in the objective and scope of training in Officer

Candidate School:

1. Ability to act as a CBR trainer at platoon level
2. Ability to meet CBR warfare problems at platoon level
3. Knowledge of use of tactical and collective protection

by individuals and small units
4. Understanding of unit organization for CBR defense
5. Knowledge of detection methods and devices
6. Knowledge of field expedients for decontamination
7. Understanding of tactical employment, means of dissemina-

tion, terrain and weather conditions, and troop dispositions
8. Description of atomic explosions
9. Knowledge of effects, and proper individual actions

10. Knowledge of unit protection and unit SOP in atomic warfare
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In the Branch Company Officers? Course, the only additions to the

previously defined proficiencies zapparantly are general tunderstandings

or knowledge of:

1. Unit SOP for CBR defense
2. Use of unit CBR specialicDt
3. Tactical employment on offense and defnse &xd

unit action to axploit irliedl) use of CBR a,.ents
4. Methods of delivery and geteral concept of

tactical targets in atomic warfare

A careful examinaticn of the CBR skills inferred from offi(er training

programs reveals no periormance requirements beyond those expected of

enlisted personnel. Indeed, the kncwledge and unlerstanding which the offi-

cr courses seek to develop are more a phase of the leadership and super-

vision function than they are of CBR proficiency.

JvAging from the literature examxned, in terms of official statements

of objectives, scope, and hours of instruction, the CBR training given all

soldiers will suffice for officer personnel in (a) developing performance

skill, and (b) prcviding a basis for the execution of officer responsibilities.

This conclusion is reinforced by the statement that, for the officer, "It is

obviously absurd to expect that any officer could know more about radio repair

than his repairman, more about mapping than his cartographical section, more

about moving parts than a gunsmith. .... .The distinction lies in the

difference between the Lower to do a thing well and that of being able to

iuý 1± hen it is well done."
1

1. Department of Defense, The Aimed Forces Officer, Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1950, pp. 170-71.
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CBR Objectives Implied in Jb Analyses

MOS Training (Enlisted). An ATP is intended to qualify a man in

San }OS during the advanced individual training stage. Specifications

for Advanced Individual Training provide for "school trained specialists"

and "unit trained specialists" who acquire the same MOS ratings.

For an enumeration of the CBR skills involved in MOS qualification,

an examination wau made of SR 615-25-15S, Miitr Occupational Specialties,

and a detailed list of CBR duties was compiled from job analyses of the

following: M3S 1809, Decontamination Supervisor; MOS 1786, Chief Cml

Supply Specialist; MOS 1328, Chief Cml Laboratory Technician; MOS 1142,

Gas Mask Repair Supervisor; MOS 1140, Imrregnation Supervisor; MOS 1731,

Smoke Generator Supervisor; and MOS 1870, Cml Staff Specialist.

MOS Training (Officers). A similar compilation of CBR duties of

officers was made from TM 12-406, Officer Classification, for these six

MOS groups: 1414, Decon Unit Cdr; 1415, Smoke Generator Unit Cdr; 4500,

Cml Supply Officer; 4832, Cml Processing Officer; 4841, CMl Maintenance

Officer; and 7314, Chemical Officer.

Apparently, it is Army policy that a personts grade or rank indicates

the level of responsibility he is qualified to assume. The tabulations

of MOS duties identified types of skills and duties rather than levels

of understanding and knowledge. One conspicuous featvxe of the CBR

skills of officers is the emphasis on tactical operations rather than m m
technical-the offensive rather than the defensive aspects of CBR skills.

It seems obvious that the Amry has the same CBR objectives for officers

as for enlisted personnel, and that the higher degree of skills and the
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change in emphasis from defense to offense are functions of command

responsibility instead of CBR warfare competence. Thus, the CBR objec-

tives inferred from MOS qualifications parallel those implied from scope

of training. No other source was found to suggest additional objectives

of Advanced Individual CBR Training.

The project staff believes that every CBR skill and duty imposed upon

officers and men by the official literature can be classified under one or

more of the following objectives of Advanced Individual Training-:

All Personnel

1. Recognize CBR attack

2. Detect and Identify Agents

3. Maintain and Use Protective Means

4. Use Proper Self Aid and First Aid

5. Decontaminate

6. Execute SOP

Officers and Noncoms

7. Supervise Training

8. Operate and Maintain CBR Equipment

9. Apply Tactical and Intelligence Data

10. Administer Safety ;.nd Protection

11. Administer Supply and Materiel

12. Direct Use of Specialist Personnel

The Conduct of Training

Host of the project staff observations of Advanced Individual Training

were made in Chemical Corps programs. General comments on training operations

0~~~ ~~~~~ W
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are not reported here because a det&iled report on CmiC Unit Training is

presented in Section IV and a report on Cmlc School Training is given in

Section V.

Training Success Uncertain Without Clear Objectives

The identity of CBR skills expected at the end of eight weeks of

Advanced Individual Training appears in several places in the literature,

but in the documents or statements that should give the clearest defini-

tion of aims there is a strange lt=k of guidance. The ATP's and PO0ts in

the "3" series define neither CBR nbjectives nor standards of competence.

Those who conduct Advanced Individual Training are given a course outline

and schedule to follow which contains no guiding policy as to specific

goals or any criteria to use in determining the level of competence to be

S reached; yet Memo No. 7 (p. 5) plainly speaks of "fundamentals" being

assimilated and "initial proficiency" being attained.

In Officer Candidate School the implied proficiencies are general in

nature and cannot be developed into performance skills during a P_ tf

ten hours of instruction. The required field proficiencies might be

realized if there is enough integration of CBR instruction "into appropriate

school problems,, after the ten hours; but there is no critericn or guide

for the amount of practical exercises needed. It seems unreasonable to

expect or hope that the portion of ten hours allocated to CBR proficiencies

can possibly reach a level "to prepare the student to act as a trainer and

Sto meet the problems of CBR warfare at the platoon level."

The coron subjects outline mentions neither CBR objectives nor CBR

proficiencies as such for the Branch Company Officers' Course. A review
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of some topics from the 10-hour course and some from the OCS course is

stipulated. Again, the only hope of developing any performance skill and

field proficiency in individuals during this training stage is directly

dependent upon the practice actually experienced in the integration of

subjects and exercises after the twenty hours in the regular course or the

ten hours in the associate course. If a nonchemical branch officer says

that all necessary CBR skills can be taught on the way to and from the

rifle range, there is little information in training outlines to offset

this point of view or to belie the statement.

Lakof A.,aent on Rqie
Leel f W fict9iency'

The CBR skills and duties tabulated in this section appear to represent

three levels of complexity. Advanced Individual CBR Training may develop in

the trainee the simple performance or motor skills that result from drill and

practice, with a minimum background of understanding and knowledge. Masking

is such a performance skill. This level of attainment may represent the

job requirements of the basic trainee and E-1 grade of soldier.

A higher order of performance may result from advanced training,

accompanied by a level of knowledge and understanding that will enable one

to supervise and demonstrate the more simple performances. This level of

attainment is illustrated by many of the MOS specifications.

Tnh highest degree of competence and proficiency that may result from

advanced training would appear to qualify one to perform technical skills, tc

plan and execute tactical and technical operations, and to exercise judgment

in the performance of CBR functions- Beyond this degree of proficiency,
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advanced training seems intended to increase skill in command and leader-

ship functions rather than in CBR duties.

t The project staff assumed that degrees of proficiency in the exercise

cf CBR skills and duties should vary between enlisted men and officers,

between Chemical and nonchemical officers. It also assumed that the com-

ple-xity of the skills and the level of understandings and knowledge should

increase with the grade and rank of both enlisted and officer personnel.

The analysis of training program outlines tends to substantiate the

latter assumption, but no evidence was available to support the former.

No forthright, positive official statement was found to validate either

assumption. Interviews with numerous officers revealed extreme variations

and conflicts in points of view, even among officers holding the same MOS.

In th- absence of policy or directives, each person responsible for conduct-

ing Advanced individual CBR Training can make his own interpretation regard-

ing the level of skill his training operations are supposed to develop.

Since no mention is made of specialized skill in self-aid and first-aid

techniques for Officer MOS 1414, Chemical Decontaminating Unit CScander

it can only be inferred that an "intermediate" level of competence will

suffice for this duty. Such an inference seems unwarranted in view of

the likely exposure of his unit to agents that have been released and to CBR

contamination in field operations, but the official job analysis appears

n~t to recognize this point. However, it is highly probable that a School-

trained or unit-trained MOS 1731 will develop a higher order of proficiency

kin the use of protective measures than a nonchomical MOS of equal grade.
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This estimate of proficiency levels of CBR skills and duties shows

beyond question that Army directives governing CBR training might be

followed to the letter without reaching the level of proficiency required

in the field, depending almost wholly upon the judgment of ccenianders

responsible for training. If there is an Army ccenander in any branch

who minimizes the likelihood or importance of CBR warfare and the need

for CBR training, it is certain that job specifications and standards

of proficiency are not detailed enough to insure that men trained under

him will achieve an adequate standard of proficiency. It is not enough

to infer that Officer MOS 1414 requires as much skill in self aid and

first aid as a graduate of OS, for the skill required of the latter was

itself inferred from the Memo No. 7 requirement of this skill for the

recruit in basic training.

Thr project staff is certain that the success of training in Advanced

Individual CBR Training cannot be "standardized" at a satisfactory minimum

level with the almost unlimited discretion allowed each instructor in the

identification of aims, determination of procedures, and judgment as to the

proficiency levels sought. A critical study of OCAFF CBR Proficiency Test

results at the unit or company level in different branches should reveal

excessive variations in CBR competence. -

Conclusions Regarding Advanced Individual CBR Training

The study of training policies, program outlines, proficiency standards,

and job classifications, and the observations of training described in

Section IV leads to the following generalizaticns:
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1. Advanced Individual Trainin generaly follows a pattern, regard-

less of the type of unit tto which Lhe individual will 'o-

2. There are slight differences in Advanced Individual Training in

CBR as prescribed in the ATP1s of the "3" Series. In ATP 3-201 (Chemical

Smoke Generator Company), for instance, the pattern of six hours of defense

against CW attack, three hours of defense against RW attack, and one hour

of defense against BW attack as prescribed in other ATPts is not followed.

Instead, ATP 3-201 prescribes a pattern of three hours for each area. The

staff must assume that. these differences were planned to accomplish

specific purposes, but it is difficult to see why a smoke generator operator

needs to know more about BW than doeu a member of a processing company or a

decontamination company. The reason for the differences may be that at unit

training levels the processing company and decontamination company have

additicnal training in BW while the smoke generator company does not.

3. H if not most of the differences in Advanced Individual Train-

ing in CBR may have resulted from the lack of a careful analysis of the

tasks each individual is expected to perform. It appears likely that the.

programs have more or less grown up like Topsy. Otherwise, the prescribed

program would be largely field exercises utilizing live or simulated agents

and problems which would require individuals to develop and demonstrate 4,

proficiencies in the presence of CBR agents.

4. Since it appears that, in the unit, Advanced Individual Training i

gener provided b cadre personnel, it is probable that the quality of

the training experiences which are provided may actu be lower than the

initial training provided in the 10-hour courses in basic training. Project
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staff observations in the field confirm this hypothesis. Whether or not

it is true depends almost entirely upon the training competence available in

the cadre. If the commissioned and nonconmissioned officers comprising the

cadre are capable teachers, and if they have had good training experiences

themselves in CBR warfare, then advanced individual training probably is

good. If, on the other hand, cadre personnel have never before had any

responsibility for or interest in training, and if their own CBR training

consisted prinarily of listening to lectures and sleeping through films,

then the training provided is not likely to be of high quality.

5. The outline of Prescribed training does not provide guidance needed

I _qake personnel concerning the type of experiences that should be provided.

Only the barest outline of scope to be covered, references to be used, and

training aids available is provided.

6. Standards of Proficiency for individuals at the conclusion of this

phase of trainin have not been provided in the ATP's and ATT's. Unless

stated elsewhere in a source not known to the staff, such an omission renders

hopeless the attainment of nmiform proficiency standards on an Army-wide basis.

It appears necessary to infer them from ATTfs. This cannot be done with

consistent results.

Reco•nendations

1. A general classification test to determine the achievement level

should be devised for use at the beginning of Advanced InAividual Training.

It should be applied at the next duty station following basic training at

the beginning of the new training program. Training officers in the unit or
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in the service school should have the knowledge of "where the man is" in

CBR in order to make his training progressive.

2. Every ATP should define as its objectives those specification of

behavior skills the course is intended to develop. If men are supposed to

learn to identify in the field colorless phosgene by its invisible appear-

ance or to detect a "faint odor, if any," by its smell, the ATP should say

so.

3. Every ATP should define the minimum standards of proficiency

expected for each objective established. These standards should be fcrmu-

lated as standards by detailing the specifications. If every man is

expected to detect a blister agent, sound the alarm, mask, rinse, blot,

apply ointment, and be on his way within 60 seconds or 3 minutes or 10

ItLM minutes, the standard of proficiency should be established in the ATP.

4. If there are any differences in the levels of skill in CBR field

profici-encies among Army MOS's, the ATPfs should identify these different

levels in their objectives, their standards of proficiency, their course

ccntent, their time allotment, and their ATT's. If different levels of

CBR knowledge and understandings, as well as of performance skills, are

needed by different grades and ranks of personnel, training policy should

spell them out for all to understand. If not, then the variations now

outlined in courses and programs for officers and men should be restricted.

5. The program should be carefully outlined as to scope-the broad

"statements now contained in ATPts permit so much interpretation that the

adequacy of the program depends primarily upon the quality of the coemissioned

and noncceamissioned officers in the cadre. To some extent this will always

be true, but more effective guides can be provided for them.
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6. The period of advanced individual training should be a time

primarily for the development of individual proficiencies to a high level

through actual field exercises with CBR agents or simulants. Most of

the time should be spent in integrated training rather than a minor portion

of it.

7, There must be positive means of identifying and measuring "funda-

mentals" and "basic skills" and "initial proficiencies" for each trainee

before "training will be progressive" and "basic instruction will be

repeated." Such means should be imposed Army-wide upon all phases of

advanced training.

8. Lectures should be almost eliminated from the program. Much of

the teaching should be followed by field exercises, with the barest briefing

in advance, so that the individual will be forced to rely on his own

knowledge and that of his buddy. The problems presented should be real

enough to require earnest overt responses from the individual, and the

critiques following exercises should emphasize behavior.

9. Short films should be developed for use prior to a field exercise

if facilities can be made available in the area. Sufficient varieties of

films and problems should be developed to subject the individuals to CBR

attacks of the major types envisioned. Attacking through contaminated

areas of their own making should be included Also. The emphasis should be

placed on direct, firsthand experiences rather than talked-about and listened-

to experiences. Decontamination should be learned by decontaminating, taking

cover by taking cover, washing out the eye by washing it, blotting off a (

probable blister agent by blotting it off in the field. When a simulated

7 Q
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blister agent contaminates the eye, a simulated BAL ointment which works

without damage to the eye sho--ld be used.

10. A separate publication resembling Memo No. 7 should be prepared

for Advanced Individual CBR Training. Directives should be in detail so as

to leave no doubts as to specific objectives, increases in level of pro-

ficiency, measures of satisfactory progressv desirable integrated practice,

etc.

11. Central supervision should be established to coordinate and up-

grade the program and quality of instrur.tion during this second phase of

CBR training. This phase probably is the most crucial for individual CBR

proficiency. L

-- i
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Section IV

CHEMICAL CORPS WNIT CBR TRAINING

This section is an analysis of Chemical Corps unit training. It

begins with an enumeration of unit CBR warfare skills and duties as

gleaned from Memo No. 7, and a critical analysis of CBR warfare objec-

tives for Chemical Corps unit training. The conduct of training is

then examined, including the attainment of proficiencies. The section

closes with a summary of recommewdations.

Sources of Information

The sources already listed in Section II and Section III were used

as background information for the study, with CmlC ATP's serving as

official descriptions of the courses of study. These sources were

supplemented by interviews with instructors, staff, ana men in the units,

and by written responses from instrLctors and trainees on questions sub-

mitted by the project staff.

Objectives of Unit CBR Training

MHer No. 7, pp. 68-70, outlines unit standards of CBR proficiency

for all Army units. One requirement for proficient action when under

attack in CDR warfare is that "the unit must have the prescribed comple-

ment of CDR personnel." This would indicate that specialized CBR skills

are supposed to be possessed by certain designated members of the unit.

62
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However, changes in policy made during the course of this project lead

to the following conclusions:

1. First, the 96-hour course for training CBR specialists was

abolished.

2. The CmlC School then assumed the job of specialist training in

CBR warfare, returning trained personnel to their unit after

completion of a school course.

3. Later, the designation of "CBR specialists" within units was

abandoned by a directive which made everyone responsible for

being competent in CBR warfare.

The ClC School still serves as the training center for this latest

policy, subject to command decisions that specialized training is needed

within the unit. Apparently it is left to the discretion of the unit

coanander as to whether CBR warfare proficiency can be developed within

the unit to a level that satisfies him; or whether he sends selected

members of the unit to CmlC School, to bring back to the unit a higher

level of ability in CBR warfare. His guidance in the exercise of this

judgment relies heavily upon the unit standards of proficicncy in CBR war-

faze described in the Operation portion of Memo No. 7 as follows:

The unit must be able to continue its mission during enemy
CBR attack and must conduct itself in a manner which will minimize
loss of operating efficiency or interference with the unit mission.
This capability requires continued effective operaticns with
minimum loss in time, personnel, or materiel.

-. The unit must be able to:
a. Decontaminate unit equipment
b. Cross, avoid, or function in contaminated areas
c. Take proper action under aircraft spray attack
d. Take proper action on sigpal by local alarm system,

as prescribed by unit SOP
e. Detprr.ine the agent used (i.e., type of gas, existence

of radiation hazard)
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2. The unit must:
a. Maintain a high order of unit and personal sanita-

tion to minimize vulnerability to biological attack
b. Follow sound procedures for individual and unit

protection during an atomic missile detonation under
conditions of air, surface, and subsurface burst

c. Hake proper adjustment in its operation based on the
variation in radiological hazard associated with
different types of atomic burst

d. Follow accepted operational procedures during friendly
atomic missile fire support

e. Establish effective intelligence procedures covering
reporting of CBR attacks to higher and adjacent units

Fundamentally, the five "abilities" prescribed for the unit are the

same as those required for each soldier: decontaminate unit equipment;

avoid or cross contaminated areas; take proper cover under spray attack;

falcit SOP on signal; and identify agent(s) used. The need for unit and

personal sanitarX practices, and for proper unit and individual procedures

under atomic attack, whether enemy or friendly, might have been included

in the -abilities" of the unit. The two remaining requirements, making

adiustments in operations and establishing effective intelligence reports,

are command or leadership duties performed with a thorough knowledge of

CDR varfare.

Unit proficiency or skill is essentially the composite of skills of

the individuals in the unit. While an army unit operates as 2 team, the

team training consists chiefly of training individuals for their team

assignments, and then giving them experience in practicing together. There

is =n:1, an artificial line of demaýcation between Advanced Individual

Training and the training of the individual in his team assignment. A

scdier who is receiving his MOS training in the unit (Section III) is

m-inultaneously engaging in phases of unit training.
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Aims and objectives for Chemical troop units are not clearly

stated in Army ATP's except in general terms, such as: -.

1. To develop a military unit that is composed of individuals
habituated to military life; adjusted to working together
as a team in the furtherance of a unit or combined mission;
and capable of meeting the requirements established for a
well-integrated, efficiently functioning Army organization.

2. To develop a technically-trained unit that can operate in
the field efficiently to discharge its basic mission.

Since troop unit training is outlined in the same ATPts as advanced

individual training, most of the observations made concerning advanced '

individual training are generally applicable to troop unit training.

An analysis of troop unit duties and CBR warfare objectives for

Chemical troop units, as implied from scope outlined in the ATPts of the

113" series, leads to the following generalizations:

__, 1. A considerable block of time is allotted in most troop unit train-

nto review and/or teach again the characteristics, limitations, capa-

bilities, and employment of CBR agts in warfare. (Usually six hours.)

2. Detection is included in the preceding block of time except for
Maintenance and Processing Copne. Detection in ATP 3.-203 and ATP 3-205

is omitted, although it is a MUST item for all soldiers.

3. Generally, no menticn is made of a , standard markin signs,

or methods of delivery at the troop unit level of training. (One exception:

CTSID unit has a considerable block of time on munitions.)

4. It is evidently assumed that every soldier has k this time developed

proficiency in maskin since no specific mention is made of it. Mention

is made of individual and unit protective means and measures which, of
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course, include masking; but this is the first level of training where

the protective mask is not specifically singled out for emphasis.

5. Self-aid and first-aid techniques for chemical casualties are

Rinen considerable emphasis (except in ATP 3-201, where they are omitted).

6. Decontamination of equipment is given a substantial block of

time (four hours) with the explanation that previous individual traininn

should be extended to team levels with every individual understandins

his duties under the unit SOP.

7. Extra allotments of time (and therefore emphasis) are given to

decontamination in the ATP's for the decontamination comean , the process-

ing company, and the intelligence unit.

8. Exploitation is enera omitted from the ATP's. Considerable

attention should be directed to the adjustment of operations under certain

conditions. Perhaps the time allotted to "field training" or "field

exercises" is supposed to provide sufficient practice, but a study of the

ATPts does not show that the Deco.tamination Company learns to operate

without normal equipment, or that the Processing Company learns to operate

while under gas attack ca its rear area position.

9. The great majority of the tinte allotted for Troop Unit Training

is blocked out for Field Training-actual operation or functioning of

the unit. It is apparent that the objectives of training at this level

are to provide a situation which approximates that which the unit will

face in the field so that each man will perform his duties Without hesi-

tancy and with competence.

I 0
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10. A great deal of training at this level is allotted to main-

tenance of basic combat skills, supp and logistics information, and

similar concerns, but o CBR warfare as a basic probl

The Conduct of Training in CalC Units

A soldier is supposed to achieve CBR combat readiness during unit

training. At this stage in his development he should have learned the

basic or fundamental skills in CBR warfare. The practical application of

-these skills to his duty in the unit should be neither difficult nor corn-

plex if basic and advanced CBR training have been successful.

Trainees

When a man completes basic training and joins the unit to which he

is assigned, his training problems are entirely different. Theoretically,

he is assigned to a unit for which he is suited in background and abili-

ties.

The trainee has had enough of Army life to have made some adjustment

to the tensions and stresses that interfered with learning during basic

training. Endurance, discipline, and stamina have been developed but

routine in the training phase now requires less of this physical condition-

ing. Time pressure is relieved to some degree. The man has a "permanent"

home, and he has joined those with whom he will live, possibly for the

remainder of his Army service. There is more time tc read or relax, or

time to study should he be so inclined. Emotionally, he is more capable

of learning in unit training than he was in basic training.
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Instructors

Unit ATP~s provide a block of time during which the cadre undergoes

training and preparation for receiving new personnel into the unit.

FOr the most part, CmIC unit officers are young men whose college back-

ground included chemistry or some allied technical field. The officers

are not assigned to the unit primarily on the basis of training competence,

background, cr preparation as instructors. Most of the training opera-

tions appear to be conducted by the noncommaissionex! officers in the unit.

They represent a wider variety of qualifications than was found among

their cfficers,ranging from master's degrees in chemical engineering to

an educational level below high school graduation.

Many trainees who have advanced beyond the level of basic training

have not mastered the basic skills in CBR warfare. Reports from both

trainees and instructors clearly indicate the need for unit instructors

who can and will make CBR understandable to uneducated men. Familiarity

with subject matter should not be the sole criterion for selecting

instructors. Instructors should be chosen on the basis of their ability

to achieve the objectives of tunit training.

Trainin Procedures

The individual learns the operational tasks being conducted by the

unit through actual on-the-job training. For example, a man is assigned

to a •aintenance Company, T/C6E 3-47A, supposedly on the grounds that he

has some mechanical ability or manual dexterity. If he has considerable

ability, he may be assigned to a section where he learns to maintain smoke

generators by overhauling and repairing the=. If he has less mechanical

-=: ,_p
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ability and interest, he may be assigned to a section in gas mask

repair where he learns his HDS by dismantling, testing, repairing, and

reassembling gas masks. Similar practical experiences are afforded

in other types of OnIC units.

The theory of on-the-job training in the ATP is sound. Applied

to CBR warfare, however, it would mean the repair of a smoke generator

out in the woods rather than in the shop, the repair of gas masks while

wearing gas masks, and the like. Pkossibly more use of harassing agents

during "shop" operations would force practice in job performance while

masked without involving the greater hazards of CBR warfare play in

bivouac with the more important but dangerous agents.

St es of training. There is a need for the sequential arrangement

of skills to be learned. It appears from observation that a man joining

his unit in some phase of advanced unit training or post-cycle training

may develop proficiencies in the operational aspects to a fairly high

level without receiving any training in GBR warfare. He may develop

3kill in one duty ef his M3S before receiving any training in another duty.

The unit commander's judgnent determines when the remainder of the funda-

mental skills should be learned by the new man-in School, in taking the

entire unit into an ATP cycle of training, or in individual tutoring by

an instructor in the cadre.

Because of the different stages of training achieved by the men and

the "job" type of skills to be learned, practices in vocational schools

C•tN should be used with success in troop unit training. The staff observed

an oilcloth pictorial tool chart being used to check the standardized

10 0
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contents of a tool box. Nowhere was this basic plan observed in

checking the stage of training or the rate of progress of a trainee;

nor was there found a "job sheet" showing the trainee a breakdown of

the component elements or steps in a specific skill or job.

In aviation training such guides are considered essential in teach-

ing cockpit checks. They are also valuable in training carburetor

overhaul, propeller overhaul, and the like. Foreover, the trainee is

"not advanced in his schedule until he has been given an "up check" on

all phases of any particular stage of training. OnlC unit ATPts might

profitably adapt this practice to many of the highly important skills

being taught and to the HOS certification of men.

Unit training officers and noncoms should be given guidance in the

preparation of job analyses, job sheets, check-off lists, and performance

standards for each skill a man is taught. Progress charts for each man

should be maintained.

Not all ATP training involves trainee activity. A bataion decontam-

ination exercise was followed by a one-hour lecture on Map Reading,

Direction and Azimuth. Typical of CBR lectures--with blackboard and

chalk but no compass, no large scale compass rose, no cut-outs of angles,

and no map to read-the officer frequently interspersed his teaching with

"Donvt let this confuse you" (but it did), "Of course you all know" (which

they didntt), and "Superimpose the azimuth angle on the grid angle" (a

me.tal gymnastic not afl trainees can take). The result was confusion!

An exercise should be developed for unit training to integrate map

-eading and CBR training. It could be based on a map of familiar territory
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at Ft. McClellan and patterned along the lines of the exercise being used

by the Navy Unit at CxlC School. However, the problem should be simpli-

fied and capable of a correct, satisfactory solution by the trainees.

Having gained a concept of spaces involved, trainees then should have

actual practice in locating "planted" radioactive material and measuring

its intensity, in detection and identification of contaminated areas,

decontamination, and the like.

Interruption and losses of personnel. Numerous interruptions

interfere with the training schedules of the troop units. However

important it may be for the unit to support other training activities-

the preparation for inspections, the policing of areas, or the organiza-

tion of a color guard-all such interruptions inevitably delay the

attainment of training goals. The extent to which such interruptions are

justified is not a decision which rests with the project staff; but their

existence should be recognized as a problem in unit training in CBR war-

fare.

Unit capability is lowered when a levy against the unit removes a

well-trained, skilled member. The project staff would not presume to

question either the justification or the frequency of such losses. It

merely observes that the training problem in CBR warfare is influenced

directly and adversely by the practice.

Problems having similar effects are rotation of duty for individuals

rather than units; and the short span of time which a specialist, follow-

ing his School specialized training, spends in the unit prior to discharge.
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Diffcult of CBR gontent in Unit Training

Men in CmIC unit training were asked to report which CBR topics were

easiest for them to learn and why; which were the hardest to learn and

why; and what they could suggest in the way of training aids to make learn-

ing easier. Usable replies were received from 72 men in a sampling drawn

from six types of Chenical units.

Trainees' statements of 1 difficult . The easiest skill to learn

"is gas mask proficiency, being so reported by more men than all others

combined. Several different explanations were suggested, with firsthand

experience with a live agent in the gas chamber being mentioned most

frequently. Personal experiences probably gave the men an adequate

minimum proficiency in masking, plus an appreciation for the mask.

The next most frequently mentioned "easy" skill was First Aid liAl

Kit. Although reported as easy to learn by men in several companies,

the frequency of mention of this topic was conspicuous in one unit. The

explanation was that in class each man had experienced two drops of live

mustard on the arm, one of which was decontaminated and the other merely

blotted.

Several topics were identified as the "most difficult." Radiation, Bf,

and RW were mentioned by 25 per cent; identification and the M9A2 kit were

mentioned by 25 per cent; odors by 23 per cent; and names, symbols and

markings of agents by 20 per cent.

Instructors' statements regarding topic difficulty. Seventeen CBR

instructors in the reporting units responded to comparable questions concern-

ing their success and difficulty in "putting CBR over to their men." Fifty
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per cent of the "easy-.to-teach" topics reported were Mask Drill and

Gas Chamber Exercise. Identification of CW Agents appeared in 20 per

cent of the reports. Nene of the five other topics were mentioned more

than cnce.

Items related to BW and RW constituted 44 per cent of the "most

difficult" topics to teach. In this category, BW appeared twice: once

as being boring to men when limited to "unclassified" information, and

again as "not enough time allocated to BW.- Radiac instruments and

intensity measurement comprised about one-fourth of the BW-RW troubles.

"Teaching the structure of the A-Bomb" appeared once as being "generally

too deep for the average soldier to understand.-

S self aid, and effects of chemical armts were mentioned by

22 per cent as being difficult topics. Personal decontamination, closely

related to these topics, was mentioned twice. Identification and the

M9A2 kit were mentioned by 15 per cent. Two of the instructors considered

teaching terms and definitions as being most difficult.

It is clearly evident that both instructors and trainees have reached

a state of "readiness" to move beyond the level of basic training skills

and are ready for more complex knowledge; and it is also clear that men

in the units are ready for a different kind of training experience with

the basic CBR skills.

Unit ceemanders must not assume that men coming to the unit have

adequate CBR background. They may safely assume that the men have matured

and have become somewhat adapted to Army procedures. When they and their

instructors express the need for experience with agents, the experience

should be given than.
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There is evidence in these responses also to the effect that CBR

content in unit and advanced individual training must be sifted to remove

the material that has no possible value in the field. Formulae of chemical

agents, chemical names of chemical agents, atom bomb construction, and

other technical content are useless obstacles to the trainee who

coemmented, "I can't get renton and milmeter separate enough to understand

it."

Personnel point to learning mprovements. In response to questioning,

the men suggested several ways as to how learning could be made more

efficient. Their comments fall into the following major categories:

1. Mcre practical experience in learning (live agents, syrette

injections, M9A2 drills, etc.)

2. More time on difficult topics (BW, RW, M9A2, Geiger counter,

etc.)

3. Greater instructor efficiency (knowledge of subject, interest

and enthusiasm, techniques, etc.)

4. Improved training program (too many subjects in one day; make

C, B, and R separate; teach intensity formulas only to select

students; schedule difficult topics in early morning; handouts

to study when off duty; etc.)

5. Changes in personnel policies (work primarily in area cf MOS,

use as instructors those who want to be in CmlC, etc.)

The two most frequent suggestions for the improvement of learning made

by instructors are: use more field work in teaching CBR, and usa. live

aa~ents.
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Attainment of Proficiencies

Army Training Tests have been prepared to accompany ATP's. Basically,

the ATT is designed to elicit a verbal response describing an action that

should be taken in a field situation, which is also described verbally.

Thus, at the end of a training period involving on-the-job learning

and performance, the test of accomplishment measures the verbalization

of knowledge about a skill. If an analogy may be drawn, the man at

the end of his ATP resembles the golfer who sits in the locker room and

describes how to drive a ball 250 yards or how to sink his 30 foot putt

on the fcurteenth green. A soldier who can "talk a good gamet? of CBR

warfare may show up well on this phase of the ATT, while another who can

"play a good game" but can't "talk it" would not show up so well.

Officers and noncoms in charge of unit training programs were

questioned rather closely cn the validity of their estimates of proficiency

of men and the unit. The attainment of an MOS rating should indicate the

attainment of proficiency. In brief, the staff understands that the man

is certified for his MOS when, "in the judgment of his unit officer," he

has qualified himself. Nowhere has the staff found any objective basis

for this evaluation. Similarly, the elements that constitute proficiency-

whether in identifying captured chemical agents or in repairing a smoke

generator-are neither identified nor measured objectively.

SR 220-80-5 (19 April 1954) says in Section II 6b that "The commander

concerned will determine the degree of specialized training necessary."

NY Section 1-4 says, "The cormmander is responsible for the readiness of his

unit to participate in CBR warfare." The military knows better than any
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other profession the vital necessity for assigning responsibility and

comensurate authority f discharge it. Just as necessary is the principle

that every individual is entitled to know what his job specifications

are and the criteria by which he is to judge or be judged. CBR warfare

training in the Army does not satisfy this principle in the judgment

of the project staff.

In joint operations, whether with the Air Force or merely with a

Smoke Genierator Company preparing protective clothing for a Decontamina- *

tion Company, there must be a comeon interpretation of "readiness," "effective-

ness," "capability," and "proficiency" as these terms are used to define

responsibility for CBR warfare training. There is no common interpretation;

it is left up to each unit co&mandeor for his unlt. Criteria for these

abstiact measures of attainment should be spelled out for the guidance of

all without infringement upon the command prerogatives of any unit

cnmader.

The sergeant in the Processing Company knows he must process a certain

number of pounds of clothing per month, but he also knows that quality of

the product, neatness of the bundles, sizes of the folds, and waste of

solutions are elements in his unit's efficiency. The second lieutenant

in a Maintenance Company knows that his mask repair platoon should process a

a given nunber of masks in a given period of time; but he also knows that

breakage of eyepieces, estimate of wear on straps, and judgment of deteriora-

tion of face pieces are factors in his platoonts efficiency. He knows that

it is not enough to get the smoke generator running again; that hunches

operate to identify malfunctions; that during maintenance god men anticipate
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and prevent future malfunctions; and that waste must be held to a minimum.

He knews that these are all factors influencing efficiency of his unit.

The CTSID sergeant, too, knows that factors of dexterity, speed, accuracy,

sequence of actions, and the like affect the quality of performance of his

unit.

Many of these factors are already considered in judgments of pro-

ficiency that are exercised. The staff believes that uniform attainment

of proficiency in unit training cannot result until such factors are

evaluated in measurable units.

Recomendations

1. More detailed statements of objectives of training need to be

devel-ped, including clear statements of proficiencies needed, so that

responsible officers will have better descriptions of behavior which

haracterize the effective unit and definite criteria on which to base

their evaluations.

-. ATPE; 3-203 (Maintenance Company), 3-205 (Processing Company),

and 3-201 (Smoke Generating Company) should include work on identificat-en,

because CBR attack in rear areas is certainly possible. Smoke Generating

Cnpanxes especially will operate in areas subject to CBR attack, and such

units should develop particularly effective teams for identifying CBR agents. w. -

3. Field training, in part at least, should encempass experiences

which will provide refresher training in masking and in m~intaining the items i

of protect in normally furnished the soldier and his unit.

4. AIP 3-01 (Sawoke Generating Company) should include emphasis upon

self- and first-aid methods and techniques.
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5. Considerable attention should be given in unit training to exploita-

tion phases of CBR warfare including: avoiding contaminated areas, crossing

and/or operating in contaminated areas, proper individual and unit action on

alaxm in accordance with unit SOP, reporting attacks to adjacent units and

higher authority, and adjusting operations as necessary to accomplish the

mission under CBR conditions.

6. Units should focus considerable energy and effort on keeping

personnel aware of changes in doctrine and equipment.

7. Field training should, as quickly as possible, be removed from the

simple but necessary practice variety (operating the laundry, disassembly

and reassembly of the smoke generator, etc.) to actual operation in the

field sometines under adverse conditions. Such exercises should not

comprise only an occasional sporadic part of the training but should bt made

a scheduled major portion of it. Critiques regarding performance in such

exercises should provide most of the instruction in all aspects of CBR train-

ing--recognition, protection, self aid and first aid, decontamination, and

exploitation, including considerations of new developments in doctrine.

S. Unit training officers and noncoms should be given guidance in

the preparation of job analyses, job sheets, check-off lists, and performance

standards for each skill a man is taught. Progress charts for each man

should be maintained.

9. The assistance of the Medical Corps should be earnestly solicited

in identifying anatomical models, charts, pictures, and film that can be- 0

adapted to teaching the effects of those agents which troop units will not ej •

be allowed to experience. There should be little justification for the

*t_
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difficulty uneducated men are having in understanding only those Cw, BW,

and RW effects they need to know.

10. An exercise should be developed for unit training to integrate

map reading and CBR training involving a simple problem in familiar

territory.

11. At least in their earlier stages of training, men in CmlC units

should be as carefully protected from interruptions in their training

schedules as are students in CmlC School. Large, uninterrupted blocks of

time should be scheduled during which no interference with training or

schedule will be permitted.

12. An organized, scheduledand mandatory program for upgrading the

training skill of cadre personnel should be undertaken.

-,-
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Section V

COURSES V-• 21E CHIMICAL CORPS SCHOOL

This section consists of an analysis of courses offered in the

Chemical Corps School at Ft. McClellan. It begins with a general

analysis of courses for enlisted men. A detailed analysis is made

of one of these courses for purposes of illustration. Next, a

general analysis is made of courses for officers, and this is followed

by a more d'.tailed report on one course. The section ends with recomoenda- -

fions for the improvement of CmlC courses.

Sources of Information

The sources of information included the following POl1s:

Enlisted Officer

3-E-1 3-E-5 3-0-1 3-0-5 3-0-10

3-E-2 3-E-6 3-0-2 3-0-6 3-0-13

3-F-3 3-E-7 3-0-3 3-0-7 3-0-14

3-E--4 3-F-8 3-0-4 3-0-8

These materials were supplemented by a comprehensive sampling of lesson plans,

a large accumulation of handouts, and a selection of field manuals and techni-

cal manuals. Officers' coursCs and enlisted men's courses were visited and

observed. In addition, the staff interviewed officers, instructors, trainees,

and members of the Research and Analysis Division and Publicationr Department.

80
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1. Chemical Corps School Courses for Enlisted Men

Courses established at CalC School to train enlisted men in their

SMOS's have for each a broadly-stated general objective such as: "To

train enlisted personnel of the Chemical Corps to assist in the establish-

ment, maintenance, and application of all phases of defensive and offen-

sive CBR warfare." Such broad statements of objectives are of little

assistance in setting up a training program, in delimiting scope and

content, or in evaluating effectiveness.

Analysis of Course 3-E-1

Chemical Staff Specialist, Enlisted

The course for the Chemical Staff Specialist, Enlisted (3-E-1) is

the School training for MOS 1870. It is presented here as an illustra-

tion of CmIC School courses for enlisted personnel.

Ohjectives of Course 3-E-1

With no clear-cut statement of specific objectives it is difficult

to determine exactly how functional a course is. There should be a more

direct relationship between the duties and qualifications in the 14S and

the POI. The duties and qualifications should become the objectives. As

far as possible, they should be restated in tle language of duties and

qualifications. This procedure would give greater assurance that all that

is taught is functional; that is, useful in doing what needs to be done on

the job. For example, the Methods of Instruction section may cover the

ground, but the M43S items and the lesson topics do not show close relation-

ship.
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The comparison of HKS and POI shows that instruction generally

covers the scope of the job analysis, but the same is not true of the

details of the course. A specialist at the Chemical Corps School should

ccpare in detail the duties and instructional topics; he should check

the duties covered, duties omitted, and content not needed. This

should be followed by a more careful check of the content and activities

of each lesson against the specific duties enunerated in the MOS. Ulti-

mately the sane check of the lesson plans should be made again3t the

analysis of the job of the Chemical staff specialist. Finally, the POI

and plans should be revised, omitting the nonessentials and adding the

essentials.

Content of the Course

Course 3-E-4 is the first phase of 3-v-l. The two courses were examined

for discovery of any duplication or overlapping. The topics common to the

two phases are as follows:

CBR Technical

Materiel

Protection

The lessons which are common to the two phases are:

Introduction to Radiological Defense

Theory of Radiac Instruments

Medical Aspects of Atomic Warfare

Introduction to Biological Warfare

Protective Masks

Personnel Decontmination
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Decontamination Procedure and Haterials

Impregnation of Clothing

Decontaminating Field Exercise

An examination of the outlines of the two courses shows a very

definite overlapping and some duplication of topics. In those cases

in which the second phase stresses newer or advanced theory or develop-

ments, the recurrence of the topics is justifiable. On the surtface, how-

ever, it appears that much of the theoretical treatment in the second

phase is not necessary for the satisfactory performance of the job. A

more careful analysis of the lesson plans by competent CmIC personnel

would be necessary to determine the exact amount of duplication.

Phase II of 3-E-1 consists of 179 hours of practical exercises;

145 hours of conferences; 7 hours of lectures; and 9 hours of revievs and

examinations. In addition, 20 training films and 16 demonstrations are

specified. Exclusive of military training, nearly 40 per cent of the

time is devoted to practical exercises, although many of these are oral

cr written problems involving secondary rather than primary experiences.

Beyond the above classification of lessons there are no other specific

teaching suggestions. No reference is made to teaching aids other than

the training films and items of ansmunition. The standards of proficiency

are not specified. Although nine examinations and review are designated,

no hint is given as to their nature.

0

Lessen Plans

Following the introductory specifications on the LESSM SLWRY SHEET,

the content of some lesson plans consists of solid subject matter followed

01 NR
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by a few questions and a brief sunmary paragraph. Some lesson plans do

not cover the topics specified in the scope of the lesson. For example, -

the lesson plan on Harassing Agents confines itself to flame throwers,

while the POI lists several types of incendiaries.

The training aids consist of visual casts, charts, filmstrips, train-

ing films, and mimeographed handouts. The references include field

manuals, student summary sheets, Lnd technical manuals. In addition,

references for the instructor are listed.

The typographical form varies from lesson plan to lesson plan. Some

are simple, contain a few headings, and are easy to follow. In some, the

continuity is broken by an excessive number of headings.

The objectives, while not clearly si•ted as such, are implied in the

DFSCRIPTION OF PERIOD on the LESSON SU}NARY SHEET. In some instances the

DESCRIPTION OF THE PERIOD is a repetition, verbatim, of the scope of the

lesson in the POI. Only two out of six lesson plans begin with a specific

ýbjective. Every lesson plan should open with a definite statement of the

goal of the lesson.

As indicated earlier, the lesson plans go more deeply into the techni-

ý%l explanations than is necessary for the performance of the duties of

th,. Chemical staff specialist, the morphology and physiology of micro-

erganisms being a case in point. On the whole, few suggestions for class

participation are mentioned and few references to familiar field situations

are made.

421
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Conduct of Training

From an analysis of the content of enlisted POI's, these conclusions

are reached:

1. PO0's which are Prepared at approximately the same period of time

are lik tc have considerable overlapping of content-especially in early

phases of tranng. (Example: PO01s for Courses 3-E-5, 3-E-6, and 3-F-8

were prepared in July and August of 1953. Each has similar format, inclul-

ing three specific "phases" of training. POl1s approved earlier do not L

divide training into these phases. This development may have resulted

frcm recognizing the desirability of providing the same basic instruction

for all persons working toward a Chemical Corps MOS, or may be simply

rigid application of a pattern which was deemed desirable at that time.)

S2. A great deal of duplication exists between the course of instruc-

tion outlined for HOS 1870 (_-_-) and the Associate Chemical Corps fficer

Course (1=2:2). Page after page of the program is identical, including

file numbers, content descriptions, references, and examinations. It is

doubtful that this duplication can be justified, even though MOS 1870 is

an advanced course for noncons with Grade E-4 and above.

3. There seems to be little significant difference between the CBR

training provided for MOSts 1328, 1786, and 1140, even thoug the tultimate

duties of the men are dissimilar. Differences which do exist consist mainly

of "more or less of something" rather than fundamental changes in training

program based on analysis of duties to be performed.

4. CBR training as outlined in the POIs is frequently described in such

general terms that no clear or universal understanding of what is to be
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accomplished can be gained. The following examples, drawn from page 8

of 3-E-5 ()tDS 1328)1, are typical:

Introduction to radiological defense;
characteristics of air, surface, and sub-
surface bursts. (TF)

Introduction to mechanics of ion chambers; labora-
tory; iso-intensity survey using ion chamber. (PE)

Physiological effects of the atomic weapons on the
body. (C)

Individual and collective action before, during,
and after atomic attack. (C)

Nature of Biological Warfare and its possible uses
in the field. (C)

Possible BW agents injurious to man, causative agents,
stability, methods of distribution, incubation period,
pathology and symptoms, period of disability, mertality
rate, diagnosis and treatment as well as preventive
measures. (C)

5. CBR traininp as outlined in the POI~s for the most 'art is verbal

training interspersed with an occasional film. demonstration, and practical

exercise. The letters placed after the examples drawn from page 8 of the

3-E-5 POI indicate that four out of six of the periods (representing at

least half cf the total nurber of hours) are essentially talking-listening

experiences. While it can be argued that anything else is wasteful pro-

cedure because of the time it takes to experience everything firsthand, it

can also be argued that men enrolled in the course have previously had

lectures in basic and advanced individual training covering much of the

same material, and need another type of learning experience to enable them

to develop additional proficiencies or to increase the level of those already

possessed.
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6. Every course outline starts all over with "introductions to."

"?definitions of." and "classifications used." Such repetition at every

level of training must be boring to the learner.

7. Much of the work in radiological warfare is. in the Judgment

of the Project staff more theoretical than is necessary to develo

the proficiencies needed in the field. Annex No. 5 of the POI for 3-E-I

(page 25), which includes subjects such as structure of matter, electro-

magnetic radiation, and photodosimetry, is a good example of overemphasis

on theoretical aspects. The project staff assumes that the goal of

inst-rution in this instance is not to make theoretical physicists out

of the men, but rather to develop the proficiencies needed in order to

perform the duties outlined for MOS 1870.

8. In eneral, the maIor areas of concern are included in the out-

lined scope, but exploitation is slighte. Since almost no emphasis is

given in the ATP's to exploitation, it seems apparent that the courses for

specialists in the School should focus considerable attention upon this

aspect of CBR warfare. An amount of time which seems to the project staff

to be realistic is included only in 3-E-1 (MOS 1870).

2. Chemical Corps School Courses for Officers

Basically, POIs which outline training programs in CBR warfare for

officer personnel are similar to those which outline programs for enlisted

men. Most of the generalizations which were made concerning CBR training

programs for enlisted men at the Chemical Corps School are, therefore,

directly applicable to programs for officers.
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Objectives of Courses for Officers

General objectives are stated for each of the separate courses

provided for officers at the Chemical Corps School. These objectives

are more clearly defined and seem to have resulted from a more careful

definition of the purpose of the courses than is evident in courses for

enlisted men. The nine-months' advanced course for Chemical officers,

for instance, has as its stated objective: "To provide advanced branch

training to officers so that they are thoroughly grounded in the duties * 0

and responsibilities appropriate to field grade Chemical Corps Officers."

The POI for the Senior Chemical Officer Course (3-0-14) states that the

purpose of the course is "to provide field grade Chemical officers with

the latest information in the field of CBR warfare and refresher train-

ing in cperational, administrative and logistical aspects involving AMN

Chemical troop units and Chemical staff officers." These statements

clearly differentiate objectives of the two courses, and an analysis of

implied objectives as determined by content outlines supports the

general thesis that there is less duplication of training in courses

for officers than in those provided for enlisted men. Undoubtedly, such

practices can be justified, for officers are more .highly motivated to

learn than many enlisted men.

Analysis of Course 3-0-8, CBR Indoctrination Course

The CBR Indoctrination Course is presented to illustrate officers'

courses conducted at CroC School. Two facts should be kept in mind while

considering the appraisal of this course:
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First, Course 3-0-8 is selected for description because the pro-

ject staff attended every class session and has intimate knowledge of

its operatic- from the trainee's position. Second, the staff is well

aware that this course is the least typical of the School courses. An

s•xtremely difficult situation is faced in designing a course for the

Reserve component, including Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and civilians.

Also, the insurmountable task of giving in two weeks the MUST items in

CBR at the level of knowledge and understanding needed by this officer

group is obvious. Nevertheless, when further study revealed a similarity

of problems in Course 5-0-14, Senior Chemical Officer Course, it was

decided to describe 3-0-8 in detail since many instructors, lesson plans,

references, training aids, and exercises were identical.

Objective of Course 3-0-8

The objective of Course 3-0-8 is "to train reserve officers of all

branches in the application of CBR defensive measures, procedure3, and

techniques." The course is designed for a reserve component off. cer whose

actual or anticipated assignment is to duty as a CBR officer, CBR instruc-

tor, or officer in the Chemical section of USAR.

In the absence of an MOS, the general objective is not an adequate

guide to the specific content and activities which should make up the course.

The P01 jumps from the general objective, to the subject outline, to the

zc•np without any breakdown of the general objective into its specific

gcals. Before a course is taught, the planner should know what the learner

needs to be able to do and to know. In other words, the job analysis

should precede the planning of the course.
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The only clue to the specific objectives is the scope of instruction,

which consists of an outline of the topics, theoretically treated, under

each cf the five subjects. There is need for a more definite statement

of objectives of each course. When they are not available in the HOS

manual, it is impossible to know for what purpose one is building a

course and what it should include.

According to the Army Instruction Manual, a les'on is "a feasible

teaching segment of job assignments." Although the term "feasible" may

be narrowly construed, the lessons are more fragmentary and more minute

than the professional interpretation of the term. The same manur.l pre-

scribes that the objectives and job analysis should precede the planning

of a course, which appears not to have been done.

Content of Course

The course as taught does not follow the sequence in the POI. Chemi-

cal and biological warfare are taught simultaneously. Rediological warfare

and plans and training are also taught simultaneously.

Conduct of Training

The CBR Indoctrination Course, consisting of eight-eight hours of

instruction, is organized as follows:

1. Organization, Plans, Operations, Training .. .... .. 39 hours

2. Atomic Warfare ....... .................. .... 9 hours

3. Biological Warfare ........ ................. 9 hours

4. Chemical Warfare ................. ..... 1 0 hours •. _

5. Protection and Hateriel ...... ............... 17 hours

Reserved for Commandant ...... ............... 4 hours .

TOTAL . . . . 88 hours
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The sequence of the course topics in CW when matched agairst the

sequence called for in the POI is as follows: V"

POI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Acvual Course 1 3 6 4 7 2 5 8 9

The seauence ti Protection and Materiel, when matched against the

P01, is as follows:

P0I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 90 0 1 12 13 14

Actual Course 1 3 4 2 10 ii 5 12 13 6 7 8 14 9

here again the sequence differs. The series of lectures and topics dots

n.t always have unity and continuity. It is hard to determine the basis for

the particular sequence. The staff had only a portion of the subject 0

entitled Orpanization, Plans, Operations, IraininL. It was properly reduced

in size, although it may have been condensed to make room for the section

ca passive defease operations and training for the Naval group in the class.

TIdý subject was taught last, although it is listed first in the POI.

The scheuule, apparently, was adjusted to suit the convenience of

-nstructional personnel rather than the needs of the trainees. The program ,

of instruction is the product of a conference ef School personnel fcllcwed"

fl' t'wz revisions of the first draft. The final draft is submitted to the

Ch.tef of Army Field Forcea and the Chief Chemical Officer whose suggestions

are incorporated in the POI. The sequence in the carefully planned POI

should be frliowed more closely i-, planning the teaching schedules.

The POI under consideration represents a beginning stage. Eventually

it -hculd contain informational content and teaching proctdures which will

be more helpful in the preparation of lesson plans.
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In many instances the information is too specialized, too techni-

cal, and too theoretical for the particular purpose of the course. In

sone instances the material could be reduced to one-fifth of the time

given to it. For example, some of the theory underlying the impregAa-

tion of clothing is not essential. A demonstration of the actual use

of the field decontaminating kit should be sufficient, In fact, this

could be most effectively learned in the field.

Instructors

The rejection rate for instructors is low because the supply of

qual-ified personnel is inadequate. The strength chart shows that there

is an enormous discrepancy between the rank of the officers authorized

and the actual officers assigned. For example, although 26 lieutenant-

coLonels are authorized, there are actually only 8 in the School. On the

.- r hand, while only 7 lieutenants are authorized, the School is

obliged to use 72 lieutenants.

The selection of personnel seems to be a major problem. At the

present time the turnover is high, the quality is mediocre, and the field

exp~rience is limited. How tr secure a qualified and permanent staff is

a ma3jr problem. There is a nked for a stronger policy of as-igned personnel.

The instructors should remain long enough at the School to profit from

continuous training.

The experience of one School staff member is a good illustration of

the selection and training of the instructor. He had been in the Army
thirt)-four months and was to be disc .. d in two weeks. He had been teach-

Ing one year. He had some training in nis basic course and some in his N
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officerts training course. After he was selected to teach, he prepared

a lesson plan, observed classes, and then used the field manuals as a

source of supplementary information. He had taught the particular lesson

twenty times and said he had practically memorized it.

Many of the lectures given by the inexperienced instructors were

based upon lesson plans prepared by others. Their information was limited

and they were unable to answer questions at times.

From the point of view of one of the young lieutenants, the role of

the instructor in the development of a course includes the following

steps: (1) the director of training, in conference with branch representa-

tives, prepares the scope of the course; (2) the instructor follows the

training memorandum closely, although he may supplement it from experience;

(3) the instructor prepares a written plan; (4) the lesson plan is

reviewed by a board of officers, largely for doctrine; (5) it then goes

t) the Research and Analysis Division for a factual and editorial check.

This course, lasting two weeks (88 hours), was taught by 35 instruc-

tors. Twenty-two instructors met the class only once; 13 instructors met

the class more than once; no instructor met the class more than five times.

The reason for this is not known. It may be due to the time available for

each of the instructors or it may be due to overspecialization. It is

reasonable to assume, however, that the number of teachers should be reduced.

A smaller number of instructors woulA give the course greater coherence and

continuity.

Since the course consists of five subjects, a first step toward unity

would be to reduce the number of specialists within each subject. If the
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course depends upon the possession of a dozen or more fields of special-

ized competence, then how can the student be expected to master all of

them?

Source materials. The principal sources of information and skills

used by instructors consist of programs of instruction, lesson plans,

handouts, films, field and technical manuals, and the experience of the

instructor on the post or in the field.

On the basis of experience in the indoctrination course, the student I *

is given fifteen or twenty manuals and other publications which ha uses

spasmodically. Instead of scattered material for each course, it might

be desirable to assemble all the basic materials in one bound or loose-

leaf 'rolume. The research specialist in the publications department gave

an illustration of what can be done along that line. He said that in

the area of Chemical Corps Materiel eleven pamphlets and other publica-

tiens were originally used as sources of information. A special text

is now in preparation which will replace the original eleven different

pub £:ations.

Lnstru:tional ]procedure. In general, the lectures are fair. Consider-

ing the mode of selection, the qualifications, and the experience of the

teachers, the performance is coamiendable. Most of the instructors talk

uithc.ut nzteý, however, the majerity are dependent upon information (usually

in •utline) centained in the transparencies and other teaching aids.

It is difficult tc keep up with the theoretical part of the lectures.

The"e presentations should be accompanied by mo.-e practical illustrations

as wOll as teaching aids. For example, in discussing the markings on the
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munitions, a canister with markings would be helpful. The lectures

which are easiest to follow are accompanied by the extensive use of

equipment. The lectures which are most difficult to follow are those

that involve the use of technical terms, particularly those consist-

ing of initials. A glossary of technical terms would be helpful

if it were continuously available on a sheet of paper or perhaps on a

chart.

The definitions usually given at the beginning of a lecture are

invclved, ponderous, and difficult to follow. They could be greatly

simplified, as demonstrated by some of the instructors. There is much

classification for its own sake. The practice of dividing everything

into parts and giving it a letter or group of letters appears to be

foll.wed slavishly whether it is necessary to do so or not.

Teaching aids. In general, the variety of teaching aids, such as

transparencies, films, charts, mock-ups, handouts (short mimeographed

items), models, and other equipment is one of the assets of the Chemical

Corps School. The transparency is most effectively used by those who

employ the topics as jumping off places for further explanation or elabora-

tion, or at the end of lectures for purposes of review. In many instances

the items on the transparency are merely read by the instructor.

Films are used extensively, but they are shown without introduction,

points to look for, or any follow-up. Training in the proper use of film

for instru.tional purposes is a basic need. The School should explore

the possibilities of the filmstrip.
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Same of the demonstrations could be improved. For example, in

explaining the parts as well as the use of the gas mask it would be

more effective if each listener had a gas mask in his hand. In some

instances the viewers are too far from the dewonstration to catch every

detail. It might be wise to invite the group to form a compact circle

around the demonstrator.

Several of the handouts consist of outlines with plenty of blank

space for notes. The use of this type of sheet has advantages. It

gives the learner the outline he needs in order to take notes without

smending too much time keeping track of the thread that ties the whole

lecture together.

Recoc•mendations

1. Objectives for each aspect of training should be clearly stated.

The current brief outlines of content to be covered are not satisfactory.

The objectives should be stated in terms of the responsibilities and duties

in CBR warfare which personnel must assume, the behavior which is expected,

and the level of proficiency to be developed.

2. When objectives of training are clearly delineated, a careful study

should be made of the content of each course with a view toward elimination

of unnecessary content, and inclusion of that which is basic for the develcp-

ment of field proficiencies needed by Chemical officers and specialists.

3. Pro-testing to identify what students already know as they enter

the various courses should be st.adard procedure. Course content should be

modified and instructional procedures should vary according to the back-

grounds of the individuals comprising the groups,
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4. Much more careful development of courses ts needed. The recom-

mended curriculum departnent, staffed with qualified specialists who have

I also had practical field experience, should be primarily responsible for

developing courses which would have unity and sequence and which would make

sense to the learners.

5. Courses which are training men for different duties shculd reflect

such differences by the experiences provided and the content outline.

Procedures, scope, and content do not suggest how different proficiencies

can be developed by identical or similar training.

6. IýM more opportunities for men to demonstrate proficiencies in the

field are needed. Memorizing a lecture or a technical manual is no guarantee

of field effectiveness. Much more of the training program for enlisted men

who are in training to become Chemical Corps specialists should be based upon

doing rather than listenin.

7. Each enlisted man should have practical experience periodically in

performing his duties under extremely adverse conditions-conditions

imposed by weather, terrain, supply inadequacies, loss of leadership and

equipment through enemy action, loss of sleep, necessity for retrograde move-

ment, and the like. Whenever such practical exercises are providec, the men

should be briefed in such a manner that they fully understand the need for

practice of this type. These adverse conditions, however, should be introduced

only into Rractice duty exercises and not into the basic, initial learning

exercises before the necessary skills are acquired.

8. The training programs of the officerst courses should include all

the essential CBR content. Major differences exist in the training program
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outlined-differences which are clearly determined by the purpose of the

courses. As an example, the course for radiological defense officers

(3-0--7) contains no information about recognition of chemical and biologi-

cal agents. All time devoted to "Recognition" is directed to radiological

warfare; whereas, some c.nsideration should also be given to the possible

involvement of CW and DW under RW conditions.

9. More emphasis should be given to hygiene and sanitation, maintenance

and care of protective equipment, decontamination (esp-cially equipment),

and operating in contaminated areas.

10. Except for the employment of atomic weapons and calculation of

chemical munitions requirements which are already covered, greater considera-

tion should be given to CBR tactics in the nine-months advanced course for

Chemical officers. The Senior Chemical Officer Course (3-0-14) and the

tw-o-weeks Indoctrination Course (3-0-8) are the only courses which now

give any fundamental consideration to the tactical use of CBR agents.

11. Some refresher training in decontamination should be provided in

the Senior Chemical Officer Course.

12. Much more opportunity should be given for officers in training to

participatz d-rectly in command and staff responsibilities in field exercises

involving CBR warfare. Facilities are available through coordinated planning 0

with troop units and utilization of enlisted men in School courses for many

good field exercises.

13. Considerable time allotted to CBR training in the nine-months

advanced ýourse for Chemical officers, especially in biological and radio-

logical phases, is of a basic science variety which is likely to be
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unnecessarily repetitious for many of the officers and too skimpy for

others. If the groups grow no larger than the number which are now

admitted into such courses, a differentiated program based upon the varied

backgrounds of experience which the officers bring to the School should be

developed.

14. Continuous efforts must be maintained in improving the instruc-

tional skills and teaching techniques of the School faculty. The present

wide variations in abilities and teaching competence do not display the

uniformly high quality nf instruction that should be expected.

15. Study should be directed toward the excessive compartmentaliza-

tion of courses, the number of different instructors, and the degree of

specialization of each. Experimentation should be conducted in using

large blocks of time with one instructor, who in turn should have extensive

field experience upon which to draw. Fewer instructors in a given course

should provide greatly improved continuity, coherence, and assimi-laticn in

learning.

16. A ruthless purging of courses of technica] content having no

utility in the field should be made, and the resulting available time

should be devoted to more practical training of students in how they should

conduct training when they return to their posts. If considered desirable,

a single course could be designated to provide the nonessential but by-oaden-

ing knowledge now included in every course examined. This course probably

should be limited to CmlC career personnel.

17. A permanent Curriculum Department should be established to absorb

the Research and Analysis Division and the Publications Department.
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Qualifications for the directing staff should be rigidly drawn to require a

high level of professional training and experience combined with a comparable

level of military training and field experience. This Department should be A

charged with tbree principle functions:

a. To conduct a continuous program of evaluation in CmlC School

courses and instruction.

b. To engage in experimental studies designed to improve training

and instruction in terms of field requirements.

c. To serve as a resource center, available to every CBR instructor

in the Army, for the dissemination of new CBR training informa-

tion and help in solving local CBR training problems.

- -i-
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Section VI

PREPARATION FOR OVERSEAS REPLACMEMT TRAINING

Since POR training was not observed, this section reports conclu-

sions reached from an analysis of directives and from interviews in

the field. Most of the generalizations which have been made concerning

objectives of CBR training as stated in Training Memorandum No. 7 are

directly applicable to the training specified in Training Circular No. 16.

The stated objective of POR training is "To insure that each individual

can pursue his assigned mission aggressively and with maximmn effective-

ness in the presence of CBR hazards." 1

Objectives in POR Qualifications

While the project staff can find little to question about the

desirability of the broad objective of POR training, need exists for

clearly stated, practical, specific objectives which point up the train-

ing tasks. Such statements are not found in Training Circular No. 16.

Objectives can be implied, however, from the statements included under

"Scope" and from the content which is outlined in paragraphs ten, eleven,

and twelve (Chemical warfare, Biological warfare, and Radiological war-

fare). The statements given in Paragraph 9-Scope--are most revealing:

a. Review of established doctrine and techniques for protection
against the effects of CBR agents, with primary emphasis on-.

1. TC 16/2, Par. 2, Sec. 2.
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(1) Protective measures within the capabilities of
the individwu. and the equipment which he carries
on his person.

(2) Expedient measures improvised readily in the field.
b. Changes and development in doctrine, procedure, and equipment

for individual CBR protection.

Content which is to be taught in the two hours of instruction is

then outlined. Generally speaking, content has been carefully selected in

terms of the outlined scope aud broad general objective. As a matter of

fact, MC No. 16 is perhaps the most effective of all the publications

analyzed. Behavior is stressed. Nonessential but NICE TO L40W informa-

tion has been eliminated for the most part.

Generalizations Concerning Training Circular No. 16

The following generalizations can be made about Training Circular

No. 16:

1. Objectives are not clearly stated in terms of specific behavior.

Although general statements are clear and specific content has been

carefully screened to eliminate fluff, objectives have to be implied from

scope, with no assurance that they will be uniformly inferred Army-wide.

2. All of the important areas of CBR training from the individual's

point-of-view are covered in the stated scope and in the content outlined.

As far as breadth of coverage is concerned, Training Circular No. 16

perhaps specifies more essentials than any other single document.

3. The impled objectives cannot possibly be achieved within the

specified period of time. The circular seems to imply that, except for

one masking drill during a (N or M-DM attack, the content will be quickly

covered verbally. Since, as indicated in TN 21-250 and FM 21-5, persons

2. Ibid.

-- ------------
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learn to do by doing and to reinforce a skill by practice, enough time

should be allotted so that students would perfo protective actions they

S would take in a simulated chemical, biological, or radiological attack.

Verbal learning is not enough for prompt and accurate action skills, nor

is verbal review. If more time cannot be given, the content should be

drastically simplified.

4. The emphasis on changes and developments in doctrine is sound.

For many men (at present) this will mean learning to put on, properly

adjust, and clear a mask which differs slightly from the type which was

utilized in basic training. Soldiers destined for overseas service

certainly should be brought up to date concerning developments in CBR

warfare, and the equipment which they are issued should be the current

standard items. Moreover, they should learn how to use it by using it

in POR training-if not earlier.

5. The content which is outlined does not to any siificant extent

focus attention upon the implied objective "expedient measures improvised

readily in the field." There is little doubt that attention should be

directed to proper action under attack when a mask or water or BAL or

detector kit or portable decontamination equipment are not provided; yet

the assirnption seems to be made that such situations will not occur in

warfare.

Training Management in POR Qualification

The project staff did not have an opportunity to observe a POR exercise

in operation. No POR training was being conducted during any field visits.

At one basic training center, however, the staff was advised by the Chemical
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Officer that two individuals were being sent to this center for their POR

instruction. He detailed an instructor to spend two hours with them,

including the time spent in the gas chamber exercise.

It is evident that their commanding officer was trying to see that

these two persons received the best POR training available, for they were

being sent to this center from an Army establishment in another state.

On the basis of general observations, however, a genuine concern is felt

for these for whom POR training will mean little more than a 2-hour gas

chamber exercise -r, still less, a 2-hour lecture on CDR warfare on the basic

training level.

It is doubtful whether two hours is enough time to bring one up to

date on changes in CBR warfare doctrine, procedures, and developments,

except for selected individuals who have had access to the files of regula-

tiens, memoranda, circulars, and the like. Without any objective justifica-

tion whatsoevern but in all seriousness, the staff is skeptical about an

increase ip Proficiency required in the field that is presumed to result

from POR training, and it doubts that any increase in knowledge and under-

standing is effected. This speculation should be explored further.

Recomnendations

1. "Changes and development in doctrine, procedure, and equipment

fzr individual CBR protection" should be gathered and forwarded to all

CBR training activities more promptly and efficiently than at present if
0

this POR objective is to be attained.

2. A sequence of practical drill exercises requiring the same degree

of trainee activity as the gas chamber exercise should be devised for POR
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training in identification, pmotection, self aid and first aid, decontamina-

ition, and exploitation. A CRR obstacle course should provide the necessary

facilities.

3. Research should be conducted to determine: (a) any increase in

CBR proficiency resulting from POR training being given under present

practices, and (b) time required in POR training to accomplish objectives.

N A
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Section VII

CDR TRAINING AID PROBIMS

During World War II the Armed Forces developed the most extensive and

elaborate program of training aids ever seen. Army awareness of the values

and limitations of aids in training is clearly shown in FM 21-5, FM 21-6,

Fr 21-8, FM 21-250, and numerous similar publications. Indeed Army litera-

ture would appear to be paraphrased if the Do's and Don't's for a training

aids program were reported. Thus far, this report has identified problms

in CDR training that relate to objectives, proficiencies required in the

field, training procedures, and estimates of success. The primary concern

for training aids must be based upon these training problems rather than

upon the ideals-sound principles and theory of instructicnal aids so

clearly formulated in the literature.

Each principle guiding the use of aids in training could be applied to

each level of training in CDR warfare. This report has many examples of

difficult-to-learn aspects of CDR warfare-indicating the possibility that a

good training aid might make the skill or knowledge easier to learn.

Numerous instances have been cited to show the lack of "realism," the need

for better simulation, and for lpss simulation and more direct personal

experience, suggesting possible clues to training aids. The excessive

verbalization in training, the umnecessarily difficult vccabulary used by

106
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instructors, and the abstract nature of some MUST knowledge-all suggest

that training aids might increase learning efficiency.

One of the basic issues confronting the staff has been the question

of whether to study the training-aid program with an aim toward using new

aids as crutches to support the weaknesses identified in CBR training

operations, or whether to assume that steps would be taken to remedy the

observed lag between principles and practices and to study the training

aid problem on the basis of CBR instruction as it might be conducted. The

staff has tried to consider both alternatives as it approached the terminal

phase of the project.

Training Aids in Individual CBR Instruction

The following aids and equipment items were observed in actual use at

Basic Training Center A: four pictorial charts in GTA 3-1, protective mask,

M9A2 detection kit, MSAl protective ointment kit, four types of gases

detonated, smoke grenades, tear gas grenade, and gas chamber. There was to

have been one film on Atomic Bursts (Misc. 7815) but the projector was

broken and the fib was not used. Each of these aids is on the list in

"7raining Memorandum 4o. 7, but many of the aids suggested in the memorandum I
are not being used in this 10-hour course.

Cocment was made in Section II on the locally-prepared visual casts

(in color) being used at Center B, and of decontamination markers. Signifi-

cantly, no provisions were seen at any basic training center for visual I
projection of material at the scene of outdoor instruction.

Field identification of chemical. agents is one of the two most diffi-

cult MUST proficiencies established by OCAFF for basic trainees to learn.
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The other is the application of Self Aid, in proper sequence in accordance

with observable symptoms. At every center visited these two "minimum --

standards of proficiency" or HUST skills appear to be the least known, the

least understood, and the least mastered of the CBR training objectives.

The blackboard and the M5AI protective kit (in actual size for use with a

group of 200 trainees) are the aids being used in these two areas of

training. The staff observed that trainees appear to consider elements of

BW am=ng the most difficult to learn; but it concludes that instruction

includes so much NICE TO 1OW and so little MUST LNOW information about BW

that trainees are confused into thinking that there should be more to

their basic proficiency in BW than good personal hygiene and field sanita-

tion.

In cznsidering the protective mask as a training device, the staff

does so on the grounds that the mask is issued during the appropriate

training period at Center C and is recalled at the end of the tw-hour

period. One phase of gas mask drill was observed to be inadequate--r the

devel,)pment of skill was not complete. Trainees seemed to learn to inspect

the visible cimponents of the mask; they learned readily encugh to adjust

tie harness; and they learned to check the fit for leakage. However, after

giving instructions on how to clear the mask, instructors and their assist-

ants paid no further attention to this step in masking procedure. As a

result, numerous recruits were observed in the mask drill period and in the

gas chamber exercise to put on the mask, to check for leaks, and to fail to

clear the mask. No aid or device is needed for this learning problem. A-

explanation of the "urhy• for clearing aný super-vision of this step during

drill should solve it.

.P4.
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Memorandum No. 7 describes a cross-section n-oiel cf a foxhole to be

prepared locally. This device was not observed in use in C8-t basic training. r -

Nor was an actual, properly-constructed foxhole ever observed in the period

on protection against RW. It would appear that the effort to inject "the

real thing" into training would call for the demonstration of foxholes,

with overhangs, adjacent to the site of the outdoor lecture on RW protection.

The problem of the outdoor use of films in the 10-hour course has been

noted. The staff has been advised informally that the Army has solved the

problem of visibility of the image in daylight. Nevertheless, visual pro-

jection was not observed in outdoor instruction at any stage of CBR warfare

training at any Army establishment visited.

Another problem involving visibility is noted elsewhere in the report.

GTA's listed in Memorandum No. 7 are not prepared for outdoor use in groups

of 200 men. The GTA's examined probably are not durable enough to with-

stand extensive use under outdoor weather conditions. Nor would they be

readable at the rear of the group if they were durably mounted on plywood

and waterproofed.

Ass a training aid, posters have a direct impact on the learner in

passive, informal situations. They are used effectively at times when the

attention of the trainee is not focused upon learning. Frequently they are

designed to place a forceful emphasis upon behavior, action, and things to

do. The directions for action, the consequences of ignorance, and the personal

messages posters c. .arry are recognized by millions of friends of the Sad

Sacks, Trigger Joes, and Dilberts in the Armed Forces. The staff members

have seen CBR warfare posters at only one Anmy establishment.
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1 A very complete system of GTA charts is published, obviously designed

to help the instructor present organized subject matter in a classroom.

This purpose is quite in contrast to the role of posters in helping the

trainee to learn. A series of posters should emphasize the importance of

CBR skill to the trainee in the mess hall, day room, recreation center,

barrazks, and elsewhere.

The gas mask and gas chamber are the two most successful training aids

in use in the 10.-hour course. Here the gap is closed between training

theory and training practice. The mask in temporary possession of the

trainee is, during learning, genuine equipment. The chamber, during learn-

ing, is the genuine chemical warfare atmosphere. It is true that combat

conditions are not simulated, but learning is still in progress and learn-

ing conditions should still be controlled. Somehow it is pathetic to see

new recruits, harrassed by their daily routine, and bewildered by the maze

of things to be learned, go through the chlorine chamber exercise. They

wait their turn to enter the chamber, fearful that here is another episode

in which they will show their ineptitude and lack of skill. They dread

the consequences if they have not lean.ea properly. However, as they come

through the chamber without mishap, they show on their faces or in their

eyes the pride in a correct response, in successful learning, in their

ability to do an Army job well. Here the Army puts into successful practice

the sound principles upon which CBR training is supposed to be based.

Training aids listed for POR training support the earlier interpreta-

tion that individual CBR training Army-wide is not aimed above the level of

skill developed in basic training. The nine aids listed are all on the list

W___4
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for the 10-hour course. Four of the nine are detection devices: 1-6

paper, M-5 paint, M7A•l crayon, and M9A2 detector kit. The six references

suggested are apparently for the use of the instructor. If POR training

is a review of the 10-hour course, the most useful CBR training aids have

been specified, since the gas chamber exercise is stipulated as a part of

the two hours in the POR outline.

The Naval Air Training Coamand and the Air Force Training Command

are two of the military agencies constantly striving to "service and upgrade'"

instructors with regular training periodicals, newsletters, instructors'

manuals, training research reports, and similar resource materials. These

agencies are searching for clever solutions to training problems, ingenious

locally-prepared training aids, and promising suggestions for the improvement

of training. Pictures, drawings, and specifications are distributed to all

training centers.

It is realized that training responsibility is organized differently

in the Army, but there can be no valid excuse for allowing a successful

innovation or solution in CBR training at Center I to escape notice, nor

for lack of a positive exchange of ideas among CBR instructors throughout

the Army. Sarely CBR instructors at Ft. Dix, Camp Gordon, and Ft. Jackson

would benefit from an exchange of training know-how. Field Manuals,

Technical Manuals, and limited Training Aids Catalogs do not meet this

need. If OCAFF promulgates "minimnu standards of proficiency" and hopes for

their uniform attainment Army-wide, the required level of training efficiency

must be reached Army-wide. As is so well illustrated in Fig. 1, FH 21-6, in

Army training the tr iining aids are an important element but not the keystone.
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A training aid r'clearinghouse" undoubtedly would help the instructor,

who is the key to successful training.

Training Aids in Troop Unit Training

Training problems in CBR warfare change &br-aptly when the trainee moves

into Advanced Individual or Unit Training. He no longer is under the time

pressure that made the assimilation of CBR instruction difficult. The

formal CBR instruction observed in unit training appears to repeat the

instruction given in basic training, only with less training skill on the

part of those doing the instructing.

The primary activities of trainees are concerned with the job specialty

they are lea.ning, and they are taught through direct participation with

genuine equipment. The training situation, however, is not genuine for

CDR conditions; and when the trainees experience a real or simulated situation

on the range, the job program generally is not real.

CBR training aids are in use during lectures to men seated outdoors

on bleachers. The blackboard with white chalk is the most commonly-used

device. CBR films are used indoors. MIost of the W)S training shops dis-

play nbreadboards" of the component parts of the equipment being used, but

they are not for CBR instruction. With no new CBR skills or duties to be

develcped beyond those identified for the 10-hour course, CBR proficiency

will increase only in the quality of performance. Practice in integrated

training is the only reall opportunity for improvement, and this emphasizes

the- need for making the integrated situation realistic.

The lack of use of live agents of some kind has been reported. Also

naeted has been the necessity for borrowing gas masks for field exercises
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requiring them. Until such time as live agents can be used in field

training and a practical means of identification can be given to each

soldier, CBR training problems in troop unit training appear to be outside

the scope of additional training aids.

Instructors in unit training uniformly express the conviction that,

given satisfactory conditions of training schedule, personnel assignments,

and training management, they would be able to develop and maintain their

concepts of individual and unit standards of proficiency without difficulty.

With the exception of the use of agents and their identification, the staff

is inclined to agree.

Instructor proficiency in the use of training devices merits attention

and improvement. A demonstration of power-driven decontamination equipment

involved lecture and instruction by the instructor. His explanation of the

use of an accessory water heater included the adaptors (nozzles) for use

with various fuels. These small items were held up (supposedly "displayed"

but concealed by the instructor's fingers) for a group of men on bleachers

30 feet away to see and remember the appearance and size of holes in the

fittings which characterize their use for various fuels. For this procedure,

large scale models are indicated; but the training can be given successfully

with the real articles and without the use of any other aids by labeling and

circulating the parts among the group.

This exercise, not CBR in nature, illustrates a training aids problem

in giving CBR instruction to company size groups-the need for enlargements

of masks, MSAl and M9A2 kits, and similar items of CBR field equipment.

rhe real objects as training aids should be in the hands of trainees while I
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the instructor uses the large model, "breadboard,,, or pictorial chart,

with the smallest component part being large enough for good visibility

from the back row.

A small variety of CBR training aids is stipulated for advanced

individual and unit training. Among six CmIC troop unit ATP's, three

CBR training aids are common tc all tables of unit equipment: The M9Al

Protective Mask; the M9A2 Cml Agent Detector Kit, and the H-I Portable

Decon Apparatus. Five of the six units have an M-5 Paint Spray Respirator.

ATP 3-201 adds a Smoke Generator. ATP 3-202 includes the Respirator plus

seven other items. ATP 3-203 adds a Tachometer and MLAI Maintenance and

Repair Set. ATP 3-204 adds an M-12 Sampling Kit, an M-8 Mask Repair Tool

Set, and a PD Decon Apparatus. ATP 3-205 adds an M-8 Tool Set and an M-2

Clothing Impregnating Plant. Thus, the T/O & E of the Chemical troop unit

provides for the real item of CBR equipment in training at the advanced

individual and troop unit levels, and tho trainee has an opportunity to

york with and learn to use his actual equipment rather than to look at it

as he did in basic training, provided he is given this equipment.

The P01s in School courses devote about four pages to a list of

training ammunition, although "Allocation of Ammunition Requirements

specifically for this course is not authorized"; yet there is no list of

training aids in the POI. FM's, TH's, AR's, and SR's are listed as

references. In some instances a TF is identified in Type of Instruction

or Sope of Instruction. Occasionally a training aid is identifiable as

being the title of a lesson plan. In most periods, however, the individual

lesson plan identified by code number must be examined to determine the

training aids required.
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Training Aids in CmlC School Courses

In the Chemical Corps School at Ft. McClellan the CBR training aids

situation differs from those in basic training and troop unit training.

Supporting CBR instruction in the School are: a training aids design

section, a training aids production shop, a training aids distribution

center, an efficient classroom support section, a research and analysis

section, and a program of training aid evaluation.

Because of the forceful impact the quality of instruction has upon the

way School students will instruct in the future, and because the School is

the "professional school" for CBR instructors, CmlC School and CCTC should

always be staffed with the most highly skilled instructors that can be found

in the Chemical Corps. Instructors tend to teach the way they are taught.

SThe less prcfessional teacher training an instructor has had, the more likely

he is to imitate his teachers, good and poor. Thus, training errors result-

ing from misuse of a training aid by a school instructor are likely to be

perpetuated and compounded as his students become instructors, and the

converse is true. This crucial problem is recognized occasionally in the

military services:

First, the instructors have to understand this important
role which only they can play. Second, they need to be given the
status sufficient to play that role and should look to the day
when the responsibility of instructing others becomes one of the e-

great honors that can be paid a man in the Air Force. We recognize
the practical difficulties in the way of holding instructors beyond
a limited period of time (although possibly they can be held longer
than they are at present) but we do believe that men selected for
duty as instryctors anywhere in the Air Force should be the "cream
of the crop."

1. The Instructors Journal, USAF Air Training Comnand, Summer 1954,a-• p. 151.
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It is interesting that the military agency expressing this point of

view reports as "satisfying accomplishments": development of a career

field for airman instructors; development of an identification system

for aiman and officer instructors which recognizes teaching ability as

their primary qualification; and the establishment of three-year tours

for officer instructors.
2

CrlC School will always require a continuous program of evaluation and

improvement of instruction. This is true of any permanent educational

enterprise. Skill in the use of training aids is susceptible to improvement.

A wide variety of good and poor practices was observed. It is not his fault

but it presents a problem to the instructor when an approved training film

is designed to consune the entire period. There can be only limited dis-

cussion of points to look for prior to the showing. There is no time for

discussion, for re-showing important segnents, or for follow-L. into

another subject. In such cases, the instructor must either skip a consider-

able portion of the film, possibly omitting important parts, or he must allow

the film to displace the instructor in the training process-a violation of 0

expressed training doctrine. Nunerous examples of this difficulty were

observed. Training films frequently are too longp receive too little advance

briefing, and are given almost no follow-up or critique.

There is a contrasting lack of use of filmstrips, whose very strength

is a solution to the foregoing problems with training films. aowhere in

the CBR training program has there been seen a simple-to-make, economicO, S

locally developed filmstrip in color to bring to the clasdraom the practical 4

aspects of field situations. A good training aids se.'tizn can make up

S

2. Ibid., p. 141.
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filmstrips in color, interspersing pictures with titles or questions

cr outlines.

In contrast, the development of ",graphic arts" aids appears to

monopolize most of the OslC School training aids program, with the

exception of motion pictures and a few transparencies or visual casts.

The charts are usually wall-size, although the standard GTA size would be

adequate for classroom use. Interestingly, the Army supplies Army-wide

CBR training centers with GTA 3-1, 33P x 42", when training is outdoors

in groups of 200; whereas, the School uses "company-size" charts about

60" x 96" in an indoor classroom for groups of 50. In addition to the numnerous

charts, there is extensive use of blackboard (wich no colored crayon),

Venetian blinds, and similar graphic visual aids.

Fundamentally, the graphic aids used merely present to the class the

same topical outline, list of steps, and clasuification that appear in the

lesson plan. The chart usually is read aloud by the instructor, and gives

the student nothing that a mimeographed handout for his own notebook could

not give. Errors in spelling occasionally detract from the aid the chart

renders.

judicious use is made of actual items of COR equipment: protective

mask; XSAl kit; M9A2 kit; detector paint, paper, and crayon; radiological

detection apparatus; syrette; ampin; and impregnated clothing. Models,

cut-aways, and mock-ups of CDR munitions are used to teach the mechanism

of ignition devices on grenades and smoke pots, and packaging or loading of

aerial incendiary munitions, and the like. The use of these devices is

effective.

n 0
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At the School, where the NICE To LNOW in basic training and the

SHOULD KNOW in unit training are considered to be MUST KNOW knowledges and

understandings, principles and theories involve a great deal of abstract

and verbal learning. With limited and varied backgrounds, students

experience difficulty in gaining a clear understanding of the technical

bases of CBR warfare. Illustrations are to be found in the learning of

nomenclature of agents, the "unsystematic" system of symbols, the theories

of r.diation, and others. A coding and naming system frr chemical agents

now under study would simplify a CBR traini,.g problem everywhere if the

practical problems involved in the change make it feasible. Field pro-

ficiencies in CBR warfare required of officers trained in School courses

probably do not involve a knowledge of the magnetic or electrical deflection

3f radiation, the differentiation between alpha, beta, and ganna rays, the

balanced chemical equation fcr the oxidation of sugar, and the like. A

reduction in unnecessary information in School courses, the NICE TO KNOW

kind at the highest level of field proficiency, would eliminate most of the

learning problems not now solved by proper use of available training aids. w

Obsolete aspects of CBR warfare training films and inconsistencies in

doctrine are impediments to learning at the School. The project staff

was represented at the GTA Annual Conference held at Ft. McClellan in

January, 1954. The problems of obsolescence and the scheduling of revisions

in FM's, TM's, TF's, and GTA's were extensively explored at this conference.

Production schedules were agreed upon for 1955. Two episodes, perhaps

minor but extremely interesting, were observed. During training the project

staff saw TF 3-11G4. Construction of Gasproof Shelters in the Field, and
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considered it to be not only poor in quality but also based on question-

able asstumptions. The evaluaticn of the School staff, as reported to the

conference, was a Itgood" rating. Yet the instructor who teaches this

subject in CBR warfare training so effcti'ely pointed out the obsolete

elements in the film that it was szheduled frr revision. One wouders

about the validity of film ratings by the staff.

Near the end of the conference one senior C(lC ntaff member asked

the group chairman, "Miat GTAts are needed in areas that have not been

included in the 1955 schedule?" The answer was, 15o idea.t

These two observations cannot be interpreted as indications of

negligence or indifference on the part of anyone. instead they are

diret answers to preliminary questions drafted by the staff prior to

the conference:

1. How does the -tword- on new CBR developments get into paat

cycle training?

2. Ahat agency in the Army searches for, assembles, and circu-

lates on a positive, aggressive basis the good, successful,

improved practices in CBR training?

3. Is there a central reporting agency outside the Chemical Corpc

where local field exercises, bivouacsand manetwers are

reported in such a way that CCIC can have observers present

to appraise the effectiveness of CD3R training? Or sa:. that

the "habitu'al" inclusion of CBR situations can be confirmed

Nand evaluated?
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4. Who supplies this annual conference on GTA publicattons with

the fundamental training research data on which to base judg-

ments regarding need, Justification, -ad utilization?

The answers to these questions are typified ty the round-table poll of

personal opinion that decided that IF 3-591 and TM 3-230, the Horse Gas

hask, should be continued on the active list of CBR traiiing aids. The

observer is not competent to q-e-tion the correctness of the decision

reached, but the absence of any justification based upon research is

disturbing.

One question not yet clear is the implication that the tactical

use of the 280 mm. weapon may necessitate CBR training, possibly

requiring training aids, beyr.nd the display ef maneuverability in a

newsreel type of film. Nowhere in CBR training has the staff heard

any discussion of the HE effects or RW effects upon troops and their

individual and unit protective actions. School CBR training and train-

ing aids should keep abreast if not lead in the application of new

R & E developments to the content of School courses. New knowledge

percolates too slowly into CRR training.

A final observatioa on training aids is the discrepancy between

the potential value of a sand table in teaching the effects of atomic

bursts and the fact that nowhere has a sand table been observed in

CBR training. Field behavior of chemical agents probably is subject

to sand table demonstration and discussion. Officers and students

trained 3P a school where sand tables-or any other devices-are not

used are not likely to utilize them effectively on their own jobs. 0
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School course units on Training and Training Hanagement should include

both technical instruction and practical exercises in the values, limita-

ticas, and employment of each type of Army-approved training aids.

Conclusions Regarding CBR Training Aids

Army training policies governing training aids and their uses are

generally sound. Aids are regarded as being important but not as influential

as the instructor. FM 21-5, Y Training- says, "Training aids are not

used for eyewash; they serve a definite training purpose."

In terms of design, the following principles are especially pertinent to

CBR warfare training:

1. Every effort should be made to promote realism. The aid

should involve the trainees, emotionally and psychologically

at least, in a situation which is as nearly as possible a

duplicate of what they are likely to face.

2. Aids should be kept simple. Unnecessarily complex aids

tend to ccnfuse and to obscure important points.

3. Aids should be dprable. Outdoor use normally requires more

durability than indoor use. Basic training and unit training

aids should be usable outdoors.

4. Aids should be easy to use. Relatively unskilled instructors

should be able to use most aidt. Aids serve the same purpose

in helping the instructor to teach and the trainee to learn.

5. The real object is frequently the best trahe_ aid. The

best training aid in learning about protective masks is a

protecti7e mask.
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6. Aids should be desiged with the slow~est learners in the

group in mind. The concept of "minimum standards of pro-

ficienoy" establishes a goal for mininus learning.

7. Training aic s should encourage active participation

of the crainee. Use of the devices should involve physical

contact by the slow learner through operation, manipulation, or

merely handling.

The lag between principle and practice is as wide in the use of CBR

training aids as it is in training procedures generally. The following

generalizations are based on observations and interviews in CBR training

centers:

Several of the aids prepared for Army-wide use are of doubtful

vualit and usefulness. The best example is GTA 3-!1 L series of platoon

size charts which are standard aids for the 10-hour course. The charts 0

are of limited value at any level of training observed by the project staff.

They are prepared on paper so that they are quickly destroyed if used out-

dccr•; they are bound in such a large collection that they are unwieldy to

handle; and apparently they are produced with little consideration of the

outdcor conditions unJer which centers providinrg basic CBR training operate.

Furthermore, the charts are not accurate (perhaps changes in doctrin, have

merely outdated them) and they contain so much detail that their value is

questionable. instructors probably realize their limitations, and GTA 3-1

was rarely used during training observed by the project staff.

Films, too, which were viewed by members of the staff are frequezrtly

rated low in quality. Kistakes Ln performance, obvious even to members of

IF W 0
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the project staff with little or no previous acquaintance with CBR training,

are observed in many films which are shown, including the one produced at - -

@ the Chemical Corps School. Furthermore, the films are too long, and they

have been made obsolete by chaages in doctrine. In only one film is there

any real attempt to involve the trainees emotionally in the setting-the

film showing troops in the Yucc- Flats explosions. Even in this -better"

film there is much nonessential material which could be deleted, especially

for the particular purposes of CBR training.

2. Locally-prepared aids var tremendously in quality and quantity.

Because few aids are available through central sources, training officers

generally rely on aids produced locally (except for training fims). The

project staff is impressed by the resources which are available in Army

areas for the produrtion of aids, and is surprised that better use is

not being made of the-e centers to improve CBR training aids. Obviously,

officers responsible for training do not have sufficient exptrience in

recognizing training problems to help them identify aeeded aids. A quali-

fied person or persons should be ansigned to visit every major CBR training

center periodically to see at firsthand the training problems which exist,

to help instructors recognize these problems, to encourage them to devise

training aids, and to promulgate through a newsletter or other publication

specific data regarding aids which may be produced locally and the uses to

which they may be put.

Some of the best aids which were seen in use were prepared locally.

In the judgment of the project staff, whenever an aid is prepared locally.

plans end specifications or a duplicate copy should also be transmitted to
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a training aids section of the Office of the Chief Chemical Officer. This

section should screen such aids for ideas which perhaps should be given

wider dissemination.

3. The best training aid available-the protective mask-is not issued

as standard equirment. Tables of allowances for training equipment do not

permit the issuance of a mask to each trainee-a nask for which he is

responsible and with which he lives during basic training. Even in unrit

training, allowances are so limited (one mask for every two men) that

battalions must bcrrow masks whenever a field exercise is contemplated. In

the judgment of the staff, no single change in Chemical Corps training is

needed quite as much as a mask per man. Every inspection should include

inspection of CBR protective equipment. Every man should be taught his

mask will either keep him alive or gi-e him a false sense of security. AV

Every man should test his mask in the gas chamber. Every man should know

that his mask is properly adjusted for immediate use.

4. Throughout the Chemical Corps (and especially at the Chemical

Czp Sch. oShool) a tendency exists to overuse visual casts and charts. There

is little doubt that well-prepared aids of this type can be very effective,

especially for classroom instruction. Because men who were trained at

ChlC School are responsible for much of the instruction provided throughout

the Army, the instruction they receive at the School should provide them

with experiences with aids which are usablo in the situations they are

likely to face. In one basic training center which was visited, nu- a

single visual cast could have been used at the time because all of the

training was conducted outdoors in daylight hours.
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The visual casts which are utilized vary tremendously in quality.

They are usually prepared by civilian artists with no background in train-

S ing problems and with little understanding of CBR doctrine. As a result,

details are likely to be an "artist's conception" of what to do rather

than a clear example of the SOP. Scme contain misspelled words, have little

appeal to students, and are of little practical value.

5. Projection equipment for outdoor use is not provided. Since much

cf the CBR training is conducted outdoors, either project equipment

should be designed which will work effectively in the open, or the program

should be designed without the use of any projected material.

6. Not enouph use is sadt of large-scale three-dimensional aids.

Currently, considerable use is made of real objects in training--but in

many instances the details of the object which are pointed out are so small

that it is impossible for any except those in the front row to observe the

features being described. Large mock-ups and cut-away models are needed in

a number of instances and at different levels of training. No use is made

of sand tables in CBR training, as far as could be determined. It seems

that sand tables or a small area of fairly sandy ground could well be

utilized, especially in problems involving tactics.

7. Training aids help most h requiring acticn from the men. Most

aids which are now used merely present something-informationx an outline

of action which should be taken, a picture of something which has happened,

etc.-and the trainee is regarded as a sponge to soak up needed information

and skills. The project staff believes that proper action in CDR situations

requires more than "know-how"--it also involves practice and drill. Aids,

therefore, should focus the attention of trainees upon doing aspects-and
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knowledge should be looked upoi as necessary for proper action only. Too

many aids at present seem to regard knowledge about CBR agents as valuable

apart from action required in the field, Foe a few research personnel such Q

a position is valid-for the great mass of Army officers and men, knowledge

applie to effective action is the goal of instruction. Aids should,

therefore, require action of trainees whenever practical and feasible.

8. Not enough use is made of simple, available aids. Chalkboards

(portable or otherwise) are available or could be available at any installa-

tion. The chalkboard can be used effectively in certain aspects of training-

especially if colored chalks are utilized. "let, a staff member observed one

officer attempting to teach the standard marking system for chemical munitions

by using a chalkboard and white chalk. Trainees illustrated proper markings

fzr different muniticns by drawing examples and writing the names of celors.

C:i.red chalk certainly should have been used for such an exercise.

The most conspicuous training aid, available on any base but rarely

used, is the outdoors itself. Trainees have little opportunity to practice

protective actions in the field, to mask while advancing through a wooded

area in a prone position, to avoid and/or cross contaminated areas, or to

undergo surprise attacks of various types when in a situation affording a

good chance for correct action. When little use is made of the outdoors t O

except to construct bleachers on which men may sit, the instruction might

better proceed inside.

9. Uniform minimum standards for the 10-hour c'urse and the POR course

rpquire standardization in the u9P of trainin aid. and instructiopal pro-

reduces. The project staff realizes the importance of developing initiative
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on the part of the instructor for effective teaching, but believes that

the i0-hour course and the 2-hour POR training should be packaged-with

lectures, aids, and procedures carefully prescribed. If competent

instructors were always available, the suggestion would not be defensible.

The practical nature of CBR basic training problems leads to the conclusion

that anything less than complete standardization of these two courses will

inevitably fall short of reaching desired standards of proficiency in the

field.

10. The sources of supply of CBR instructors in the Army ae

strategic places to provide D--re supervised practice in teaching with

trainin aids. Skill in the use of aids is a much more significant element

in instructor competence than it was in 1940, but it requires specific

training for its development.

ll. To be acquired on the job, techniques in using tra:Lnig aids

require technically competent supervision and muidagce which CBR instruc-

tors are not now receiving. The project staff believes that this upgrading

should be a field service rendered by a training command, and that it can

operate effectively if conducted through direct channels that give direct

contact and support to CBR instructors everywhere.

12. So mucl emphasis is placed on training aids in military training

that their exaggerated "magic" hides the limitation that they are successful

only as they help the learner to succeed. It is instructor skill that makes

training aids most useful. Army training doctrine recognizes this principle,

but enough observations have been made of its neglect in practice to show

the need for remedial measures
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13. The firm judgment of all members of the project staff is that

lack ood tr in aids is not the real cause of any significant lack

of training success in CBR warfare. The training aids program needs iu-

provementx especially in instructor techniques. However, increases in

CBR field proficiencies are not likely to occur until training problems

are solved through improved training management Army-wide. Neither

devices nor the Chemical Corps alone can solve them.

Recommendations

1. A series of colorful, forceful posters should be prepared for

Army-wide distribution. They should portray CBR actions and proficiencies.

2. A kit or case should be fitted with a standard list of CBR

training aids designed for the 10-hour course. The set should be made

available to any Army unit.

3. A series of CBR filmstrips should be prepared in color, portray-

ing CBR field situations and providing for critiques and self-testing

exercises.

4. A series of short CBR training films, lasting from three to five

minutes, should be developed especially for unit training. Each film should

include the essential preview and follow-up discussion. The series s.,ould

present a wide variety of CBR field situations requiring individual and unit

action.

5. Means should be provided for individuals to time themselves during

gas mask drill.

6. A series of combat pictures showing CBR situations should be

developed for automatic self-rating devices if these are available to Army

establishmnents.
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7. Encouragement should be given to the development of outdoor

visual projecticn during basic and advanced individual CBR training.

8. A permanent foxhole, well designed for protection against RW,

should be constructed in the CBR training area at each basic training

center, and each trainee should be required to take cover in the foxhole

at some tire during basic training.

9. The Army should establish a positive system of exchanging CBR

training aid "ideas" among training centers and units. A CBR training

aids clearinghouse and newsletter should be involved.

lu. Gas masks should be issued as items of personal equipment during

basic and advanced individual training.

Ui. A defensible and adequate procedure should be established for

determining need and justification for CBR publications, based upon

study and research within the Chemical Corps.

12. Specific training and practice in the use of training aids

should be incorporated in every program that qualifies Army personnel

as instructors in any phase of CBPR training-basic, advanced, individual,

unit, and School training.
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Section VIII

CBR PROBLEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

This section gives consideration to twe major problems that are

not properly parts of the foregoing sections but are important concerns

in CBR training. The first problem is that ef measuring the success of

CBR training. The second problem is the administration of CBR training.

The characteristics of good test items are reported, and CBR proficiency

tests are evaluated on the basis of these test criteria. Then twelve

recognized principles of training management are de.cribed, and CBR

training practices are evaluated on the basis of the twelve principles.

This final section concludes with recommendations for the improvement

of CBR training management and the measurement of training success.

The Success of CBR Training

In evaluating the effectiveness of a training program, one of the

first and most important tasks is that of identifying the traits that

distinguish a person who is well trained from one whc is poorly trainei.

Once these traits are identified the next problem is that of determining

whether the training program is producing the desired results. Even if

the trained product is satisfactory, there may be sone concern over the

most efficient means of obtaining the desired effect. Evaluation of Q

a training program or of a specific training aid must be made in rela-

ticn to criteria of proficiency.

130
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Criteria of training success have been differentiated professionally

into three categories: ultimate, intermediate, and immediate.
1  

The

ultimate criterion of training success is the final objective of the

training program. In the CBR phase of basic training, the ultimate

criterion applied in combat would be that the men would survive a CBR

attack and that under such conditions the men would be able to carry out,

in an effective manner, their primary missions.

Intermediate criteria are those that can be applied during advanced

stages of training or during the performance of a task for which the

person is being trained. An example of an intermediate criterion is the

performance of the men on the Army-wide CBR proficiency tests conducted

during February and March. Another example would be the behavior of the

men during CBR phases of Operation Flashburn. These intermediate stages

are nct as genuine as combat but are supposed to simulate it.

Imediate criteria are those that first become available and that

can be applied during the course of training. Amount cf knowledge at

the end of a specific course or performance on an exercise during the

training period would be classified as immediate criteria.

Since American troops, with the exception of those who were subjected

to chemical attack in World War I, have never experienced CBR warfare,

there is no way of observing in advance the ultimate behavior which will

yield the proof of the effectiveness of CBR training programs. Thus,

rational judgeent is the only means of estimating the ultimate criterion.

1. R. L. Thorndike, Personnel Selection. New York: John Wiley
&Sons, Inc. 1949.
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Such judgment is usually based on the opinionof experts in the technical

field. In this project these judgments have been made on the basis of -

information obtained from manuals of doctrine, POI's, training memos, and

the like. Tne relative importance of each proficiency has been estimated

in the same manner.

Appraisals of the effectiveness of a training program or training

methods must, in actual practice, depend or, ir•nediate and intermediate

criteria. These criteria provide limited app:'oximations of the ultimate

criterion; they are adequate to the extent that they approximate the

ultimate criterion. The evaluation must frequently rely on rational

judgment in estimating this relationship.

Criterion for Measures of Proficiency

According to Thorndike,
2 

it is customary to evaluate a criterion

or a measure in terms of its validity, reliability, objectivity, and

practicality.

The first and most important of these terms is that ef validity,

alsc called relevance. A CBR proficienc test has validity or relevance

to the extent that the skills measured 1y the test are similar to the

skills demanded k the Job. The fact that a person can mask properly

during the gas chamber exercise does not necessarily mean that he will

mask properly under actual CBR attack. Again, rational juagment must be

usel to determine the amount of relevance. Thus, it is important in

2. Ibid._.,M
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constructing tests that the various aspects of the ultimate criterion

be kept ir mind, and that immediate criteria resemble the ultimate as

&• closely as posslble.

In all probability the Chemical Corps will rely m-inly on imepediate

criteria; i.e., performance during or at the end of training courses, in

assessing the success of the CBR training program. Some individuals or

unit will receive tests in the field or will be included as a ?art of a

sample in a special tes ing situation such as the last Army-wide proficiency

tests. The majority of the men, however, will not be tested again in C9R

warfare after their 10-hour training period test. A few men will miss even

this test du- to extra duty, sick call, etc. Thus, extracrdin-ry carz

should be devoted to the development of these immediato measures.

N Proficiency tests designed to assess knowledge at the end of a

"training period are usually based on the content of the cour:.s. This

practice is not necessarily undesirable if the content of the courses

is relevant to the ultimate criteria. If course content is unrelated

to the ultimate criteria, a favorable showing or, a test designed to

measure knowledge of that content may' result in much unrelated material

or "fluff" bein- retained in a trair.ing program. In other words, pro-

flciency tests based on course eontent provide little or no basis for

curriculum revision.

A more effective procedure would be to design proficiency tests tv .e

measure identified elementt ,f the ultimate criteria. These criteria or

proficienzies, as identified from official literature, are grouped az

follows:
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1. Recognize that a CBR attack is in process or has occurred
2. identify the agents employed
3. Use available protection properly
4. Administer self aid or first aid properly
5. iecontaminate self, equipment, and terrain
6. Execute SOP for exploitation, continuing mission, etc.

In designing proficiency measures for CBR, the qualit of respon,•e

elicited is of paramount importance. It is relatively unimportant, for

example, whether a man knows self aid if it is too late for the self aid

to be effective. Thus, in assessing proficiency, consideration should be

given to factors such as the following:

1. P decisions. The speed with which G agents act does not

permit much time tn haggle over the proper procedure. Surviv " dcpends

on whether the correct r-sponse is given within the maximum -e. limits.

In Operation Flashburn a regimental commander spent the better part of an

hour trying to decide the proper procedure ollowing an aerial -pray attck.

Then the action which was finally taken was the pooled judgment of several

officers, including the umpires.

2. P sequenc of behavior. This would involve sounding the

alan•, taking protective action, recognizing syrptoms, self or first aid

and decontamination, reporting attack, end continuing rission. lffective

first aia or self aid, for example, depends on the proper recognition of

the symptoms and must follow identification but precede decontamin--ticn.

3. Efficient effort. During "Flashburnn several men were observed

to panic wnen a purported Ci-DH spray fell down their necks. Disorganiza-

tion soon spread throughout the company. It is important that all efforts

be carried out in the mort expeditious manner.
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4. Proper exploitation of mission. It is important that the be-

havior proficiencies outlined above be elicited in such a manner that

there will be a minimum of interference with the primary mission.

Second. reliabiity is re.ated to the variability of performance

cf individuals (intrinsic r-liabiity) and to variabilit in the conditions

under which the test or criterion measure is administered (extrinsic relia-

bility). "Intrinsic reliabilitya is improved by increasing the nunber

of behavior samples observed and by making the-.e samples representative _

of the behavior of the whole group. "Extrinsic" sources of variation

or unreliability may be partially controlled by standardizing the

conditions under which the instrument or test is being .dministered.

Giving the test to one group by playing a record and giving it to another

group by reading it aloud would reduce "extrinsic reliability."

The third characteristic of a good cr-iterion measure is objectivity

or freedom from bias. Bias may be detrimental to both relevance and

reliability. aias may be due to subjective evaluation standards as w.hen

raters systematically use different standards in judging behavior. One

rater might be too lenient, another too strict. It may also be due to

certain external conditions. ki example of the latter might be the

failare of soldiers to become proficient in CBR warfare, not because of

poor teaching methods and poor training aids but because the men are too

tired to learn the material presented. Thus, any conclusions about the I
efficiency of training methods would certainly be biased,

.Amy personnel are in a Position to make casual observations daiy

concerning the proficiency of the troops as far as CSR training is concerned.
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The major reason for a proficiency test is to veritl these observations.

The test differs from casual obs.r-vatior in that the observations in the

testing situation are mad- under standardited conditions. The test thus

becomes somewhat like a laboratory experiment and therefore equal care

should be taken to maintain experimental conditions.

Biases may be reduced in much the same manner that factors producing

unreliability are reduced. In using criterion measures, care should be

taken to insure that the effects of bias are reduced to a minimum,

especially by providing a common basis or guide for judgments.

The last consideration for a cr. erion measure is that of practicality

or the convenience and economy of the measy,-e being considered. The

decision as to whether a Lriterion measure is pi actical will depend on the

best possible judgment as to the seriousness of the situation, other

available measures, budgetary limitations, and the like.

Army-wide Testine

The Army-wide, individual CBR proficiency test, administered during

February and March, 1954, has been analyzed in terms of the standards

discussed above. The purpose of this analysis is not to be critical

of the test but merely to illustrate an application of these standards.

Actually, the test. as ooservd, provided one of the most effective

training ecvices seen durng the study.

Relevance. The behavior elicited by the test appears to approximate,

in large degree, the various skills and duties probably required of the men

if CBR warfare were to be used in actual combat. The test -ituations are

particularly good in that the men are required for the most part to carry
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out the activity, not merely to verbalize it. For example, the men are

required actually to decontaminate their weapons and to renoue simulated

agents from the skin of their buddies. In a few instances, however, the

men verbalize their action. After a simulated atomic burst the men are

required to "state" two things which could have been done to reduce

exposure to radiation.

The behavior elic.ited in the test situations, ho.e',er, was in the

nature of discrete isolated responses. How will the soldier behave when

he has to respond in proper sequence to a much more complex situation?

It is one thing to recognize a CBR attack is occurring when a spray from a

low fly,-ing plane is pointed out; it is quite another problem when the men

are pinned down by enemy fire and wlen several other planes are overhead

strafing or laying down smoke at the same time. In making inferences about

altimate behavior on dhe basis of these immediate and intermediate measures,

it mrst also be kept in mind that the primary missions must often be continued

under -ny CBR diffieulties that are encountered,

Reliabilitv. The intrinsic reliability is probably quite adequate.

A sufficiently wide range of behavior is sampled to insu e a considerable

degree of stability of eesults.

Whether or not the extrinsic reliability is adequate is doubtful.

Some of the units spend several hours getting ready for the tests. The

test scores probably are artificially high because of this intensive

coaching and practice. A surprise retest would probably yield different

NY . results, for the real level of proficiency would be shown by the saccess

with which units could respond without coaching and cramming. However,
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the effect of the forewarning and the intensive preparation probably is

the same for all units, and their relative standing may be unchanged. The

test error resulting from the practice effect may be a "constant" error. A

All test results should be discounted to offset this constant error.

CBR attacks wil probably occur without advance warning. The Army

needs to know how the men will react to a surprise attack, not how much

"knowledge the troops can pick up in massed drill sessions held two or

three days before the tests are given. This criticism would not be I -

serious if an effort were made to keep the men at this peak of efficiency.

There is no evidence that this is the case. According to reports from

several otiicers and men, the various units promptly forgot about C0R

warfare and began to prepare for a proficiency test in some other area.

Another factor affecting extrinsic reliability of the tests was the

method of administering and scoring. Two of the OCAFF teams were observed

in operation. One took great care in selecting and training the scorers.

The other apparently considered th!is problem to be. rc-atively unimportant.

The care which went into the preparation of the tests would probably be

somewhat negated by this lack of provision for adequate scoring procedure.

Bias. One of the officers in charge of a testing team gave credit

for wrmcn responses because the troops had been taught the wrong procedure. I &

He felt that it would not be fair to penalize a particular group because

they had been taught incorrect methods. A scoring system should have been

devised which would have eliminated this source of bias. Prior instruc- £

tions might have eliminated this problem.
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Practicality. Practicality of the test is excellent. It would be

given to large numbers of men at the sane time. Equipment required is

simple, inexpensive, and fairly easy to design.

Analysis of ATT 3-2 (Selected at random)

Relevance. This test appears to be a particularly good measure of

intermediate criteria. The test is designed as a very practical field

exercise with the chemical phas,'j of the operation integrated with enemy I *:

attack, marches, bivouac, preparation for defense, etc. The test seems

to be measuring adequately the performance of a company operating under

conditions which are fairly similar to actual combat.

It is difficult to determine whether the ATTts measure completely

the objectives of the ATPts. Objectives and desired proficiencies are

not spelled out; they must be inferred from the cortent of the ATP. The

omiesion is not a serious criticism of the ATT, however, as the test is

more concerned with ultimate criteria than with program content. The

test cannot be evaluated as a measure of the thoroughness of the ATP.

Reliailjity. The test samples a sufficiently large number of

situations to insure a fair degree of stability. A company is rated on

a total of fifty-one different items since these tests are administered

as field problems. Variations in weather conditions, terrain, etc., are

unavoidable. These variations, however, will tend to decrease the

reliability of the test results. Also, the scoring is done by means of

pooled ratings of at least two uopires. The fact that many of the items

to be rated are stated in an ambiguous or vague manner, e.g., "Defensive

measures during attack," will tend to lower the reliability.
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Bias. Variations in testing conditions and the scoring procedure

provide opportunity for biases to affect the outceme. Elimination of

variations in testing conditions will be virtually impossible; they may

be reduced, however, by offering suggestions as to the site for the

test, terrain, weather conditions, et-. The scoring procedure could

probably be imporved by setting certain limits as to the allowable

responses and by offering illustrations of correct and incorrect responses.

This would tend to reduce the ambiguities in the items to be rated.

Practicality. The test appears to be particularly good on this

point. It requires no elaborate preparation. The umpires must, of

course, make some advance arrangements for materials and equipment, but

not on a scale which would in any way be impractical.

Evaluation of a Local CBR Proficiency Test at

This test is very similar in scope and nature to th., Army-wide

individual CBR proficiency test described previously; thus, the remarks

regarding the Army-wide test are pertinent here.

There is, however, one difference in that the Axmy-wide test attempted

to interject more realism by the use of sound effects. The situations in

the Army-wide test are described in more detail.

No score sheet was provided with the test; therefore, no comments

concerning the scoring procedure can be offered.

Evaluation of Exaoinations from Chemical Corps School

Tests evaluated include Nos. T 035/E-R, 10l5/E-U, 8450/E 70-R, IN

T 762/E-R, 7929/i-70-U, 5786/ElOO-R, 2030/9, 3004, and 3128A.
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Relevance. These tests measure course content. Thus, they are

relevant to -.he ultimate criteria only to the extent that course content1WW Sis relevant.

A major problem exists in determining what a passing or failing

grade would be. If the tests are valid, this should be determined against

some intermediate criterion.

Reliability. The tests are long enough to insure a fair degree of

reliability. They range from about sixty to seventy-five items per test.

Bias. These tests are objective, which should reduce bias to a

minimum.

Practicality. These tests can be given in a class period. They

meet this standard very effectively.

Use of the Criteria

These criteria for measures of proficiency should be applied by

instructors in every phase of CBR warfare training. They should govern:

(1) the construction of tests designed to measure mastery of a daily lesson

or a single skill; (2) the administration and interpretation of test

responses; (3) the retraining that should always follow unsatisfactory

test responses in a training situation; (4) the preparation, administra-

tion, and interpretation of tests at the conclusion of a training program;

and (5) the preparation, use, and interpretation of proficiency tests

whether used in bivouac, on maneuvers, in joint operations, or in Army-uide

testing.

The application of these criteria during thin project has highlighted

the excellent quality of the OCAFF CBR Proficiency Test, and the variations
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in administration by various teams that render any interpretations of

results subject to question. Of greatest significance, however, is the

revelation that good testin of training success is virtually nonexistent

at those stages of CBR training where reteaching would be possible if

learning difficulties were identified. Unless the Army is able and willing

to drop a basic recruit back into a new group and have him repeat unlearned

parts of his basic training, the end of the 8-week period is too late to

determine that one man has not learned to clear his mask, another does not 0

know decontamination principles, and another does not know characteristics

or symptoms of chemical agents.

The good use to which the GCT is put in prognosis of background,

interest, aptitudeand probable success is not reflected in CBR warfare

training, where pre-testing should come early in advanced individual

training, unit ATP~s, and school courses. Nor are tests used as training

devices during courses, so that both instructor and trainee, aided by

this knowledge of the learner and his knowledge of results, will increase

their training efficiency. Tests are not used to classify -ndividuals

and sectionF in CBR training in order to avoid the sheer boredom of the man

who ma. cered the skill the first time and the hopeless bewilderment of the

man vho never will le.rn it. Tests are not used to distinguish the

difficult.-to-learn elements in a program from those easy-to-learn, as a

basis frr revksing the training schedule, time allotments, course content,

instructor assignments, training aj 1ý, an! numerous other factors in train-

ing management. These criteria should be the basis upon which any efforts

to improve training along these lines should rest.
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Administration of CBR Training 4 -

As in most educational enterprises, there is a tremendous gap between -

what the Army knows should be done in training and what is done. Publica-

tions, especially FM 21-5 on Military Taining, are in the main soundly

,;asi upon what is known about how learning takes place. Principles,

recommendations, and procedures which are promulgated are in most instances

defensible. On the other hand, training frequently violates the promulgated

train4nA doctrine. In some instances, the way the Army programs are designed

makes it almost impossible for commanders to follow training doctrine. In

other instances, facilities are such that programs are considerably handi-

capped and weakened.

Pkrinipe Endorse, Army Policies

Effective CBR training will result when the Army begins to apply in a

significant way the principles, such as the following,that are found in and

are adapted from F4 21-5, FM 21-6, and IM 21-250.

1. Men learn hi' doing. There can be no learning without some activity

by the soldier. The best activity is for him to practice doing the job that

he is expected to learn. The project staff acknowledges that mental activity

is activity--that men can learn by listening to lectures, by viewing films,

and the like-buc it states without reservation that the best way to learn ,•

4ow to use protective ointment is to use it under adequate supervision and

guidance.

2. Men differ in ability, In1 experienc desire to achieve, in

emotions, and in Ihvsieue. Any program which purports to teach -he same

skills, understandings, and dispositions to act to each of a group of men
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must therefore be plarL.ed so as to capitalize on the differences which exist

among men by differentiating the instruction given them.

3. There is no substitute for a skillful instructor. Those most

qualified to teach should be doing so. Each instructor needs to know his

subject and possess qualities such as judgment, tact, initiative, enthusiasm,

and endurance which the Army recognizes as being necessary for good teaching.

He should be able to express ideas effectively. He should be a good example

for the learners. * *

4. Readiness to learn is basic to good learning. Any person learns

better when he needs and wants to learn. Readiness can be developed in men.

When men understand why instruction is being given and when they see the

reason for the instruction, they are more ready to learn.

5. Interest must be aroused and maintained for effective learning. A

person learns those things which interest him--t~hse things on which he

focuses his attention and concern. If men are to learn how to carry out their

mission in CBR situations, their interests must be caught and continuously

held.

6. Exhausted men will niot j rn Iiwl. Training programs must 13e de-

signed in such ways that achievement of objectives in certain parts of the

program do not interfere with or prevent achievement of other equally • 0.

important objectives k man asleep on his feet is not likely to learn much

about standard markirjý signs or field iLdentifization of war gases, even

though he may be dev'loping physical stamina.

7. Distra&IMonI interfer with effective training Especially during

times of presentation, it is ira;ortant that men be able to hear and see
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in the immediate area, will detract from the learning.

8. Men who are absent from training are not likely to learn what was

taught. If each soldier is expected to knov self and first aid for chemical

casualties and how to don a mask efficiently, he shoald have such instruc-

tion. Proficiencies should not be expected from soldiers who miss training

to police an area.

9. Students can assimilate only a limited amount of new material in a

given time. It is not by chance that undergraduate and graduate colleges

and universities in the United States generally provide instruction cn

the basis of approximately a four-hour day of organized learning activities.

10. Knowledge of progress or proficiency supports learning. As men

discover that they are becoming more proficient-en the range or at donning

the protective mask-they try harder to improve their ova records. The same

principle applies to groups of men at the unit level.

11. Plannedseguential experiences are necessary for effective learning.

Reliance upon incidental learning or upon a potpourri of activities scrambled

together is almost sure to result in inferior training. In an organization

as large as the Army, with many nonprofessional teachers responsible fol

instruction, this factor is particularly important.

12. Behavior in the field is the best test of the training progra.

The training program in CBR is designed so that each individual and each

unit will be capable of carrying out assigned missions with the least

loss in combat effectiveness. Whether or not the training program is

developing the proficiencies needed to achieve that objective can be testedVN
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only in actual field situationa. Paper and pencil tests cannot be satis-

factory measures of proficiency.

The Application of Principles to Practice

These twelve basic principles of effective instruction are, in many

ways, ignored or unheeded in actual Army training although they are

enumerated effectively in training publications. In the following sections

each of these principles will be developed in greater detail and specific

examples will be cited to indicate how present instruction is not as effective

as it should be if training objectives are to be realized.

Men learn by doing. Effort is consistently being exerted to involve

men actively in training programs as participants. The gas chamber drill

and the applicatory exercise outlined in T~aining Memorandum No. 7 are

evidences that the need for more "learning by doing" is being recognized.

At all levels of training, however, the basic medium of instruction is

still the lecture. Three obvious examples of ineffective training were

observed:

1. Men who are supposed to be able to provide self aid for them-

selves in case of an attack using G-agents only touched a syrette which

was quickly passed down the line during the lecture. They had only the

briefest contact with this instrument; yet they are expected to perform at

a high level if ever they begin to feel the symptoms described by the lecturer.

2. Men who were learning the complicated marking system employed on -_

chemical munitions were told what the colors were, and the blackboard was

used to illustrate placement of the symbols-but the marks were made with

* S
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white chalk on a black surface. No munitions were present during the

lecture. No colors were in evidence.

3. Men were being given a proficiency test in CBR warfare. They were

individually required: to answer verbally, "What are the three ways that

germs can enter the body?"; to describe verbally the action they would

take if they saw a brilliant flash of light without any prior warning of

the imminence of atomic attack; and to mask on signal, a small group

at a time. No difference was made in the score assigned whether or not

equipment fell to the ground during the masking. No stop watch was

used to determine the length of time required for masking. No surprise

or unexpected masking was required while firing, while advancing in a

prone position, or under like conditions. The scores %hich indicated

"proficiencies" varied primarily on the basis of the verbal answers-and the

only way to determine whether the man who responds correctly verbally will

respond correctly in a field situation is to test him in a field situation.

Men differ in ability', experience, motivation. emotions, Rhysique.

In the training programs observed, every man gets the same learning ex-

periences regardless of his background, ability, and motivation. Persons

with undergraduate degrees in bacteriology sit through sessions on simple

terminology with which they are completely familiar. Persons with years of ®
experience in the Medical Corps patiently listen while information is pre- .

sented which the medics obviously know better than instructors. Persons .

with battle experience in Korea sit next to soldiers of about tern weeks'

experience-both being given the same film or the same lecture. Men with

college degrees receive instruction with soldiers who are almost illiterate.
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Thp list can be extended. The Army does not group men for instruction even

thoughi it is recoruiended in Paragraph 65 of FM 21-5. Consequently, most

of the training is geared to the slowest vocal member of the group. The A

brilliant persons quickly become lazy or defiant. Men differ, as training

doctrine clearly recognizes, but training practice does not, and any train-

ing program which fails to provide instruction geared to the differences will

operate at an inefficient level.

Skillful instructors are essential. The Army recognizes the importance

of the instructor in the training program. In spite of official recognition

of the need for effective Listructors, however, Army practice is based

upon the theory that anyone who has a stripe or a bar can teach with skill

proportioned to his grade or rank. When the connittee procedure is

utilized instruction generally tends to be of higher quality than in units,

because the instructors are specialists with particular responsibility for0

training. When the training falls completely upon the comiissioned and

noncosissioned officers of a particular unit, CBR instruction is not likely

to be of high quality because of the other duties of the officer group.

One example which was observed will illustrate the low quality of some of the

training provided in units: A lecturer was describing how the unit will pro-

ceed through a contaminated area if one is encountered, and he mentioned a

"tshuffle box." At the conclusion of his lecture one man asked, "What is the

i-mction of the shuffle box?" The NCO instructor stalled by herming and

hawing, not knowing what "function" means, until saved by the commissioned

officer present who restated the question: "What do you use the shuffle box

for?" The NCO then gave an acceptable answer. The box itself was not

demonstrated.
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U:tiL such time as assignment to training duty is looked upon as

choice duty in the Army, and until such time as assignments to training

duty are of sufficiently long duration that excellence can be developed

through good supervisory help, the Army is not likely to have many

skillful instructors. Not everyone can teach effectively and to asstuae

so is to lower the quality of training considerably.

Readiness is basic for learninu. Even though manuals recognize the

basic idea of "readiness to learn," many instructors in Army training

programs seem to believe that all that is necessary to involve men in

active learning is to: (1) write on the board-if one is preseat--the

instructor's name, the subject to be considered, and perhaps a word

or two to indicate the nature of the hourts work; or (2) to define some

basic terms or to state three basic principles. Men are not necessarily

ready to learn, however, everything that the Army wants to teach. In

fact, some men seem alomst willing to resist the instructor's effort to

teach them anything. An organization which receives men who are

drafted against their will must provide experiences which will make men

want to learn. In the case of CBR training, survival is the basic

motivator-or could be if properly utilized. All perscns who are not

mentally unbalanced or in extreme pain desire to keep on living.

Dramatic ways of demonstrating the effects of CDR warfare should be

developed and used so that men will want to learn what they need to learn Om
about CBR. Little is now done except to cite some verbal examples

11 from the history of World War I. The use of a film on the difficult

subject of the effects of agents is forbidden as being "too realistic."
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Interest has to be aroused and maintained. Even though a man is

interested in survival and, therefore, in learning about CBR protective

measures, he is not likely to learn much unless the instruction is pro-

vided in an interesting and challenging manner. Interest is highest when

participation in CBR situations is imminent. Men who are preparing to

cnter the gas chamber are alert to learn every suggestion that may help

then understand what they are facing and what they should do. Men who

are preparing to have some blister agent (probably simulated) placed on ' -

their wrist for a buddy to decontaminate properly are interested in learn-

ing exactly what to do so they wontt be burned. Even men who are highly

motivated, however, lose interest when a voice drones on and on without

interruption, change of pace, or requiring activity on the part of the

listener.

In spite of the fact that many men are fundamentally not really

PAger to become the best possible soldiers, the Army is in a particularly

fortunate position as compared to a college or university because much

c•f the material to be taught can be taught utilizing firsthand experiences.

Many such opportunities are now lost-too much reliance is placed upon

lmw-interest, soothing types of instruction such as lectures. Interest

can be aroused by involving men in the training, by having them face

many problem situations similar to ones they may scmeday meet in the field,

by using live and simu]ated agents much more frequently than is done

at present in occasional demonstrations and pseudo-activities.

S~Exhausted men are poor learners. The Army recognizes officially that

the "toughening up" process may get in the way of effective learning, and
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official publications recommend extra rest time on mornings after night

training if instructionas phases of training are scheduled. In practice, -

P ~ however, the pace of the program-especially in basic training-is so

exhausting that even cadre personnel who have considerable Army experience

fall asleep almost immediately when they sit down for a lecture indoors.

In practice the Army attempts to make good learners out of tired men by

having someone constantly acting as a spotter-asking men who doze to

stand at the side or rear of the room during the rest of the lecture.

It is obvious to any critical observer that the Army could teach

a great deal more in the same length of time and have it retained longer

if the men were alert rather than exhausted. It is no wonder that pro-

ficiencies are not developed adequately. CBR training suffers as morale

~ drops and as physical vitality is lowered. The gain in endurance, in

obedience, or in any other desirable outcome of this schedule is at the

expense of CBR knowledge and other forms of "passive learning.",

Distractions interfere with training. Official statements in Army

training publications recognize that the physical environment is important

if training is to be effective. Many examples could be cited to indicate

that the gap between theory and practice in Army training is especially

wide at this point. At one base certain parts of the program are

scheduled on bleachers out of doors regardless of the weather-rain, snow,

or shine. These portions of the program are essentially lectures. Indoor

classes are absolutely essential in bad weather unless the effectiveness

• of training is to drop markedly.
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Absent men don
t
t learn. Men who are absent from training programs

may learn--but not what the training program prescribes. They may learn

how to peel potatoes or pick up cigarette butts-and the project staff

recognizes that such activities are essential parts of a total Army program-

but they do not learn what the CBR training program is designed to teach.

Probably no practice observed by the project staff contributes more to

ineffective training than placing a percentage of men on duty rosters

every training day. Yet this is standard practice in spite of the

pertinent comments in FM 21-5, p. 26. Unless the length of basic train-

ing can be increased by one week without an increase in the training load

so that an entire unit can be given duty tasks on the same day once a

week, the training program should be ruthlessly cut to seven weeks of

training in an eight-weeks? period so that the same possibility will

obtain. Every soldier is entitled to CBR training-and to other survival

training. It would be better to cut the 10-hour course to eight hours,

or perhaps even six, and have every man present than to maintain it at

ten hours and have 5 to 10 per cent of the unit not receiving the training.

The practice currently followed makes it necessary for CBR training

which is provided at the advanced individual training level to be almost

identical with that given in basic training on the assumption that the

same men will not be absent when the training is given the second time.

But, on the opposite assumption that it Eight happen, most unit training

in CBR starts at the same place-back with the simplest definitions and 0

procedures. In the judgment of the project staff, such procedures are

not defensible.
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A limited amount of new material can be assimilated. There is little

doubt but that persons of greater ability can learn more in the same

period of time than those of lesser ability--but there are practical limits

to the amount of material which can be learned by any person in a given

period of time. The greater the amount of new or unusual content, the

more difficult the learning is likely to be. Because of the nature of

CBR content, a considerable amount of the program is "nei$ to the men.

Most ef them are able to grasp and remember only part of what is presented

when the lecture (even when accompanied by transparencies) is the basic

technique of teaching.

Amny publications warn instructors about attempting to teach too much

in a short period of time-yet at all levels of training instructors are

needlessly complicating the learning task by including too much content

in a lecture period. It seems to the project staff that, at least in

basic trainingthe training program should be so carefully planned that

the content load, as far as the trainee is concerned, would be kept to

the minimum consistent with combat effectiveness. The total program,

including lectures, should probably be developed centrally and carefully

screened for nonessentials, verbosity, and sequence. Fairly complete

instructions, including needed training aids and their use, should be in-

cluded for training officers.

As long as persons who have recently completed advanced courses at

the Chemical Corps School are primarily responsible for CBR instruction

in basic training, the 10-hour course is likely to contain a considerable

amount of NICE TO LNOW but nonessential information as far as the ordinary
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combat soldier is concerned, because men generally teach as they were

taught. The same problem exists for the instructor not trained at the School,

who with untrained judgment as to difficulty and assimilation rate, prepares

his lecture notes from technical manuals.

Knowledge of progress helps learning. Learners seem to get a lift

from a realization that they are making progress. Such a feeling of pride

in acrrmplishment carries over and affects ether learning. The Army publica-

tions on training indicate that this learning principle is known, yet except

at the upper levels of training little is done (or at least was done in

the CBR training observed) to inform men of their growth or to provide

situations in which they could clearly see the progress they have made.

At the upper levels, the results of paper and pencil test3 are primarily

the masns of measuring progrtsz.¾

Skills are developed in a czauence of steps. Some c.nsiderati~n has

been given to sequence in all Ar-my publications outl'nrig training, but in

many instances-especially at advanced levels--the sFequence is lost in a

raze -f scheduled activities. A program such as that ,utlined for basic

CBR training in Training Memorandium No. 7 indicatesi that considerable

thought has been given to the pr:per order of learning experiences in CBR.

But little thought, evidenly, has been given to d-•'elopment of a total -

learning program with sequence. There is, undcubtedly, a planned procedure

in learning how to use the rifle effectively, in b.sic tactics, in first aid,

and ro on, but theae sequences d," nit (as far as . be determined)

affect significantly the CBR s-qulnce.
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The reverse is equally true. Sequence Is provided within the seg-

meats of training as far as content coverage is concerned-but sequiential [

experiences for the soldier are rare. He undergoes a program of pieces-

each separate and distinct--each valuable in itself but basically not

related functionally to the other pieces until a bivouac exercise helps

him see how training in separate areas is applied simultaneously in the

field. Training officers are aware of this problem, but scheduling diffi-

culties-especially related to the use of facilities and space-make a

disjointed approach seem necessary.

Integrated training should start much earlier in the training program.

When some skill in masking has been developed and some skill in firing in

a prone position has been developed, the two skills should be practiced on

the range. When some skill in dismounted drill has been achieved, and mask

drill has been provided, the alarm "Gas" should be given during drill. Men

will not be standing alert and with their hands on the flap of the carrier

in wartime waiting for the officer to sound the gas alarm. A proficiency

goal of fifteen seconds for donning the mask, as doctrine currently indi-

cates is standard, should be developed and maintained along with other

duties an' activities. This cannot be done when a man has a mask in his

possession for only two hours during a basic training exercise.

At the Chemical Corps School the problem of poor sequence is

particularly obvious. Course schedules jump from one topic to another

with little or no obvious attempt to merge the separate aspects of train-

ing into a program which makes sense to the learn~r. The task the learner

faces is, thus, needlessly complicated and the quality of training
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consequently lowered. The project staff believes that much could be accom-

plished to improve the performance of officers and men in CBR situations if

competent curriculum personnel carefully analyzed the total learning programs

and reorganized present programs to provide more sequence for the learner.

This is a task which would require constant effort over a considerable

period of time.

Behavior is the test of training. The official Army publications

all recognize that training programs are designed to develop skills,

understandings, and attitudes which will result in specific behavior in

the field. Training programs, on the other hand, provide little opportunity

for officers and men to face problems and work out aeolutions-even

vicariously. Pressure of time seems to convince almost all training

personnel that lecturing and demonstrating must be the backbone of the

training program.

The project staff, on the other hand, believes that since behavior

is the test of training, every activity should be geared to the development

of behavior. If lectures are used (and they will continue to be used

because they frequently present needed information mcst expeditiously),

the learner should be required to participate--to demonstrate behavior--

which is supposed to result from the lecture. If behavior is not supposed

to result, the lecture is undcubtedly superfluous and should be eliminated

from the training program. If a film is used, it should be followed by (or,

as is suggested elsewhere, perhaps be interspersed with) activity on the 0

part of the learners to fix the learning--to demonstrate the behavior.
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Much more use should be made of prcblem situations involving real

or simulated agents, use of the equipment normally furnished the soldier,

- action which is required to utilize field expedients instead of ideal or

make-believe facilities and equipment, and initiative based on analysis

of conditions. The aim of instruction should be to develop a THINKING

soldier who acts intelligently and speedily in various types of situations

so that he will also do so if any enemy should use new or different CBR agents

for which standard operating procedures are not effective. Such behavior

is not likely to be achieved unless men are trained to face situations requir-

ing action and demanding practical applications of their training nierence.

Conclusion

Most of the subject matter in CBR warfare training comes from

scientific knowledge developed in laboratory situations. Proficiency in

modern CBR warfare has not been tested in combat. Most of the practical

applications of technical CBR knowledge have been based on theory and

reason rather than on field experience. The scientist has difficulty in

translating his CBR knowledge into field requirements of the soldier. The

soldier being trained for combat efficiency has difficulty in interpreting

the subject matter the scientist tries to translate.

Just as the specialist with limited Army experience tends to exaggerate

the importance of NICE TO KNOW information, so also does the Army combat

veteran with limited scientific background tend to oversimplify CBR train-

ing and to underestimate the importance of MUST KNOW CBR skills. Battle

experience in CBR warfare undoubtedly will bring these two groups of Army
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personnel closer together in their understandings. It will give them a

body of practical CBR subject matter of utmost value in training--if there

remains time and opportunity to use it. In the meantime, solutions to

the problems of CBR training must be sought through training management.

It is usually good administrative practice to delegate responsibility

and ccemensurate authority for training success to the levels where

training is conducted. The Army follows this practice in its training

policy. However, the practice is sound only when responsibility for the

supervision and evaluation of results is exercised to the same degree by the

delegating authority. This the Army does not do. It is not good administra-

tive practice to delegate to unit commanders the final responsibility for

CBR training and also the final responsibility for its evaluation. Too

many others have a stake in combat success to permit any unit commander to

be the judge of his own competence as an administrator cf training, and

this appears to be the net effect of CDR training practice.

The Army has promulgated excellent CBR training thec-y and principles.

Some of its publications provide excellent guidance toward CDR training

success, especially for the instructor who is already mast likely to succeed.

The measures taken by the Army to improve the quality of CDR training

operations, however, are less adequate, probably due to the fact that the

coordination and supervision of CBR training activities is poor.

OCAFF is concerned with field proficiency and combat effectiveness.

just as the sergeant must train his men to use expedipnts in the field in

contrast to THts and laboratory techniques, so also must OCAFF exercise

supervision over the way CBR training is conducted in the field in contrast A
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to the theories of training principles and doctrine. The job is putting

theory into practice. The method is through improved training management.

SThe product is a soldier capable of sustaining CBR attack and continuing

his mission without reduction in his combat efficiency. The cost is the

continuous exercise of supervision and coordination of CBR training between

all elements in the Army. OCA0• itself probably is the best procurement

agency.

Recornendations

1. An attempt should be made at every level of training to devise

performance tests (as contrasted with verbal tests, oral or written) for

each skill involved in a standard of proficiency.

2. Trainees should be previded with self-testing measures of skill.

3. Instructcrs shoula be provided with measures developed specifically

for: pre-training analysis; diagnosis of learning difficulties; attainment

of objectives stated in daily lesson plans; and attainment of course or ATP

objectives. These performance exercises should conform with test criteria

to the same high degree as the 1954 Army-widre individual CBR proficiency test.

4. CBR instructors should be given on-the-job training in the prepara-

tiOn and use of performance tests as training procedures.

S. OCAFF should continue the administration of AxM~-wide testing of

foCBR proficiencyt This job should not be delegated to those responsible

for the conduct of tra.Lqing, .

6. Improved means of judging CBR competence in maneuvers and joint

operations should be sought.
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7. The CBR training program should provide many more direct, firsthand,

participating experiences for the learners. Much more contact with live !

and/or simulated agents should be provided at all levels of training.

Whenever possible, individuals and umits should be required to act--not

merely undergo.

8. Grouping for instruction at all levels of training is needed, and

much more opportunity should be provided fcr men of superior and inferior

abilities to have training geared to their capacities.

9. Army instructors should be rigorously screened, adequately educated

for the training task to be performed, and rewarded with recognition compar-

able to that afforded the skillful commander or the soldier who performs

brilliantly in a military skill. There is no more important, or in the long

range crucials, task in the Army than training.

10. The first contacts that basic trainees have with CBR instruction 0

should be carefully planned so that the complete interest of the men is

secured and their attention is focused upon personal survival.

U. At each successive level of training, comparable activities to

develop readiness and interest need to be ccnceived and developed.

12. The pace of the training programs at all levels needs to be

relaxed considerably. Tired men do not learn well. More directed individual

study should be required at the Chemical Corps School during the regular

school day with presentation of new material limited to a maximu• of four

hours per day.

13. More attention needs to be directed to the physical environment C

within which the instruction is provided. Out-of-doors classrooms should

•0
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be comparatively free from distractions amplifying equipment should be

provided when needed, visual aids and equipment which are used should be

sufficiently large that all men are able to see important details, and to

the extent possible stand-by indoor space should be available during

inclement weather.

14. To avoid having men absent from essential CER instruction, either

the length of basic training should be increased to nine weeks without

adding to the training load or the training program should be cut to seven

weeks but provided in eight. Then, to avoid individual absences, an

entire unit is assigned needed post duties on the same day once a week.

15. The 10-hour course in CBR training should be carefully outlined,

planned in detail by central authority-including the content of the

~ • lectures which shall be given and the training aids which shall be used.

This course should then be screened carefully to eliminate nonessential

information and Munecessary verbosity, and to insure sequential learning

experiences. It should be provided along with a packaged kit of needed

visual aids to all basic training centers.

16. A similar procedure should be followed for CBR training at the

"advanced individual training level and for POR training.

17. Aids should be provided, and procedures should be developed so

that men will be able to check their progress in the development of

4 essential CBR skills.

18. All1 courses at the Chemical Corps School should be subjected to

rigorous analysis and revision to provide additional sequence to the

training. AT2's of the "3" series also need much revision in order that

sequential experiences may be provided.
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19. CZR trainilig should be integrated with other training much more

comuonly than appears ncw to occur in practice. More of the hours

scheduled for advanced CBR training should be allocated in ATP's to

integrated training so that commanders will be encouraged to incorporate

CBR into rifle practice, dismounted drill, shop routine, tactics, and

field exercises, but it may be necessary to speUl out details for all

commanders to follow.

20. In carrying out the above recemcnendatics every effort should be

made to make sure that men are required to participate-whether it be a

lecture, demonstration, training film, or field problem-and that the

situations be made as real as possible consistent with needed sfety

precautions.

21. When the cceittee system of instruction is utilized, unit g
noncommissioned and coimmissioned officers should participate actively in

the training. Observed practices of sleeping through CER instruction

periods provide the worst sort of examples for trainees.

22. When the comnittee system of instruction is not utilized, unit

cocianders should make sure that persons who provide CBR training are

qualified to do so. Successful completica of a course at the Chemical

Corps School does not necessarily mean that a noncommnissioned or commissioned

officer is qualified to teach. Much preparation in advance is needed by

men who are "greenn in teaching, and time should be provided so that they

have opportunities to obst-..ve good teaching, specific guidance in preparing

learning activities, and supervisory assistance on the job.
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23. The Army should develop a program of supervising CBII training

operations with the aim of improving the quality of CBR instruction.

The task should be assigned at a level high enough to work simultaneously

in the following ways:

a. To coordinate CBR training activities between different Army

areas

b. To work directly with CBR instructors on an Army-wide basis

and also at specific training centers

c. To muster the resources of CBR science, combat experience,

and training competence

d. To work directly with the sources of supply of CER instructors

and training persennel.
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